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JUVENILE AND FAl\llLY COURTS 
~lunicipalit y, estaoliFhment of Court in, 
4187 
Liability for maintrnancc, 4190 
Payment of expenses by, 4190 
Pro1ision of detention homes hy, 4190 
Officers, appointment of, 4188 
Pro1 ision of, 4190 
Remo\lll of, 4188 
Peace officer, probatir•n officer to ha,·e pow· 
ers of, 4189 
Probation officeao, appointment, 418G 
Appointment, for ~pecia l case, 4189 
Ex officio, 4188 
Powers of, 4189 
Removal of, 4188 
Voluntary service of, 4189 
Provisional j uclicial district, apportionment 
of expenses, 4190 
Records, contents of, 4188 
Regulntion3, prescriplion of, 4191 
Rules, prescription of, 4191 
Salaries, payment of, 4190 
School Attendance Act, referred to, 4189 
hehers, as detention home~. 4189 
Temporary homes as detention homes, 4189 
Territorial juri~diction of Cot.rt, 4187 
Truant officer, probation officer to have 
powers of, 4189 
Jl..\ E~ ILE COUHT; see h''t:~ILE A~D 
I' A 'liLY COURTS; ~IAtiSTRATF.S' JURIS· 
lliCTI0' 
J( ' \ E('; I LF COL RTS; .ee J 1 otES 
KENOHA; >CC I'ATiliCIA: Tf.ltRITORIAL Dl\'1· 
SIO~ 
KING; >CC I'TERI'Rf:TATIO~ 
KING'S coo"' EL; sec BAIUliST'F.m. 
1-.:JNG' IIIGII \VAY; see IIICIIII' AY JM· 
Appointment, 1136 
Duties as accountant, 1136 
As supervisor, 1136 
Generally, 1136 
Purchasing supplies, 1136 
Set by Lieut.-Gov. in Council, 1136 
Legislative Assembly, accountant of, 1136 
Public servant, 1136 
Supplies. for whom pnrrha•ed. 1136 
Quality of, 1136 
Testingquality, 1136 
Who purchased, 1136 
Tenure of office, 1136 
LABOUR; see ArPnF.I\'TICt:smr; BLIND 
WORKMEN'S CO~IPF.NSATION j RUI LD INC 
TRAUES PllOTECTI0:-1; Df.I'AR'I'MF.NT OF 
LABOIJll; FACTORY, SilO I' AND OFFICE 
BUILOINC; COVF.R:-I'IF.NT CO:-ITilACTS 
IIOl'RS A :'Ill \\'ACES: I "''llii~TRIAL DIS· 
PUTE$ INVESTICATIO:"'; I NDUSTRIAL 
STA:"''UARDS; LIQt:On CONTTtOL; MAS· 
TER A:'>D SF.R\ 'A:\Tj ) 11 ;'\'IMOM WACF.; 
0:->E DAY'$ RF.ST I:"~' SF.VF.JS; I'UBLIC AND 
OTHER WORKS \\'ACE!;; WACF.Sj WOOD· 
)IE"''.S E\l rLOY\It:'iT; WORK ME:-!'S 
CO\IIlF.,SATIO"''; 1\'0RK IIF.:\''S CO'IPF::"''· 
SATIO~ 1:'\'SURA:"''CF. 
LABOUR D\Y; see I"''Tr.RrRETATION 
LABOL'R DISPL1TES; see t"OUST1UAL DIS· 
l'l TF.S I"'' VESTICATIO:"''; O"''TAIU O MU· 
:"''ICII'AL BOARil 
l:\K£5: see llEACHf.S A :"''D RIVF.II BEDS; 
BEAC II PllOTECTIO'; llf:O OF NAV IC· 
Alll.E WAn: RS; LAKES AND RIVf:RS 
DII' RO\' E,\IF.:"''T; M I \'I:"'' C.; TERR ITORIAL 
0 1\' ISION 
LAKES .\ ND RIVERS 1.\ll'ROVEi\IENT; 
see also BEACH I'ROTECTIOX; DF.ACIIF.S 
PllOI'E\IE:\T; IIICHII'A\' TRAFFIC A~D RII' F.R BEDS; BF.IJ OF "AVICADLE 
WATERS; WATER POWERS REGULATIONS 
KI:'\G'S PRIXTER; ~ee also CO:"''SOLIDA· Act, when not to apply, 622 
TIO'\ OF STATl' TF.$; ELECTIO~; tl' l· Action, none shall be, 619 
DF."''CF.; STATl TES When not maintainable. 612 
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LAKES AND RIVERS li\IPROVEl\1ENT 
Appeal, abandonment of , 640 
Application for lea,·e to, 640 
Failure to sit down, 640 
From order of Judge, 640 
Judge to give directions. 640 
Procedure on, 640 
Application for approval of dam, 613 
For power to exercise rights, 638 
Approval, when to be given,6l4 
Apron, failure to provide,618 
To admit of timber passing, 618 
Aprons, regulations respecting, 611 
Arbitration Act, referred to, 612 
Arb:tration, respecting damage from dam, 
613 
T~ determine damages, 635 
Injurious effect of works, 627 
Arbitrator, award of. to be final. 636 
Judge to be, 612 
Directions of. final, 636 
.\lay consent to S!lle for lien, 635 
.\lay give directions for sale, 636 
A ward, efT ect of non-payment, 639 
How enforceable, 639 
How payable, 639 
To be registered, 627 
When payable, 639 
l:lond, applicant shall file, 618 
Fonn of, 634,641 
Books, engineer to have free access to. 615 
Capital, distribution of, 625 
Claim, for compensation, 612 
Il ow determined, 612 
Jurisdiction to determine, 612 
~otice of. to be :rh·en, 635 
Time limit for making, 636 
llnder part VI of Act, 612 
Claimants, case of two or more. 639 
Twll or more. terms may be imposed.l\39 
Time limit , 639 
Companies Act, referred to. 623.625 
Comp:mie~. union of, 627 
Union of, powers,627 
Company. book~. inspection of. 626 
Carf}·ing on after expiry, 628 
Corporate name after expiry, 625 
Existence of, continued for purposes. 62.~ 
Expropriation of land by, 626 
Extension of existence, 628 
Incorporation of, 623 
.\lay be declared dissolved, 628 
To keep books of account, 626 
To obtain consent of mill owner. 627 
T o report on taking o,·er works, 626 
Works of, not to injure mill, 627 
Compensation, amount of, 626 
Claim for, 612 
For works taken O\'er. 626 
How ascertained, 626 
Consent of owner to permit works, 626 
T o be registered, 627 
Con'solidated Statll/es of Canada, Chap. 68, 
ref erred to, 628 
Construction, details to be filed. 613 
Conveyance to applicant on payment, 639 
Conviction, not to affect ch·il liability, 616 
Costs, how reco,·erable, 615 
Of repairs, to be a lien. 617 
Order as to, 639 
Scale llf. 618, 639 
To be taxed by clerk. 639 
Counter-Claim. determination of. 635 
;\or ice of to be given. 635 
When deemed made, 636 
County Court, Judge of. 612 
Court of Appeal to hear appeals, 6W 
Crown, righ ts of, not affected. 635 
Dam. cau;ing damage Ill property. 614 /_-
Damage to land caused by. 612 
Defined, 611 
Emergency, cons tructi'ln of. 61-t 
Emergency. )finister to gh·e directions, 
614 
Erected before land granted. 6 12 
Erected for floating timber. 612 
Fishway may he required. 61-t 
Free acce;s to, by engineer. 615 
Tmpro"cment; . engineer": report on. 61-l 
Tmpro\'ement> to. 61-l 
Plans for, 614 
Indemnification for damage cau;ed by, 
612 
Particulars of foundations of. 613 
Plans of to he appro,·ed. 613 
Removal of by :'llini,tcr, 611 
Temporary notice of. 614 
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LAKES AND RIVERS IMPROVEMENT 
Dam, co11t'd 
Temporary permission to comtruct, 613 
Permission to grant, 614 
To have apron, 618 
Slide, 618 
Without fish way, 615 
Damage to land Ly dam, 612 
Damages, assessment of subsequent, 623 
For exceeding authority, 635 
Forlandtaken,639 
For wrongful detention, 635 
Limit of, 612 
Right to, not affected, 623 
To whom payable, 622 
Dams, regulations respecting, 611 
Deposit, applicant to file, 617 
Dispute, how determined, 612 
Disputes, determination by arbitration, 635 
District Courl. Judge of. 612 
Dividends, rate of, 624 
Emergency, when repairs deemed an, 615 
Engineer, free access of to books. 615 
Free acress of to dam, 615 
To documents, 615 
Report of, order thereon, 616 
To have access to plans, 615 
To report on construction, 615 
Examination. cost of by en{!ineer. 615 
Exception, River Ottawa, 622 
River St. Lawrence, 622 
Exemption of waters from Act , 636 
Expenses. how recoverable. 615 
Of engineer. 615 
Fact, ques tions of, 640 
Fish way, to be provided, 614 
Floating of timber. defined. 611 
Form of bond, 641 
Improvements. not ordinary mainte11ance, 
614 
or minor importance. 614 
Time limit for, 615 
To be approved, 614 
To dam, construction of, 614 
Plan for, 614 
Plan to be filed, 614 
Injunction, not to affect damages. 623 
Other relief, in lieu of, 623 
Subject to conditions, 622 
I Judicia l discretion, 622 Suspended as to time, 622 
I 
I 
Inspector, defined, 618 
Expenses of, 617 
Judge to appoint , 617 
I 
To examine works, 617 
To make report, 617 
lnternatio11al Roundary Waters Treaty, re· 
ferred to, 616 
Judge, County, to appoint inspector, 617 
District, to appoint inspector, 617 
Fees of, 640 
Of County Court to be arbitrator, 612 
Of county to have jurisdiction, 612,629 
Of district, to be arbi trator, 612 
or district, to have jurisdiction, 612 
Shall direct repairs, 617 
To determine cost of repairs, 617 
To give directions, 638 
Judges' Orders Enforcement Act, referred 
to,639 
Lake, defined, 611 
When subject to Act. 619 
Lakes, regulations respect ing use of, 612 
Land, claim in respect to. 612 
Value increased, 613 
Value of t_o ·be fixed, 639 
Lands, engineer to have free access to, 615 
Letlers Patent, application for. 62-l 
Grant of supplementary, 628 
l'iot to issue until capital provided for, 624 
Until notice given licenses, 624 
Supplementary, effect of, 628 
For additional works. 628 
To fix term of company. 624 
Lien, directions for sale, 636 
For charges of person clearing obstruc-
tion, 632 
For clearing obstruction, priority of, 635 
For co~t of separation, 634 . 
or operator for tolls, 630 
Of operator, priority for , 630 
Of person clearing intermixed timber, 633 
or person clearing obstruction, 632 . 
Right to possession of timber cleared, 632 
Sale of timber for, with consent, 635 
To be sa tisfied out of sale, 631 
:\fagistrate may assess damage, 622 
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LAKES AND RIVERS Il\1PROVEi'\IENT 
i\Iap of watershed, 613 
To be filed, 638 
What to show, 613 
J\Iill sites, not taken without consent, 627 
Minister, defined, 611 
~1ay order kind of appliance, 621 
;\lay require engineer to examine, 615 
Order of, to be gazetted, 621 
Order of, to be in writing, 619 
To appro,·e rules, 631 
To certify expenses, 615 
To have jurisdiction, 619 
l\'avigation, regulations respecting, 611 
Notice, duration of, 618 
Obstruction, not wilful, 622 
Ob;tructions, removal of by ;\l inister, 617 
Occupied Water Privilege, defined, 636 
;\laking impro,·ements to, 637 
Not presently in use, 638 
Owner of. may acquire lands. 637 
Owner of, may enter lands, 637 
Rights of owner of, 637 
What to be deemed use of, 637 
Officer, duties of, 616 
;\lay be appointed, 616 
Operator, defined, 629 
:'11ay demand statement, 630 
i\Iay make rules, 631 
Right to tolls, 629 
Rules of, to be appro\'ed, 631 
To file schedule of appro,·ed tolls, 630 
To obtain date of hearing, 629 
To produce books of account, 629 
To publish schedule of tolls, 629 
Order, appeal from, 640 
Deemed judgment, 640 
Entry of, 619 
Fees on filing, 619 
Grant of, to exercise powers, 638 
How enforceable, 619 
Non·compliance with. 615 
or ;\linister, no appeal from , 619 
To he ::azetted, 621 
When fil ed,619 
Orders to be kept on file, 616 
Owner, defined, 613 
Ent itled to timber, 634 
Neglecting to separate, 634 
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Right to separation of timber, 634 
Subsequent, of land, rights of, 612 
To be notified of separation, 634 
To .erect fish way, 615 
To give notice of temporary dam, 614 
To remo"e danger, 615 
Particulars, further, 613 
Penalty, for contra,·ening :o-Hnister's Order, 
621 
For contra,·cntion of part I, 615 
Failure to provide apron, 618 
Impeding operator, 631 
Improper felling, 621 
l\on·compliance with order, 616 
l\ot lopping branches, 621 
Throwing refuse, 621 
On summary conviction, 616, 618,621,631 
To whom payable, 631 
\\lten not to apply, 618,621 
Person, cannot cause obstruction, 620 
Clearing obstruction, to notify owner, 632 
Duties of in clearing obstruct ion, 632 
In floating timber, 632 
In making separation. 634 
In taking possession, 633 
Floating timber, not to obstruct naviga· 
tion, 632 
Right pre\'ent obstruction, in floating 
timber, 632 
Persons to ha,·e right to float timber, 620 
Plan of improvements to dam, 6H 
To be filed. 638 
Plans, engineer to have free access to, 615 
Fai lure of owner to furni sh. 615 
or dams, copies to be filed. 613 
To be appro,·ed. 613 
To be kept on file, 616 
Pond, area of to be fixed, 639 
Height of water. 639 
Limitation of s ize of, 639 
PoEsession of timber to be given up, 633 
Pow erE. cessation of corporate, 627 
or J uclge, 640 
Proceedings to exercise powers, 637 
To set aside charter, 627 
Proclamation, declaring lake subject to Act, 
619 
Declaring ri\'er subject to Act, 619 
LAKES AND RIVERS IMPROVEMENT 
Proclamation, cont'd 
Publication of, 636 
Public Works Act, referred to, 617,628 
Refuse, not to be thrown in lake, 621 
Registration of Judge's Order, 640 
Regulations, defined, 611 
Floating of timber, 611 
Power to make, 611 




Use of lakes, 612 
Use of rivers, 612 
Scope of, 612 
To be laid before Assembly.612 
Repairs by interested person, 617 
Cost of, by interested person, 617 
By J udgc determined, 61i 
l\lay be ordered, 617 
Report, annual, by company, 625 
Information to contain. 625 
Of engineer, cost of, 615 
On dam improvement, 6J4. 
To be filed, 613 
Reports to be kept on file, 616 
Revised Statutes, (1877 ), Chap. 153, refer-
red to 628 
Revised States Canada, Chap. 140. referred 
to, 621 
Right to construct apron, 620 





To go along banks, 620 
To remove obstruction, 620 
To use on payment of tolls, 620 
Works constructed, 620 
Rights, conferred. apply to all lands, 620 
River, defined, 61 l 
When subject to Act, 619 
Rivers, regulations respecting usc of. 612 
Site, plans of dam, 613 
Slides, regulations respecting, 611 
Statement, effect of fal se, 630 
To be filed, 638 
Summons, how to be served, 631 
Sureties, on applicant's bond, 618 
Timber, across lake, to be expedited, 621 
Defined,611 
Driving, requirements of persons, 612 
Of several persons, causing obstruction, 
633 
Cost of separation, 634 
Regulations respecting floating, 611 
Right to scparatiou, 634 
Slide companies, 623 
Conditions of incorporations, 624 
Seizure of, 631 
Tolls, apportionment of, 630 
Approval to be final, 630 
Basis of Judge's decision, 629 
Books of account of operator, 629 
How recoverable, 630 
In respect to ti~ber, 612 
Non-payment of. 630 
Notice of application, to approve, 629 
Schedule of amended, to be published, 
630 
t\ pproved, to be filed, 630 
To be published, 629 
Warrant may issue, 631 
Trees, not to be felled across river, 621 
Warrant, for sale of tim her, 631 
Time within which, to be issued. 631 
To whom directed, 631 
Water privileges, defined, 636 
Right of owner of, 637 
Water, regulation of use, 616 
Water power, dam owner's rights to, 612 
Effect of in damagtl claim, 613 
Waters, obstruction of navigable, 612 
Work, cost of, debt due Crown, 615 
Work~. abandonment of, 627 
Company incorpl)rated, to perform, 623 
Default in completion of. 627 
Defined, 623,629 
Not to injure property, 626 
Of company on expiration of charter. 624 
Of dissolved company. 628 
Of persons taken over hy Company, 626 
Out of repair, 617 
Time to be completed in, 627 
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LAND, CONVEYANCING OF; see coN-
VEYANctNc 
LAXD SEITLE~IENT; sec :->ORTHERN DE· 
VELOP~IENT 
LAND SURVEYORS 
Accounts, secretary-treasurer, to keep, 2513 
To be audited, 2513 
Address, in register, 2514 
Deemed proper, 2514 
Addressed, properly, 2514 
Amount of examiner's fee, 2507 
Annual general meet ing, announcement, 2506 
General meeting, at Toronto, 2504 
Time and place, 2504 
Regis ter to be kept, 2511 
Appeal, by leave, 2513 
Case may be reheard, 2512 
From decision, 2510 
From order, 2512 
Further evidence permitted, 2512 
Hearing on e\idence, 2512 
Judge's order re, 2512 
Pending disposition of, 2512 
Time for, 2513 
To Court of Appeal by leave, 2513 
Within 15 days of decision, 2512 
Apprentice, board may accept equivalent 
standinf!. 2508 
Consent of. 2509 
Of surveyor, 2508 
To hold pass and honour matricula tion 
in mathematics, 2508 
Transfer of, 2509 
Who may be, 2508 
Apprenticeship, agreement. 2509 
Agreement to be registered. 2509 
Board may exempt when qualified else· 
where, 2508 
Completing term of, 2509 
Exemptil)n from. 2507 
Complet!'. 2508 
Graduate from R. ~1. C. partially ex-
empted, 2508 
Graduates from universities partially ex· 
empted. 2508 
Noticf' of regi~tration of agreement, 2509 
LAND SURVEYORS 
Provision for transfer of articles of, 2509 
Remainder of. 2509 
Term of, 2509 
To continue six months sfter final 
examination, 2508 
Articles. sen·ice under. 2509 
' Associations. by-laws of. 2508 
Fees of. 2508 
Funds of, 2507 
~!embers of, 2505, 2506 
Ten members of, 2505 
To be continued. 2502 
Ballot papers, 2505 · 
How mailed. 2505 
Ballots. examined and counted by ~cruti· 
neers, 2505 
Mailed by secretary-treasurer, 2505 
Opened by secretary-treasur er, 2505 
Record kept, 2505 
Time to be ma'led and returned, 2505 
Opened, 2505 
Too many names. firH to count, 2505 
Board. meetings of. 2507 
~I ember of, 2506 
or examiners, chairman of council, 
chairman. 2507 
Chairman of council, member. 2506 
Council mny appoint assistan ts, 2507 
Fix payments of examiners. 2507 
Four members appointed by Council, 
2506 
How composed. 2506 
Payments to examiners. 2507 
Restricted. 2507 
Secretary-treasurer n membor. 2506 
T t>rm of office t hrt>e years. 2:'106 
Three members to form quorum, 2507 
Time and place of meeting~. 2507 
To examine candidate~. 2506 
Two members appointed by L:eut.-Gov., 
2506 
Vacancies filled by appointor~. 2506 
Payments to members of. 2.'l07 
Persons to a$$ist, 2507 
Subjects specified by, 2508 
Bond, joint and several. 2508 
To be depositecl, 2508 
Dooks to be kept. 2505. 2513 
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LAND SURVEYORS 
By-laws, annual general meeting, 2503 
~fay be passed, 2503 
Passed by council, 2503 
Ratified by association, 2503 
Re examination and admisison of candi-
dates, 2503, 
Re go,·ernment, discipline, honour, 2503 
Re management of property, 2503 
Special general meeting, 2503 
To carry out objects, 2503 
Case, may be reheard, 2512 
.i\Jay be remit ted, 2512 
Certificate of Board, 2507 
Of matriculation, 2508 
Of service, 2507 
To practice shall issue, 2507 
Chairman of Board, 2507 
or council, 2507 
Committee. inquiry of, 2512 
To decide dispute, 2506 
To inquire, 2506 
Complainant, 2513 
Conditions, breach of, 2508 
Council, chairm01n elected annually, 2503 
Exemption of fees by, 2510 
l\Jay appoint, 2507 
or management, how composed, 2503 
:\linister member, 2503 
Other officers appointed, 2503 
President member, 2503 
Six elcrted members. 2503 
Term office, 2503 
To appoint, 2506 
\'ice-president member, 2503 
Court of Appeal, 2513 
Dealing with properly after acquiring, 2503 
Duties, faithful performance of, 2508 
Educational standing, 2508 
Elected, who to be, 2506 
Election. legality of, 2506 
New, 2506 
Under.ided, 2505 
Elections, annually by members, 2504 
By scaled ballot, 2504 
Candidates, ff'es to be paid, 25M 
To be qualified, 2504 
Dispute settled hy elected officers anu 
members, 2506 
Illegal, 2506 
New election ordered, 2506 
In case of dispute, 2506 
Tie, 2505 
P erson with highest vote elected, 2505 
President to announce results at meeting, 
2506 
Secretary·treasurer to draw wl1en tie, 2506 
To report results to president, 2506 
Entry, frnudulently made, 2510 
Examinations, Board may exempt when 
qualified elsewhere, 2508 
Board member attending, 2507 
By Board, 2509 
Notice by candidates, 2509 
Of candidates, 2506 
One month's notice. 2509 
Exemption, from examinations, 2509 
Pri,•.ileges to be reciprocal, 2509 
Expenses, fixing of, 2507 
Expulsion from membership, 2512 
Evidence, in courts, 2511 
Transcript of, 2512 
Fee, Ca:ette notice, 2510 
Final cer tificate. 2510 
Examination, 2510 
Intermediate certificate. 2510 
Examination, 2510 
Notice for examination, 2510 
On rc;!;istration. 2509 
On transfer of articles, 2509 
Registration as ~urveyor, 2510 
Fees, arrears over s ix years, 2510 
Council may exempt, 2510 
Exemption frorn,2511 
li11en practising 35 years, 2511 
Not liable, 2510 
Not payable after retirement, 2510 
Recovered as debts, 2513 
Recovery o£. 2513 
Suspension for non·parmcnt, 2510 
To be paid, 2505. 2509 
To belong to association, 2503 
Unpaid, 2510 
Final examinat ions. 2507.2508 
Fines to belong to associat ion, 2503 
F irst names only counted. 2505 
Forms, certificate of admission, 2514 
Vot ing paper, 2514 
404 
Fraudulent representation, causing, 2511 
Graduates, 2509 
Income to belong to association. 2503 
Indictable offence, 2512 
Inquiry, 2513 ' 
Instrument, in writing, 2507 
Intermedia te examination, 2507 
Investments of council, 2503 
To be trustees', 2503 
Lieut.-Gov. to appoint, 2506 
List, copy of, 2505 
Forwarded in each year, 2505 
Mail, ordinary course of, 2513 
;\feeting, adjournment of, 2507 
At Toronto, 2504 
Fourteen days' notice of, 2504 
Thirty days after request, 2504 
Member, appointed by, 2506 
How appointed, 2506 
1\fember~, a uthori~cd practicing surveyor; 
2503 
Chosen by nominating committee, 2505 
E ligible, 2505 
So add~d. 2505 
Subject to Act, 2503 
To by-laws, 2503 
To be registered, 2503, 2510 
Who to be, 2503 
Membership, expulsion from, 2512 
Suspension of, 2510 
Minister, defined, 2502 
Monies of association, 2503 
Names, more than required number, 2505 
Put in ballot box, 2506 
Upon drawn papers, 2506 
Notice of motion, 2512 
Secretary-treasurer to give, 2504 
To rnsume practise, 2510 
Notices, sent, 2514 
Sent by mail, 2513 
Service by registered post, 2513 
1\ominated, list of persons, 2505 
Nominating committee, chairman of, 2505 
Elected by ballot, 2504 
Members of council not eligible, 2504 
Presiding officer has casting vote, 2504 
To appoint chairman and convener, 2504 
Scrutineers, 2504 
LAND SURVEYORS 
Term of office, 2504 
To consist of five members, 2504 
To nominate before Dec. 1, 2504 
Who not members, 2504 
Nominations, chairman to forward to sec· 
retary-treasurer, 2505 
Secretary-treasurer to forward to mem· 
bers, 2505 
Ten members may require person added, 
2505 
Time to be forwarded. 2505 
Not employee of surveyor, 2502 
Oath of allegiance, 2508 
Of examiner, 2507 
Of office, 2508 
Oath~. to be deposited, 2508 
With provincial secretary, 2508 
Oflire, for three years, 2506 
Office rs and auditors to be elected. 250 ~ 
Of counci l, 2506 
Order of Judge, 2512 
Suspending, 2512 
Payment of fees, 2510 
Penalty for falsificat ion, 2511 
J mpropcr entry hy secretary-treasurer, 
2511 
u~e of title. 25ll 
Name may be removed from reg is ter, 2511 
Pract i~ing when unqualified. 2502 
Procuring fraudulent entry, 2511 
Prosecutor mny be allotcd portion, 2513 
Penalties, paid to secretary-treasurer, 2513 
Recoverable under Summary Convictions 
Act, 2513 
Persons, appointed, 2506 
As prosecutor or complainant. 2513 
Declared elected, 2505 
Enti tled to vote. 2505 
List of nominated, 2505 
Qualified to vote, 2505 
Registered, 2511 
l\lay usc t itle, 2511 
Sustaining damage, 2508 
Political offence, 2512 
Powers rc real cgtate, 2503 
To exempt , 2509 
Practise, for 35 years, 2511 
In H is ::\lajcsty's Dominions, 2509 
405 
LANO SURVEYORS 
President, result reponed to, 2506 
To appoint scrutincers, 2505 
Privileges, similar, 2509 
Probity, satisfactory evidence of, 2508 
Purchase of property only for association, 
2503 
Qualifications, bond of two sureties, 2508 
FeP.s to be paid, 2508 
Final examjnations to be pJssed, 2508 
Intermediate examinations to be passed, 
2507 
Provided with standard me.1sure, 2508 
References may be required, 2508 
Required, 2509 
Student to practising surveyor, 2507 
Three years' apprenticeship, 2507 
To be 21 years, 2507 
To take and subscribe oath of office and 
allegiance, 2508 
Quorum. of Board, 2507 
negister. accordin;; to b)·la\\5 and orders. 
2510 
Amendment of, 2510 
As of June 1st, 2511 
Certified copy evidence, 2511 
Changes of addresses, 2510 
Death nf member, 2510 
f.ntrics in, 2510 
:\Tay he appealed, 2510 
Properly authorized, 2510 
Enrry fraudulently made, 2510 
On direction of council. 2513 
Removed from. 2513 
Falsifiration nf. 2511 
X a me not entered. 251 1 
Remo,•ed on retiring, 2510 
Restored on resuming pncticl', 2510 
Names and addresses of surveyors, 2511 
Printed copy of annual to he e'•idence. 
2511 
Proper e\'idence, 2510 
Removal of name, 2511 
Restoring name to, 2313 
Secretary-treasurer to keep. 2510 
To keep annual, 2511 
Ilegi~tered address. 2505 
Add res~ of memher. 2505 
Letter, 2505 
Post, 2513 
Registration, notice of 2509 
To use title, 2511 
Request of ten members, 2504 
Re-registra tion of member, 2510 
Resignation, in case of, 2506 
Royal l\lilitnry College, graduate, 2508 
Scrutineers, appointed, 2505 
J n presence of, 2505, 2506 
Secretary to add names, 2505 
Secretary-treasurer to draw, 2506 
Service, time for, 2512 
Six months to elapse between examina· 
tions, 2507 
Special general meeting, 2504 
Notice by posted letter, 2504 
Required, 2504 
Time and place, 2501 
Standard measure of length, 2508 
Subjects of examinations, 2507 
Subpoena of Supreme Court, 2513 
Summary Convictions Act, referred Lo, 2513 
Sureties, two sufficient, 2508 
Surveyor, authorized before Act passed, 2502 
Ceasing practice, 2509 
Defined, 2502 
Expelled,2512 
:.\fisconduct or, 2512 
Person prnctising profession, 2502 
Student to, 2507 
Surveys for gain, 2502 
To he authorized, 2502 
Registered, 2502 
Who may act, 2502 
Surveyors, names and addres3es, 2511 
Suspension, appeal by notice of motion, 
2512 
Appeal, time m:.y be enlarged, 2512 
To Supreme Court Judge, 2512 
Within 15 days of decision, 2512 
For conviction, 2512 
For corruption, 2512 
For gross negligence, 2512 
For misconduct, 2512 
Judge may revoke pending appe:1l, 2512 
Not to exceed 1 year, 2512 
Practice pending appeal, 2512 
Or reprimand, 2512 
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Term of office of members, 2504 
Of office of officers, 2504 
Unexpired portion of, 2506 
Time, may be enlarged, 2512 
When delivered, 2513 
Title, 2511 
Travelling expenses, 2507 
To be taxed, 2512 
Two members of council to be elected, 2504 
Universities, 2509 
Vacancies, appointed for balance of term, 
2506 
Filled by other members of council, 2506 
Vacancy, power to fill, 2506 
Voters may be present at counting of votes, 
2505 
Qualifications, 2505 
To be paid up member, 2505 
Votes, completion of counting, 2506 
Counting of, 2505 
Equality of, 2505 
Highest number, 2505 
Record to be kept, 2505 
Witness, attachment of, 2513 
Attendance on s11bpoena, 2513 
Entitled to travelling expenses, 2512 
Fees to be S5 per day, 2512 
l'ion-attendancc, 2513 
Subpoena same force as Supreme Court. 
2513 
Under band of officers, 2513 
LAND TAX; see ASSESSME:'iT; PROVl:-ICJAL 
LAND TAX 
LAND TITLES; see also cmtPANltS; 
CROWN TI~IBER; LA:-ID TRANSFER TAX; 1 
MECHANICS' LlE:-1; PATRICIA; REGIS· 
TRY; SURVEYS 
Absolute title, registration of after ten 
years, 1955 
Account, title of assurance fund, 2001 
Act, adoption by municipalities of, 2013 
Act Respecting Mines (1897), referred to, 
1989 
Act to amend the J11 incs Act, referred to, 
1989 
LAND TITLES 
Address, notation of interested person's, on 
register, 1997 
Return, on all em•elopes, 1998 
Appeal, from decision of master on trans-
mission, 1973 
From master, 2012 
From order awarding costs, 1986 
Order re amendment to plan, 1997 
Rightto,2012 
Application, all owners to make, for reg-
istration, 1978 
By Crown, 1953 
Consent of vendor to, 1953 
Costs of, 1954 
Districts to which Act applies, 1952 
Joint owners, 1954 
Mortgagee's, 1954 
Registration of leasehold, 1957 
Under Land Titles, 1953 
Reimbursement for trustees' costs on, 
1954 
When title free of certain exceptions, 
1961 
Assessment Act, referred to, 2009 
Assurance fund, additional payments to, 
2005 ~ 
Application for additional payment, 2006 
Apportionment of fees payable to, 2005 
Cessation of charge for fees under, 2003 
Charge, when payment to, postponed, 2002 
Claimant contrii.JUting to loss, 2006 
Claims against. 2004 
Computation of compenRation, 2004 
Constitution of, 2001 
Deposit of monies in, 2001 
Determining value, 2001 
Establishment of, 2001 
Expense of valuation, 2002 
Fees for minerals, 2003 
For timber. 2003 
On expropriation, 2004 
Indemnification of, 2002 
Iu"estmcnt of monies in. 2001 
Lane! in provisional judicial 
2002 
Sold for taxc~, 2003 
lJ nder cxeeut ion. 2003 
, 
districts, 
LAND TITLES . 
Assurance fund, cont'd 
Limitation of claims against, 2004 
Limit of additional payments to, 2005 
Minimum payment to, 2001 
Payment of fees to, 2003 
Percentages on first registration, 2001 
Postponing payment to, 2002 
Proof of value under, 2002 
Purpose of, 2001 
Recovery of amount paid out of, 2004 
Re minerals, 1990 
Tide of account, 2001 
Transfer of part of parcel free, 2003 
Transmission of monies in, 2002 
Of monies to, 2002 
Treasurer to issue stock for, 2007 
Valuation, 2002 
Bond, indemnity for assurance fund, 2002 
Local master's, 2012 
.Masters, 2012 
Mortgage, registration of, 1990 
Caution, affecting part of land, 1982 
Affidavit in support of, 1981 
Application to register, 1980 
Cessation of, 1981 
Of re part of lands, '1982 
Damages for wrongful registration, 1986 
Description to conform to patent, 1985 
Effect of, 1986 
Cessation of, 1981 
Registration by registered owner, 1982 
Registration of, 1981 
Wrongful registration, 1986 
Entry of, by master "sua sponte," 2000 
Second, 1983 
Notice, when need not be served, 1981 
Particulars of, on registration, 1986 
Part not affected by, 1982 
Proced~re on subsequent registration, 1985 
Proceeding~ re, when displ}sed of by 
Minister, 2018 
Provision for security under, 1983 
Registration of, 1978 
Against unregistered land, 1985 
By registered owner, 1982 
In lieu of lis pendens, 1985 
Renewal of, 1981 
Against unregistered land, 1985 
Service of notice of dealings, after, 1981 
Term of validity of, 1981 
Cautioner, consent of, on registration of 
patent, 2018 
Certificate, defining estates of owners, 1954 
Deposit of, 1988 
Evidential value of, 1988 
New, on delivery up of old, 1988 
On proof of loss, 1988 
On transfer of charge, 1972 
Of ownership, delivery of, 1956 
Particulars, 1956 
To be stated in, 1957 
Registration of, 1956 
Ownership, 1967 
Particulars in sheriff, of seizure, 1976 
Registration fee of withdrawal, 2008 
On withdrawal of lands, 2008 
Right to require production of, 1967 
Sheriff's, of seizure, 1975 
Withdrawal, of local master, 2001 
Charge, certain particulars, need not be 
noted, 196-'J. 
Certificate of, 196.J. 
Cessation of, 1966 
Assurance fund, 2003 
Completion of transfer of, 1971 
Consent of Treasurer of Ontario to c-es-
sation, 1974 
Determination of priority of, 1966 
Discharge of order prohibiting dealings 
with, 1984 
Effect of death on cessation of, 1966 
::\Ionies advanced after registration of, 
1964 
Partial transfer of,l971 
Registration, 1964 
Transfer of, 1971 
Enforcement of, by foreclosure, 1966 
Entry of, when assurance fees postponed, 
2002 
Exercise of power of sale under, 1966 
Implied covenants in, 1961 
Upon leasehold lands, 1965 
In pursuance of Short Forms of Mort· 
ages Act, 1965 
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Charge, cont'd 
l\lode of completing, 1964 
Entering cessation of, 1966 
Partial cessation of, 1966 
New certificate of, on transfer of, 1972 
Notation of powers of sale in, 1964 
Ownership of, 1972 
Partial cessation of, 1966 
Production of cert ificate, on cessat ion of. 
1967 
Proltibiting dealings with, 1983 
Registration of, 1964 
Right of distress under, 1965 
Of entry conveyed by. 1965 
To registration by devisee, 1977 
To registration of, 1978 
Subject to proviso for redemption, 1966 
Transfer of, 1971 
Subject to state of accounts, 1972 
Transmission of, 1973 
Undivided share, 1990 
Upon leasehold estates, 1965 
Chargee, residence of, 1972 
Charges, allowance of, 2009 
Claimant, contributing to loss. 2006 
Deli ned, 2007 
Upon assurance fund, 2007 
Claims, against assurance fund, 200·~ 
Authorization for payment of. 2007 
Limitation of, against assurance fund. 
2004 
Pa)·ment of, 2007 
On stock held, 2007 
Committee, appointment of, 1993 
Powers of, 1993 
Compensation. claimant failing to attend 
proceedings, 2006 
Costs of computation of, 2004 
Damage by rectification of register. 2t)05 
Fund, notation of additional payment to. 
2006 
:'\lode of computat ion of, 2004 
Payment of, 2006 
Re mining lands, 2005 
Consideration, transfer without, 1969 
Costs, appeal f rom order, 1986 
Application for registration, 1954 
LAND TITLES 
Authori ty of Court re, 1999 
Computa tion of compensation, 200·~ 
Discretion of master re, 1986 
Disobedience of order as to, 1986 
Enforcement of, 1986 
Payment of, 1986 
On extension of Act, 2014 
Scale of, 1986 
In action for specific performance, 1998 
Taxation of, in act;on for specific per·· 
formance, 1998 
Trustee's reimbursement for, 1954 
County, petition for extension of Act to, 
2014 
Court. defined. 1952 
Of Appeal, appeals to, 2012 
Powers of, on stated case, 1987 
Co,·enants, com pensat iQn for restoration of, 
2000 
Discharge of, 1991 
:'lfodification of. 1991 
Notice of, 1991 
Registration, when cannot run with land, 
1991 
Repetition in subsequent transfers, 1992 
Restoration of, after error, 2000 
Restricti1·e, running with land, 1991 
Criminal Code referred to, 2001 
Crown, land subjected to certain rights of, 
1961 
Timber. license under, 1961 
Crow11 Timber Act, referred to, 1961 
Curtesy, application to register notice of, 
1980 
Effect of registering notice of, 1980 
Land subject to, 1961 
Custody of documents, who may make rules 
re, 2110 
Damages, restoration of covenants after 
omission, 2000 
Depositions, evidential value of, 2008 
Deputy 1\Iaster, appointment of, for County 
of York, 1953 
Powers of, 1953 
De;cription, alteration of, 1991 




Effect on boundaries, 1991 
Extent of land, 1991 
Devoltttion of Estates Act, referred to, 
1973, 1974 
Entry of heir as owner, 1973 
Discharge of mortgage, noting partial, 1963 
Disputes, adjudication of, on registration. 
1960 
Documents, inspection of, on first registra· 
tion, 2017 
List of, upon transmission to master. 
2017 
Production of, 2009 
Right to inspect, 2010 
Transmission of, by regiHrar of deeds. 
2017 
Dower, appeal from decision of master. 
1969 
Application to register notice of, 1980 
Effect of registering notice of, 1980 
Establishment of, 1969 
Failure to establish after notice, 1969 
In encumbered lands, 1969 
Land subject to, 1961 
Widow's, of former owner, 1969 
Easement, certificate of entry of, 1988 
Certificate of when dominant land un· 
registered, 1989 
Land subject to. 1961 
J\lode of entry of, 1988 
Notation of, 1956 
Registration of, 1988 
Entries, effect of fraud on, 1999 
Procured by fraud, 2001 
Entry, subsequent patent, on cancellation 
of original, 2000 
Envelopes, stamping of, 1998 
Errors, conviction of, 2000 
Remedy for, 2004 
Estate, nature of, conveyed by transfer, 
1968 
Nature of, on first registration, 1955 
Estates. creation of unregistered, 1977 
Protection of unregistered, 1977 
Evidence, certificate, prima facie, 1988 
l\Iode of recording, 2008 
Sufficiency of, on examination of title, 
1960 
Upon application to Court to sanction 
title, 1960 
Examinations, master may give directions 
re, 2008 
Exewtion Act, referred to, 1976 
Execution, discharge of land from, 1975 
Effect of actual notice of, 1974 
Conflict of names, 1975 
Entry of satisfaction of, 1975 
Filing, 1974 
On transfer before entry of, 1974 
Land, when bound by, 1974 
l\fode of filing with master, 1974 
Registration of notice of seizure of charge 
1976 
Seizure, when effectual under, 1975 
Sheriffs certificate of seizure under, 1975 
Fee on transmisison of, 1975 
Term of validity of, 1975 
Transfer by sheriff on sale of lands, 1976 
Executions, effect of no notice of, 2019 
Entry of, on registration of patent, 2019 
Establishment of book for, 1974 
Notation on register of, 2019 
Proof re. on registration of patent, 2019 
Expenses, apportionment, of Land Titles 
Office,2013 
Arbitration re, 2013 
Payment, of Land Titles Office, 2014 
Expropriation, assurance fund fees payable 
on,2004 
Fees, application of surplus, 2014 
Application of surplus, of registrar of 
deeds,2014 
Apportionment of, on commutation, 2015 
Basis of, 2011 
Commutation of local master's, 2015 
Local master's, 2014, 2019 
Sheriff's on transmission . of execution, 
1975 
Witness, 2009 
Foreclosure, enforcement of charge by, 1966 
Forms, master's oath of office, 2012 
Promulgation of, by inspector, 2008 
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Freehold, charging of, 1977 
Transfer of, 1977 
Fraud, protection of innocent parties, 1999 
Remedy for, 2004 
Fraudulent acts, penalty for, 2000 
General rules, 1952 
Grantee, residence of, 1972 
Guardian, appointment of, 1987, 1993 
Powers of, 1993 
High Court, appeals to, 2012 
Highway, adjudication of dispute re, 1962 
Entry of ownership by municipality of, 
1979 
Land subject to, 1961 
Master may direct trial of dispute, 1962 
Parties may apply for trial of dispute, 
1962 
Procedure to have land free of, 1962 
Right of transferee on purchase of, 1979 
Incorporeal hereditaments, registrar ion of. 
1988 
Incumbrance, cessat ion of, 1966 
Discharge of, after first registration, 1963 
Entering cessation of, 1966 
Notation of discharge, 1963 
Infants, intervention of court where, 1987 
Where, guardian may act, 1992, 1993 
Inspector, defined, 1952 
Duties of, 2017 
Powers of, 2017 
Promulgation of forms by, 2008 
Instrument, effect when declined by mas-
ter, 1967 
Endorsement of time of registration, 1972 
Powers of master re irregularities in, 1967 
Instruments, confi rmation to registered 
plans, 1996 
Construction of, 1992 
Production of, 2009 
Seal unnecessary, 1992 
Interest, registration of undivided, 1999 
Joint owners, application by, 1954 
Certificates defining estates of, 19.)cl 
Defining of estates of, 1954 
/udicawre Act, referred tCl, 1952, 2010,2015 
Jurisdiction, exercise of court's, 1952 
LAND TITLES 
Land, discharge of order prohibiting deal-
ings with, 1984 
]\[aster's certificate of withdrawal, 2008 
.Mode of describing, 1991 
Prohibiting dealings with, 1983 
Registered under Ueligious Institutions 
Act, 1968 
Remedy for wrongfully depriving pcr.on 
of, 2004 
Subject to certain liabilities, 1961 
Titles, establishment of office of, 2013 
Transfer of, 1966 
Withdrawal of, from registry, 2007 
Lease, deposit of office copy of, 1988 
Determination of, to be noted, 1963 
Entry of cessation of, 1980 
Charge of, 1980 
How effected, 1980 
On concurrence of registered owner, 
1980 
Transfer of, 1980 
Notation of cessation of, 1980 
Notice when given by registered owner, 
1979 
When not given by registered owner, 
1980 
Registering notice of, 1979, 1980 
Notice of charge, 1980 
Transfer of, 1980 
Leasehold, alienation by license, 1958 
Application for registration of, 1957 
Authentication of office copy of lease, 
1959 
Charging of, 1977 
Completion of transfer of, 1969 
Consent of vendor to application, 1957 
Declaration of title upon registration o~ 
1957 
Delivery of registered lease, 1959 
Deposit of certified copy of lease, 1957 
Of lease on registration of, 1957 
Effect of registration of, 1958 
Registration with qualified title, 1959 
Transfer of, 1970 
Qualified title, 1970 
Without declaration, 1970 




Establishment of register of, 1957 
Implied CO\•enants on transfer of, 1971 
Notation of particulars on registered lease 
1959 
Office copy of lease on partial transfer, 
1970 
Procedure on registration of, 1958 
Prohibition against alienation, 1958 
Protection of excepted interests, 1959 
Registration of, 1957 
Qualified title to, 1959 
Subject to certain r eser\'ations, 1959 
Title approved by master, 1958 
Subject to exceptions, 1958 
Transfer of, 1969, 1977 
Transferee entitled to registered lease, 
1969 
Transmission of. 1973 
Trusteeship of, 1958 
Without declaration of first owner, 195;} 
Leases, entry of notice of, 1979 
Land subject to certain, 1961 
Letters patent, entry of, in provisional j u-
dic ial dist ricts, 2017 
Issued prior to 1887, 2018 
Registration of, issued hy Dominion, 2018 
Liabilities, certain, not deemed incumb-
rances, 1961 
License. land suhjcct to Crown timber, 1961 
Liens, land subject to, of adjoining own-
ers. 1961 
Lis pendens, caution in lieu o:, 1985 
Local master, appointment of, 2015 
Authority of, 2016 
Exercise of powers by, 1987 
Fees of, 2014, 2019 
Immunity of, from actions, 1992 
Powers of, on entry of letters patent. 
2018 
Qualifications for, 2015 
Salary of, 2014,2015 
Master, appointment of deputy, 2010 
Appointment of, pro tempore, 2010 
Approbation of title by, 1954 
Approval by, on change from possessory 
to absolute title, 1955 
Engagement in other occupations, 2013 
Fee for making list for municipalities, 
1972 
Immunity of, from actions, 1992 
Notation of particulars of seizure, 1976 
Of titles, appointment of, for County of 
York,1953 
Powers of, 2009 
Deputy, 2010 
On examinat ion of title, 1960 
On return of notice, 1998 
To summon witnesses, 2009 
Supplying of information to municipali-
ties, 1972 
Mechanics' lien, cessation of, 1977 
Land subject to, 1961 
Registration after tax sale, 1977 
l\Iental incompetent, appointment of com-
mittee of, 1987 
Minerals, when title to, passes to owner, 
198,9 
Mines Act ( 1892), referred to, 1989 
tlf inins Act, referred to, 1989 
Mining lands, assurance fee, 2003 
l\Iining claims, certificate of 1\Iinister re, 
1989 
Passing of title to, 1989 
Mistakes, inconsequential, 2012 
Mortgagee, effect of death, on requisition, 
1963 
Protection of, for value, 2004 
Mortgages, application of registry law to, 
1963 
Instruments affecting, after registration, 
1962 
Notation of, on first registration, 1962 
Municipal Act, referred to, 2013 
Submission of doubtful cases to master r.1unicipalities, master to supply informa-
at Toronto, 2017 tion to, 1972 
Term of office of, 2015 Neglect, 2006 
Married women, powers of, 1992 
Status of, 1992 
Notice, constitution of, 1985 
Effect on purchaser for value, 1998 
4-12 
Notice, cont'd 
Sen·ice of, 1998 
Time when deemed recei,·ed. 1998 
Oath, local master's, 2012 
i\laster's, 2012 
Taking of local master's. 2012 
Oaths, administration of, 2008 
Official Guardian, when shall act, 1993 
Orders, binding effect of, 1987 
Disobedience of master's, 2009 
E!Tect of master's. 2009 
Orders-in-Council rules made by, 2010 
Owner, 1952 
Owners, limitation of number on register, 
1990 
Noting of undivided share of, 1990 
Special notation on certain decrease of, 
1991 
To make application for registration. 
1977 
Ownership, certificate of, 1967 
Certificate of on partial transfer, 1967 
Pending entry of transfer, 1967 
Patent, registration of tranferee of, 2019 
Transmission of notice of entry to sher· 
iff, 2018 
Penalty, disobedience of summon~. 2009 
Enforcement of, 2009 
Petition, for extension of Act to County, 
2014 
Plan, verification by owner of. 1995 
Planning and Development Act, referred to, 
1996 
Plans, amendment of, 1997 
Appeal from order re amendment to, 1997 
Application to amend, 1997 
Approval by agreement, 1996 
By municipality of, 1996 
Of certain, by :\Iunicipal Board, 1996 
Binding effect of, 1997 
Consent of registered chargccs, 1996 
Contents of, 1993 
Delivery of, by registrar to master of 
titles, 1997 
Deposit of duplicate, 1994 
Designation of lots on, 1994 
Discrepancy in measurements on, 1994 
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LAND TITLES 
Distinguishing land laid out on, 1994 
E!Tect of failure to file, 1995 
Explanation of, 1994 
Filing certified, 1995 
ITighways, 1993 
Instruments to conform to regi5t<:red, 
1996 
:\Iarking ofT subdivisions on, 1996 
:\Ionuments shown on, 1993 
~Counting of, 1994 
Owner's signnture on, 1994 
Particulars of lots on, 1993 
Posts shown on. 1993 
Production of, 2009 
Registration of, 1993 
Agreement approving, 1996 
Scale of, 1993 
Of unsurveyed townships, 1995 
When filed on transfer, 1995 
Surveyor's certification of, 199-t 
Certification of field notes, 1994 
Surveys of unsuncyed townships, 1995 
Topographical features on, 1993 
Where transfer affects two or more sub. 
divisions, 1996 
Possession, adverse, re registered possessot y 
title, 1963 
Possessory title, acquisition of, against reg. 
istered owner, 1963 
Change to absolute title, 1955 
Effect of registration of, 1955 
Transfer of, 1968 
Procedure re, 1955 
Registration of absolute title under, 1955 
Of, for ten years, 1955 
Power of sale, exercise of, under charge. 
1966 
Prescribed, defined, 1952 
Proclamation, effect of, 2014 
Extending Act to municipality, 2013 
Proper master of titles. defined, 1952 
Pu!Jlic Lands Act, referred to, 1961. 1989, 
2000 
Pu!Jlic Officers Act, referred to, 2012 
Purchaser, protection of, for value, 2001 
Qualified title, defined, 1956 
Registration of, 1956 
LAND TITLES 
Quietir1g Titles A ct, referred to, 2015 
Railways, plan to show, 1993 
Ratepayers, 2014 . 
Register, application for rectification of, 
1999 
Cancellation of f ramlulent entries on, 
1999 
Compensation for rect ification of, 2005 
Establishment of leasehold, 1957 
Innocent person taking under fraudulent 
regist ration, 1999 
Rectification of, 1999 
Registered. defined, 1952 
Lease, delivery of, 1959 
Particulars noted on, 19:>9 
Registrar, additional fees on transmitting 
document, 2017 
Registration, adjudication of disputes on, 
1960 
Approval nf first , hy Master at Toronto, 
2016 
Effect of on fraudulent dispositions, 2000 
On qualified title, 1956 
Endorsement of time of, 1972 
Investigation of title on, 1959 
i\lode of, 1977 
When title deri,•ed under unregistered 
instruments, 1979 
Not ice to persons interested on, 1954 
Prior to determination of highway dis· 
pule, 1962 
Procedure on rejection by .\laster, 2016 
When caution registered, 1986 
Regularity of, after master declines prior 
instrument, 1967 
Sanction of Court before, 1960 
Stay of, pending appeal, 2016 
Under order of Court, 1976 
Time of receipt to be time of, 1972 
Imposi tion of, on charge, 1984 
On land,1984 
:\Iaster·s direction concerning, 1984 
Modification of, 1984 
Notation of, on regil!ter, 1984 
Rules, defined, 1952 
Promulgation of, 2010 
Re fees, 2011 
Scope of, 2010 
Seal, office of land titles to have, 2008 
Shcrt Forms o/ /If ortsagcs Act, referred to, 
1965 
Specific performance, procedure in actions 
for, 1998 
Scale of costs, 1998 
Taxation of costs, 1998 
Stamps, mode of affixing, 2011 
Standing timber, address of purchaser on 
agreement re, 1983 
Deposit of agreement re, 1983 
Effect of depositing agreement, 1983 
Notice of vacating registration of agree· 
ment, 1983 
Vacating registration of agreement, 1983 
Stated case, persons under disability, 1987 
Powers of Court on, 1987 
Procedure on, 1987 
Referring to Court questions of doubt, 
1987 
Statutory rights, land subject to, 1961 
Stock. chargeable on consolidated r evenue 
fund,2007 
!~sue of Government, for assurance, 2007 
Redemption of, 2007 
Streets, closing of, on amendment to plan, 
1997 
Entry when municipality owner, 1979 
Succession duty, ret::is tered land subject to, 
1961 
Transmission of ftrst, to master at Toron· Summary Convictions Act, referred to, 2009 
to, 2016 Summons, disobedience of, 2009 
When master's approval to first not re· Survey, what to show, 1993 
qui red, 2016 Surveys A ct, referred to, 1995 
R csistry Act, referred to, 1956, 1963, 1964, Sun·ivorship, 1991 
2008, 2011,2014,2017 Sworn valuator, 1952 
R clisi(lus 111stitutior1s Act, refl'm~d to, 1968 Tax deed. sale by, 1976 
d. . f 1984 I Failure to register, 1977 Restrictions, tscreuon o master re, 
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Taxes, adjudication of claims, after saie 
for, 1976 
Certificate of payment of, 2009 
Effect of certificate of payment of, 2009 
Failure of purchaser to register caution, 
1977 
Of purchaser to register deed, 1977 
Land subject to certain, 1961 
Purchaser at sale may register caution, 
1976 
Registering transfer on sale for, 1976 
Sale of land for, 1976 
Title, approbation of leasehold by !\laster, 
1958 
Effect of first registration, 1955 
Transfer of qualitied,1%8 
Estate of first registration, 1955 
Evidence on examination of, 1960 
Investigating, on registration, 1959 
Leasehold, exceptions to, 1958 
Referring examination of to barriHer, 
1960 
Sanction of Court to register,1960 
Titles, registration of, subject to qualifica-
tions, 1956 
Subject to qualifications, 1956 
Transfer, completion of, 1967 
Completion of leasehold, 1969 
Of charge, 1971 
Effect of, 1968 
Of leasehold, 1970 
With qualified title, 1970 
Of posse~sory title, 1%8 
Of qualified title, 1968 
Implied covenants on leasehold, 1971 
Leasehold, effect of voluntary, 1971 
On sale by sheriff under execution, 1976 
Ownership pending entry of, 1967 
Right to registration by devisee, 1977 
To registration of, 1978 
Undivided share, 1990 
Transmission, appeal from decision of mas-
ter on, 1973 ' 
LAND TITLES 
Leasehold estate, 1973 
Proof on, 1973 
Registered charge, 1973 
Tenants in common, 1973 
Trial of issue, direction of, on doubtful 
fact, 1987 
or issue, procedure on, 1987 
Trust ee Act, referred to, 1992 
Trustee, description of owner as, 1990 
Reimbursement for costs, 1954 
Trustees, deemed to hold as joint tenants, 
1990 
Powers of, 1953 
Transfer to, 1968 
Under Religious Institutions Act, 1%8 
Trusts, recording of, 1990 
Valuation, compensation re mining lands, 
2005 
On additional payment to assurance fund 
2006 
Payment of expenses of, 2002 
Value, mode of determining, for assurance 
fund,2001 
Proof of, for assurance fund, 2002 
Vendor, consent of, to application, 1953 
V e11dors and Purchasers Act, referred to, 
1960 
Yesting orders, registration of, 1977 
When interested person not a party, 1977 
Witnesses, attendance of, 2009 
Examination of, by master, 2009 
LA~D TRANSFER TAX 
Affitlavit, contents of, 536, 537 
Filing of, 536 
Form of, 537 
Who to make, 537 
Who to take, 538 
Agent, affidavit by, 537 
Authority of, to be filed, 537 
Agreement for sale, when taxable, 538 
Consideration, affidavit as to, 536 
Conveyance, registration of, tax payable 
before, 536 
Tax payable on, 536 
Deed, registration of, tax payable before, 
536 
Application for registration of, 19i3 
Consent of Treasurer of Ontario, 1974 
Effect when fiduciary capacity, 1973 
Land vestee( in heir, 1973 
I 
415 
Tax payable on, 536 
LAND T ITLES 
Encumbrance, affdavitto set fUt. 536 
Exemptions, agreement for sale, 538 
Inspector of Registry Office! to determine 
division of tax, 537 
Instrument, regis tration of, tax payaiJie be. 
fore, 536 
Tax payable on, 536 
Land. Titles Act, referred to, 537,538 
Lien, affidavit to set out, 536 
Lieut.·Gov., regulations by, 537 
Master of Titles, affidavit to be filed with, 
536 
Collection of tax by, 536 
Division of portion of tax retained by, 537 
Portion of tax to be retained by, 536 
Heturns to be made by, 536 
Tax to be remiued by, 536 
Oath, who to take, 538 
Power of attorney, filing of, 537 
or agent, 537 
Purchase price, affidavit as to, 536 
Amount of, subject to tax, 536 
Purchaser, affidavit by, 537 
Agent of, affidavit by, 537 
Hecovery of tax from, 537 
Solicitor for, affidavit by, 537 
Registrar, affidavit to be filet! with. s:~r, 
Collection of tax by, 536 
Division of tax, 537 
Portion of tax retained by, 536 
Returns made by, 536 
Tax remilled by, 536 
Rrgistration in more than one office. 5."16 
Tax payable on, 536 
Registry Act, referred to , 536, 537,538 
Registry Office, entry in more ;han one, 5:i6 
Regulations, by Lieut..Gov., 537 
Subject, matter of, 537 
Returns, by registrar, 536 
Solicitor, affidavit by, 537 
Statement by registrar, 536 
Tax, amount of. 536 
Basis of, 536 
Collection of, 536 
Exemption from, 538 
Instruments subject to, 536 
Payable only once, 536 
Payment of, 536 
Payment under protest, 537 
Persons liable, 536, 537 
Portion retained by registrar, 536 
Recovery of, by vendor, 537 
Refund of, 538 
Remission of, to treasurer, 536 
Time for payment, 536 
Vendor liable for, when, 537 
Transfer, registration of, tax payable be-
fore, 536 
Tax payable on, 536 
Treasurer, disputes to be determined by, 537 
May approve persons to make affidavit, 
537 
Payment of tax to, 536 
Returns to, 536 
Vendor, affidavit by, 537 
Agent of, affidavit by, 537 
Recovery of tax by, 537 
Solicitor for, affidavit by, 537 
When liable to tax, 537 
Writing, tax payable on, 536 
LANDLORD AND TENANT; see also AS-
srcNMENTS AND PllEFERENCES; COl'Wl· 
TIONAL SALES; CO'IVEYANCINC AND 
LAW OF PROPERTY; DIVISION COURTS: 
DOWER; MENTAL INCOMPETENCY; 
lliDIICIPAL DRAINACE; SNOW ROADS 
AND FE~CES 
Absentees, appointment of representative, 
2398 
Costs of applications, 2399 
Dispo~nl of premiums, 2399 
Renewal of lease by, 2398 
Validity of lease on behalf of, 2398 
Action against nssigns of lessors, 2377 
By lessor, necessary parties, 2384 
For breach of covenant. 2382 
To establish right of renewal, 2398 
Unnecessarily brought, costs of, 2401 
Administrators, distress by, 2397 
Animals, where impounded, 2394 
Appeal, right of, 2401 
416 
Application of proceeds of sale, 2395 
Apportionment of right of re-entry, 2378 
On severance, 2378 
Appmisement of goods dis trained, 2395 
Assignee of reversion, 2377 
Assignment, co,•enant against, 2383 
or lease by trustee in bankruptcy, 2390 
Assisting in fraudulent removal, 2394 
Allornment by consent of landlord, 2397 
Pursuant to judgement, 2397 
To stranger, nullity of, 2397 
Bankrnptcy, application to settle dispttes. 
2390 
Assignment of lease, 2390 
Election by trustee to retain premises,2390 
To surrender, 2390 
Bankruptcy, entry by trustee, 2390 
Lien of landlord, 2389 
Of Jessee, 2383 
Rights of assignee, 2389 
Of trustee, 2389 
Rights of under lessee, 2390 
Beasts, where impounded, 2394 
Boarders, distress against goods of, 2387 
Breach of co,·enant, notice, 2382 
Cattle, liable to distress, 2391 
Where impounded, 2394 
Concealing goods fraudulently removed,239-t 
Condition for forfei ture on bankruptcy, 2383 
Confirmation of invalid lease, 2379 
Con~enl to assign, relief against refusa:, 
2384 
Contrary s tipulation in lease, 2383 
Cost of proceedings in Supreme Court, 2400 
Costs of proceedings, scale of. 2401 
Covenant, breach of, notice; 2382 
For title, saving as to, 2380 
In lease, 2377 
To insure, breach of, 2383 
To pay taxes, 2385 
Crops, defined. 23i6 
Seized under execution, 2396 
D:tmages for failure to notify landlord of 
writ, 2386 
For pound breach or rescue, 2394 
Daughter, goods not exempt, 2387 
Daughter-in-law, goods not exempt, 2387 
LANDLOHD AND TENANT 
Declaration by boarder, 2387 
By lodger, 2387 
By under tenant, 2387 
Defects in leases, 2379 
Determination of lease by proviso for re-
entry, 2382 
Disclaimer of lease by trustee in bank-
ruptcy, 2390 
Disorderly house, conviction for kee-ping, 
2381 
Distress, adminis trators right to, 2397 
After determination of lease, 2391 
Animals, where impounded, 2394 
A pplicatinn of proceeds of sale, 2395 
Appraisement of goods, 2395 
Beasts, where impounded, 2.394 
Cattle, where impounded, 2394 
Conditional exemption of certain beasts. 
2392 
Cutting and s toring standing crops, 2392 
Disposal of standing crops, 2392 
Excessive, remedy for, 2395 
Exerntors right to, 2397 
Exemptions. 2386 
For rents seck, 2391 
Fraudulent remo,·al of goods, 2393 
Impounding in several places, 2394 
Impounding on premises, 2394 
Irregularities, 2395 
Landlord's rights, 2376 
Notice to tenant where goods lodged, 2392 
Payment or tender of arrears, 2392 
Pound breach or rescue, damages for, 2394 
Property liable to, 2391 
Right of person entitled to rent for life 
of another, 2391 
Sale and application of proceeds, 2394 
Summary application to County Judge, 
2399 
Tenant's right to notice where goods 
lodged, 2392 
To be reasonable, 2391 
Unlawful act respecting, 2395 
When goods may be sold, 2394 
Where to be taken, 2393 
Wrongful, remedy for, 2395 
DouLie rent, penalty for overholding, 2396 
Duty of lessee to accept confirmation, 2379 
417 
LANDLORD AND TENANT 
Effect of payment by lodger, 2388 
Election by trustee in bankruptcy, 2390 
Excessive distress, remedy for, 2395 
Execution creditor, payment of rent ·by, 2396 
Priority of rent, 2395 
Executors, distress by, 2397 
Exemption of goods not property of tenant, 
2386 
Subject to surrender of premises, 2388 
Exemptions from distress, 2386 
From distress, tenant defined, 2387 
Forfeiture, notice of breach of covenant, 
2382 
Of leases, action defined. 2381 
Lessee defined, 2381 
Lessor, defined, 2381 
Mining lease defined, 2381 
Under-lease defined, 2382 
Where right of entry under statute, 2382 
Formal defects, effect of, 2389 
Fraudulent removal, breaking open of pre· 
mises,2393 
Innocent purchaser, 2393 
~'hen goods may be seized, 2393 
Goods in store managed by a~en!. 2387 
On premises not tenants, 2386 
On premises, saving as to exemption, 2386 
Grain, liable to distress, 2391 
Removed by person distraining, 2391 
Grant, effectual without attornment, 2397 
1otice to tenant of, 2397 
Tenant not prejudiced by, 2397 
Grantee of reversion, 2377 
Hay, liable to distrP.ss, 2391 
Removal by person distraining, 2391 
Husband of tenant , goods on premises, 2387 
Illegal distress, penalty for, 2388 
Tn junction to restrain breach, 2382 
Insolvency of tenant re-entry on, 2383 
Lien of landlord on, 2389 
Assignee right on, 2390 
Insurance breach of covenant re, 2383 
Intended exercise of power of leasing, 2380 
Invalid lease, confirmation of, 2379 
Continuation of grantors estate, 2380 
Judgment, enforcement of, 2400 
Entry of, 2400 
Jurisdiction, issue in Supreme Court, 2400 
Landlord, defined, 2376 
Landlord and tenant, relation of, 2376 
Not dependent on tenure, 2376 
Lease, confirmation of invalid, 2379 
Leasehold, what is, 2376 
Length of notice to quit, 2386 
Lessees convenants running with reversion, 
2377 
Lessors' action, parties to, 2384 
Lessors covenants running with reversion, 
2378 
Liability of purchaser of standing crops, 2392 
License to assign, r elief against refusal, 2384 
Licenses extend only to matters authorized, 
2384 
Restriction on operation of, 2384 
Lien of landlord in bankruptcy, 2389 
Limitation of distress, 2391 
Live stock, liable to distress, 2391 
Local improvements, effect of altering form, 
2386 
Lodgers, protection of goods of, 2387 
Merger of reversion, 2380 
Mining, forfeiture of lease, 2382 
Lease covenant for access to books, 2383 
Monthly tenancy, exemptions from distress, 
2386 
Notice to quit , 2386 
~[ortgagee, attornment to. 2397 
Non-payment of rent, demand not neces· 
sary, 2381 
Notice by tenant , penalty for overholding, 
2397 
Of exemption or set-off, 2389 
Of set-off by tenant, 2389 
Service by posting up, 2389 
To landlord, form of, 2404 
or writ , 2386 
To quit, length of, 2386 
To tenant, form of, 2404 
Offer of surrender of premises, 2388 
Overholding after notice by tenant, 2397 
Ten:mts, amendment of irregularities, 2402 
Appeal from order, 2402 
Application to Judge, 2401 
Appointment, 2401 
Default of appearance, 2402 
418 
Overholding, cont'd 
Discharging order on appeal, 2403 
Notice of appointment, 2402 
Proceeding how intitled, 2402 
Restoring possession on appeal, 2403 
Service of not ice, 2402 
Summary hearing by Judge, 2402 
Partial licenses, 2385 
Payment by lodger to superior landlord. 2387 
Into court, stay of action, 2383 
Penalty for failure to notify landlord of 
wri t, 2386 
For fraudulent remo,•al, 2394 
Position of lessee after relief granted, 2.333 
Possessinn, parting with, covenant againsl, 
2383 
Posting up of notice, 2389 
Pound breach or rescue, damages for, 239-l. 
Power of leasing. intended exercise of. 2380 
Proceeds of sale of distress, 2395. 
Property liable to distress, 2391 
Protection of under-lessees, 2383 
Quiet enjoyment, saving as to, 2380 
Re-entry, notice of breach of covenant. 2382 
On non-payment of rent, 2381 
Right of goes with reversion, 2377 
Relative of tenant. goods not exempt. 2375 
Relief against forfeiture, 2382 
Remedies of assignee of reversion. 2377 
Renewal of lease, by absentees, 2398 
Rights of parties, 2398 
Renewal , surrender of underleases unneces· 
sary, 2397 
Rent, non-payment of. 2381 
Rents seck, righ t of distress to, 2391 
Replevin, of lodger's goods, 2388 
Sale if no, 2394-2395 
Hestoration of goods, conditions of, 2400 
Reversion, merger of, 2380 
Not necessary to he in lessor, 2376 
Remedies of assip;nee of, 2377 
Surrender of, 2380 
Right of distress not dependent on agree- I 
ment, 2376 1 
or re-entry, apportionment of, 2378 
Goes with reversion. 2377 
Of renewal, action to establish, 2398 
LAl~DLORD Al~O T ENANT 
Discretion of Court , 2398 
To distrain, disputes as to, 2399 
Judge defined, 2399 
Summary application, 2399 
Sale of goods distraincd, 2394 
Satisfying distress of standing crops, 2392 
Seizure of exempted goods, 2388 
Selection of exempted goods, 2386 
Service of notices re exemption, 2389 
Re set -off, 2389 
Set-off by tenant, 2389 
Severance of re,·ersion, 2378 
Sheep, conditional exemption of, 2392 
Sun, goods not exempt, 2337 
Son-in-law. gllods not exempt. 2387 
Standing crops. cutting and storing after 
sei1.ure. 2392 
Defined, 2376 
Disposal of, after seizure, 2392 
Liability of purchaser, 2392 
Liable to di~tress. 2392 
Payment of arrears. 2392 
Sale of without reaping, 2392 
Stay of action, 2383 
Sub·lessee, rights of. 2378 
Subletting, consent withheld, 2384 
Sub-tenants, rights of, in bankruptcy, 2390 
Summary application. appeal , 2-lOl 
Decision when final, 2400 
For relief. 2382 
Jurisdiction of Judge. 2l00 
Landlord by. 2399 
Order pending determination. 2399 
Tenant by, 2399 
Surrender of possession on not ice. 2389 
or reversion, 2380 
Taxes, covenant to pay, 2385 
Tenancy, determination on surrender of pos· 
session, 2389 
Tenant claiming exemption to surrender 
premises. 2388 
Defined,2376 
To notify landlord of writ, 2386 
To select goods to be exempt. 2386 
Under-lessees. powers of Court, 2383 
[>rotection of. 2383 
Conditions of, 2398 I 
419 
Rights of. in bankruptcy. 2390 
Summary application by, 2383 
LANDLORD AND TENANT 
Under-letting, covenant against, 2383 
Under-tenant defined, 2388 
Protection of goods, 2387 
LAW OF ENGLAND; see PROPERTY AND 
CIVIL RICIITS 
Unreasonable refusal of consent to assign. LAW SCHOOL; see LAW SOCIETY 
2384 
Waiver of covenant, 2385 
Waste, remedy for, 2377 
Weekly tenancy, notice to quit,2386 
Wife of tenant, goods not exempt, 2387 
Winding-up, lien of· landlord Oil, 2389 
Writ for recovery of land, 2386 
Of possession, form of, 2405 
Wrongful distress, remedy for, 2395 
LANDS AND FORESTS; see BEACHES A:'<D 
RIVE!t BEDS; BEACH PROTECTION; BED 
OF NAVICABLE WATERS; CO UXTJES RE· 
FORESTATION; CROWN TIMBER j CULL· 
Ens; EXECUTIVE COUNCIL; FIRE CUARD· 
IAXS; FOREST FIRES l'REVENTI0::-1; FOR· 
EST RESOURCES RECULATION; FOR· 
ESTRYj LAKES A::-ID RIVERS IMPROVE· 
MENT; LAND SURVEYORS; LAND 
TRA!\Sf'EH TAX j LECISLATIVE ASSEM· 
BLY j LONC POINT PARK j MILLS Ll· 
CE!\SINC j NORTHER:S DEVELOPMENT; 
NURSERY STOCK j PRESQU'ILE PARK j 
PRIVATE FOREST RESERVES; PROVIN· 
CIAL FORESTS; PROVI:-ICIAL LAND 
TAX; PROVINCIAL PARKS; PUBLIC 
LANDS; PULPWOOD CONSERVATION; 
RAILWAY FIRE CIIARCE; SETTLERS' 
PULPWOOD PROTECTION; SURVEYS; 
TERRITORIAL DIVISION j TOWN SITES j 
TREE PLANTINC j WOOD~!E:-<'S E:M· 
PLOYMENT 
LANES; see LIQUOR CONTROL; LOCAL IM· 
PROVEMENT; 1\tUNICIPAL 
LAUNDRIES; see FACTORY, SHOP AND OF· 
riCE BU!LDINC j MUNICIPAL; P U!lllf. 
HEAL Til 
LAW, INTERPRETATIO~ OF; see 11'\TER· 
I'RETATION 
L:\ W :IIERCH .\~T; see SALE OF COODS 
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LAW SOCIETY; see also BARRlSTERS; 
SOLICITORS 
Auditor, appoin tment of, 2418 
Barrister, disbarment of, 2416 
Effect of disbarment or suspension 2416 
Order striking off roll, 2417 
Suspension of, 2416 
Benchers, absence of secretary at election, 
2413 
Appointment of committee on election 
petitions, 2413 
OF examiners, 2415 
Of officers and servants, 2415 
or scrutineers, 2409 
Counting of votes, 2411 
\'il10 may be present, 2412 
County law libraries, regulation of, 2417 
Declaration of result of election, 2412 
Declining of nomination, 2411 
Deliver to secretary of voting papers, 241 1 
Disciplinary powers of, 2416 
Distribution of voting papers, 2411 
Election by acclamation, 2411 
Not held at proper time, 2412 
When held, 2-109 
Equality of votes, 2412 
Examination of witnesses, 2415 
Ex officio by virtue of election, 2412 
Suspension of, 2413 
Who to be, 2409 
False \'Oting, 2413 
Fees prescribed by, 2418 
Law Benevolent Fund, regulation of, 2411 
Law reporters, appointment of, 2417 
Legal education, powers as to, 2415 
Nomination of, 2410 
Non-attendance of, 2413 
1'\otice to nominee, 2411 
Number of, 2409 
Petition, contents of, 2413 
Filing of, 2413 
Hearing of, 2413 
Benchers, cont'd 
Power to change dates fixed by Act, 2415 
To make rules, 2415 
Publication of result of election, 2412 
Qualification of, 2410 
Regulations as to procedure, 2412 
Remuneration of scrutinecrs, 2412 
Report of committee on elect ion petitions, 
2413 
Reports, regulation of, 2418 
Scrutineer not eligible for election, 24{)9 
Summoning of witnesses, 2415 
Term of office, 2413 
Treasurer, election of, 2413 
Vacancies, filling of, 2413 
Vacation of seat, 2413 
Void votes, 2411 
Voting for more than thirty members, 
2411 
Papers not destroyed, 2413 
Who may vote for, 2409 
Who to be declared elected, 2412 
Call to the bar, rules as to, 2415 
Complaint re lis t of voters, 2410 
Controverted elections, appointment of com-
mittee, 2413 
Costs of parties, 2413 
Petition, contents of, 2413 
Filing of, 2113 
Hearing of, 2413 
Report of committee. 2413 
Counting of votes, who may be present, 2412 
County law libraries, regulation of, 2417 
Dean of law school, appointment of, 2415 
Education, benchers may make rules for, 
2415 
Election petitions, appointment of conmit-
tee, 2413 
Report of committee, 2413 
Elections, absence of scrut ineer, 2409 
Of secretary, 2413 
Counting of votes, 2411 
Declara tion of results, 2412 
Delivery to secretary of voting papers, 
2411 
Distribution of voting papers, 2411 
Equality of vo tes, 2412 
False voting, 2413 
LAW SOCIETY 
List of voters, 2410 
Nomination requirements, 2410 
Notice to nominee, 2411 
Publication of result, 2412 
Qualifica tion of benchers, 2410 
Retiring b~nchers eligible, 2410 
Voting for more than thirty members, 
2411 
When held. 2409 
\VI1o may vote, 2409 
Equality of \'O tes, determination by lot, 2412 
Examinations, regulation of, 2415 
Ex:1miners, appointment of, 2415 
Ex officio, benchers, who to be, 2409 
Fees, fixed by benchcrs, 2tH8 
Paid into general fund, 2418 
Financial statement, 2418 
Year, 2418 
J udgcs to be visitors, 2408 
Law Benevolent Fund, establishment of, 
2417 
Regulation of, 2417 
School, establishment of, 2415 
Maintenance of, 2415 
Lecturers, appointment of, 2415 
Legal education, powers of benchers, 2415 
List of \'Oters, finality of. 2410 
Persons subsequently called, 2410 
l\Iisconduct, powers of benchers as to, 2116 
Nomination of bencher, deli"ery of, 2.J.10 
Requirements, 2410 
Officers, appointment of, 2415 
Personal property, powers as to, 2408 
Powers as to personal property, 2408 
As to real estate, 2408 
President, treasurer to be, 2413 
Real property, powers as to , 2408 
Reporters, appointment of, 2117 
Salaries of, 2418 
Tenure of office, 2417 
Reports, applic:~tion of profits, 2418 
Regulations respecting, 2418 
Scrutineer, absence of, 2409 
Scrutineers, appeal from secretary's decis-
ion, 2410 
Appointment of, 2409 





When appointed, 2409 
Secretary, duties re list of voters, 2410 
Servants, appointment of, 2415 
Society, corporate name of, 2408 
Defined, 2408 
Solicitors, admission of, 2416 
Order striking off, 2417 
Suspension of, 2416 
Suspension of decision by henehcrs, 2-H6 
Special circumstances, rules relating to, 2416 1 
Student-at-law, expulsion of, 2415 I 
Suspension of, 2416 
Treasurer, election of, 2413 I 
Eligible for re-election, 2413 
Term of office, 2413 
Vacancies among benchers, 2413 I 
Visitors, disciplinary powers, 2417 
Who to be, 2408 
Voters, list of, 2410 
Qualification of, 2409 
Votes for benchcrs, counting of, 2411 
Vot ing papers, delivery to secretary, 2411 
Distribution of, 2411 
Form of, 2419 
Retained by secretary, 2413 
When delivered, 2411 
Witnesses, powers of benchers a~ to, 2415 
Women, admission of, 2415 
LAW STA;\IPS; see also ONTARIO MUNI· 
CJPAJ. JJOARDS; PUBUC SERVICE; SUR· 
flOCATE CO URTS 
Accounts, to I.Je kept, 470 
Act, payment of fees under, 4<i9 
Action, unstampcd papers forbidden, 4<i9 
Affixa tion by leave, 470 
By officer, 470 
By order of Inspector, 470 
Evidence of improper, 472 
On documents, 4<i9 
Retroact ive effect of, 470 
Where no document required, 4<i9 
Application for leave to s tamp, 470 
Appointment of vendors, 471 
Cancellation by Inspector, 470 
Evidence of improper, 472 
Penalties for omission of, 471 
Colour, fixing of, 4<i9 
Consent of parties, effect of, 469 
Court, leave of, to stamp, 470 
Receipt of money forbidden, 4<i9 
Crown, s tamps to be used in payment of 
feeli payable to, %9 
Damages payable by vendors, 471 
Denomination, fix ing of, 469 
Design, fixing of, 4<i9 
Discount allowed to vendors, 471 
Document, payment of fees where none re 
quired,469 
Unstamped, act ion on forbidden, 4<i9 
Evidence of fajlurc to cancel , 472 
To stamp, 472 
Execution of unstamped process forbidden, 
469 
P enalty for, 471 
Fees, defined, 469 
Fixing of, 469 
Payable to the Crown, %9 
P ayment of, by stamps, 469 
In money, 469 
When no document required, 4<i9 
Form, fixing ~ f. 469 
Inspector, dut ies of, 470 
Issuance by Treasurer of Ontario, 470 
or unstampcd paper forbidden, %9 
Of unstamped process, penalty for, 471 
Judge, certain actions not to be allowed by, 
469 
Leave to stamp. gran ting of, 470 
Leave to stamp, 470 
Lieut.-Gov., appo;ntment of vendors by, 471 
May direct preparat ion, 469 
Regulations by, 471,472 
Rules by, 472 
To prescribe mode of cancellat ion, 470 
1\foney, payment of fees in. forbidden, 469 
Officer, cancellation Ly,470 
Certain actions not to be allowed by, 469 
Not to recei,•e fees in money, 469 
Service of unstamped process by, for-
bidden, 469 
Omission. remedy of. 470 
422 
Order, lea,·e to stamp by, 470 
Of Inspector. to stamp, 470 
Payment of fees under, 469 
Penalty for issuance of unstamped, 471 
Unstamped, service of forbidden, 469 
Order in Coun~il, payment of fees under, 469 
Paper, omission to stamp. how remedied,470 
Stamping of for several purposes. 470 
Unstamped, issuance of forbidden, 469 
Penalty for issuance of, 471 
Parties. consent of. effect of, 469 
Penalties for issuing unstamped process. 471 
For neglect of duties by vendors, 471 
For omission to cancel, 471 
Proceeding, omission to stamp, 4i0 
Payment of fees on, 469 
Stamping of for several purposes. 470 
Unstamped, issuance of forbidden. 469 
Penalty for issuance of, 471 
Sen• icc of forbidden. 469 
Purpose, stamp required for each, 469 
Receipt of money in payment of fees, 469 
Of unstamped paper, etc., forbidden. 469 
Of unstamped process, penalty for, 471 
Regulations by Lieut .. Gov., 471,472 
Rule, payment of fees under, 469 
Unstamped, penalty for i~suance of. 471 
Service of forbidden, 469 
Sale by Treasurer. at discount , 471 
Service of unstamped process forbidden, 469 
Penalty for, 471 
Sheriff, senice of process by, 469 
Stamps. account of, 470 
Affixation of to documents. 469 
Where no document required. 469 
Cancellation of, 470 
Colour of. 469 
Denomination of, 469 
Design of, 469 
Discount on, 471 
For several purposes, 470 
Form of. 469 
Insufficient. 470 
Issuance of, 470 
Omission of. 470 
Preparation of. 469 
Spoiled, 471 
Supply of, 470 
LEGISLATIVE ASSEi\IBL Y 
Use of,469 
Used improperly or unnecessarily , 4il 
Treasurer of Ontario, account to be kept 
by,470 
Discount to be allowed by. 471 
Issuance by, 470 
Supply. by. 470 
[se,469 
Improper or unnecessary. 471 
\ ' endors, appointment of, 471 
Damages payable by. 471 
Discount to. 471 
Duties of. 471 
~e~lect of duties by. 471 
\'i'rit, unstamped. penalty for issuance of. 471 
Sen·ice of forbidden. -169 
LAWYERS; see BARRISTER'; 1 •. \W SOCI£TY; 
~OLICITORS 
LEASE; see AI'PORTJO~~~E~T; ESTATF;~ 
TAIL; EXECUTIO~: I:XH:XTS; LA:'iOLOno 
A:XD TEXA~T; LAi'(D TITLES; MI:'(I:XC; 
PRO\'I:XCIAL FORESTS; Pl'BLIC LA~D•: 
QUIETtXC TITLES; RECISTRY; SETTT.£0 
ESTATES; SHORT FORMS OF LEASES; 
STATUTE OF FRAUDS; TRUSTEE 
LEASEHOLD: see co,,·EYA~CI;\'C AXD LAw 
OF PROPERTY; LA:XOLORO A:'iD TE~· 
A;\'T 
LEG:\ L EDUCATION; see LAW SOCIETY 
LEG ISLA TI\'E ASSE:\IBLY; see also COli· 
~IISSIO:'iERS FOR TAKIXC AFFID.\ \'IT>: 
CO~TRO\'ERTEO ELECTIO:"S: ELECTtO:-oS: 
EXECUTIVE COU"CtL; FI:"ES A:'iO FOR· 
FEITCR£5: IJJCHII' A Y mPRO\'E)!£~T: 
I:XTERPRETATIO:'i; J URORS; KI'\'C•S 
PRI~TER; LIBEL A '\'0 SL.-\~OER; 
LIEl'TE:'iA~T · CO\'ER:'iOR'S; PER~OXA· 
TJO~; POLITICAL COTRIBUTIO~S; POW· 
ER CO)DIISSIO"\ : Pt'DLIC l:"QUIRIES; 
IIAIL\\'AY; REPRESE~TATtOX; \'OTERS 
LISTS 
Affidavit reelection expenses, 30\ 
Republication under order of Assembly,310 
When to be accepted by committee. 312 
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Affidavit, cont'd 
Who may take, 312 
Agriculture, Minister of, 300 
Allowance for mileage, 313 
Assembly, affidavit reelection expenses, 301 
Administrator not ineligible, 297 
Army and navy officers eligiulc, 297 
Certain mail carriers eligible. 299 
Postmasters eligible, 299 
Commissioner under Inquiries Act elig-
ible, 297 
Composition of, 295 
Condition precedent to money votes, 311 
Coroner eligible, 297 
Decision of final, 309 
Disqualified, penalty for taking sent, 300 
Penalty for voting, 300 
Disqualifications, senator and member 
House of Commons, 296 
Duration of, 295 
Election of disqualified person null and 
\"Oid, 300 
Entry of resignation in journals, 303 
Executive councillor eligible, 297 
Fisliing licensee eligible, 298 
Freedom from arrest of mcm!Jcrs, 306 
Indemnity of members, 312 
Ineligible, penalty for taking scat, 300 
Penalty for voting, 300 
jurisdiction of, 307, 308 
Jurisdiction to arrest for debt, 309 
To inquire and punish. 309 
justice of peace eligible, 297 
Lenders of money to Government eligible, 
298 
i\f ajority vote to determine questions, 311 
Matters over which has jurisdiction, 308 
lllember of Ilousc of Commons can not 
be member, 296 
Members of commission, etc., 297 
Members speeches privileged before, 306 
Mining licensee eligible, 298 
Notary public eligible, 297 
Non-eligibility of shareholders where 
work not let by tender, 298 
Not dissolved by demise of Crown, 295 
Persons eligible, 297, 298 
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Interested in newspaper eligible, 298 
Protected when acting under authority 
of, 306 
Receiving property compensation elig-
ible, 299 
Workmen's Compensation eligible, 
299 
Power of Crown to dissolve, 295 
Of Crown to prorogue, 295 
To compel attendance of witnesses, 306 
Powers and privi leges of, 306 
Proceedings on vacancy by acceptance of 
office, 304 
By death, 30 ~ 
Procedure on breach of privilege or con-
tempt, 309 
Proprietor of newspaper el igible, 298 
Prorogation of, 295 
Protection of publishers, 310 
Public contractors disqualified, 297 
School inspector eligible, 297 
Punishmem determined by, 309 
Purchase and payment of publications 
for, 311 
Qualifications of members, 295 
Quorum, number to constitute, 311 
Report to ' by speaker or clerk, 304-
Right to expel members, 299 
Senator can not be member, 296 
Shareholder in contracting companies 
eligible, 297 
Speaker elected by, 305 
Sureties and obligors eligible, 299 
Of public officers eligible, 299 
Surety must be relieved if elected to, 299 
Of postmaster or mail carrier, 299 
Temporary employee in service of Dom-
inion eligible, 297 
Timber licensee eligible, 298 
Time when members need not serve as 
jurors, 307 
Trustees for estntes of contractors eligible, 
297 
\·aeating of seat on appointment to Sen· 
ate, 296 
On election to House of Commons, 296 
When court of record, 307 
Assembly, cont'd 
When member appointed to Executive 
Council, 300 
Writ not to issue during session, 304 
Yearly session of, 295 
Attorney-general, 300 
Attendance, travelling time to session C•)Unt· 
ed,312 
What const itutes, 312 
Bailiffs, to assist assembly, 306 
Barrister, if partner of member, 306 
Bribery of member, 308 
British North America Act, referred to, 301 
British subjects, members shall be, 295 
When women deemed, 296 
If certificate obtained, 296 
If married to, 296 
II naturalized, 296 
Women if so born, and unmarried, 296 
Certificate, election void, 303 
Chairman of whole House, addi tional in-
demnity, 312 
Clerk, transmission of copy of disclaimer 
by,301 
Civil proceedings, bonafide publication good 
defense, 310 
Production of papers in, 310 
Stay of on certificate re publications, 310 
Clerk, affidavit re election expenses £iled 
with, 301 
Duty on receiving disclaimer, 301 
Proceedings by, where r esignation or 
void election, entered in journal;, 304 
Receipt by, of election count certificate 
fr('lm Speaker, 304 
Taking member's oath re attendance and 
mileage, 313 
Warrant of, for new election, 303 
Commissioners, Supreme Court Judges ex 
officio, re estate bills, 311 
Committee on estate bills, 311 
WLen to accept affidavits, 312 
Committees, power to examine on oath, 311 
Constables, to assist assembly, 306 
Contempt, assembly may punish, 309 
Controverted Elections Act, referred to, 
302,303 
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY 
Controverted elections, certificate of due 
election for person to sit, 304 
Writ after certificate declaring election 
void, 303 
Coroners, not ineligible or disqualified, 297 
Corrupt practice, wrongful receiving of fees 
deemed, 307 
Decision of assembly final, 309 
Deduction, 515 per days, six clays, not 
counted, 312 
$20 daily when member for part of ses-
sion,313 
Disclaimer, form of, 301 
Issue of new writ for election, 302 
i\Iode of, 301 
Of seat by member-elect, 301 
Parties to whom copy"s transmitted, 302 
Petition dismissed on filing of, 302 
To local Registrar, except T oronto and 
York, 301 
Toronto and York copy to Registrar, 
Court of Appeal, 301 
Transmission of copy of, 301 
Disqualification, election of disqualified 
person, 300 
Of holder of Crown office, 297 
or licencees in certain cases, 298 
or member accepting office, 300 
Becoming contractor, 300 
Of House of Commons, 296 
Of persons declared not elected, 304 
Holding Crown offices, 296 
Of public contractors, 297 
or senator, 296 
Penalty for taking seat when disquali· 
fied,300 
For taking scat when ineligible, 300 
For voting when ineligible, 300 
When operative, 299 
Dissolution, demise of Crown does not cause 
295 
Of Assembly, 295 
Education, Minister of, 300 
Election for vacancy not to affect prior 
general election, 305 
Eligibility of certain persons, 297, 298, 299 
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Estate bills, Supreme Court Judges ex 
officio, commissioners, 3ll 
Executive Council exchanging offices in, 300 
Ministers may sit, 300 
When member of Assembly appointed to 
300 
Form, oath of members-elect, 314 
Oath to be administered, 314 
To obtain sessional allowance, 314, 31S 
Of declaration resigning scat, 302 
Re attendance and mileage, 313 
Forms, affidavit reelections expenses, 301 
Oath, 311 
Of member-elect, 314 
To obtain sessional allowance, 314, 31S 
Of disclaimer, 301 
Schedule of, 314 
Gaol, committal to by Speaker's '"arrant, 309 
Health, l\linister of, 300 
Highways, Minister of, 300 
Indemnity, how paid, 312 
l\Iembers, S20 daily if less than 30 days, 
312 
$2,000 if more than 30 days, 312 
l\lileage certified by Speaker, 313 
JOe per mile, 313 
or committee member S1S daily between 
sessions, 313 
Of Departmentall\1inisters, 317 
Of First Minister, 317 
Special for Leader of Opposition $3,000 
additional, 313 
Statement of attendance and mileage by 
member, 313 
To extent of $20 daily balance at close, 
312 
Inquire, assembly has ful l power to, 307 
Jurisdiction of Assembly, arresting for debt 
of member, 309 
Of Assembly, assault, insult or libel of 
member, 308 
Bribery and offering fee to member, 308 
Civil action against member, 308 
Disobedience of subprena, 308 
False documents, 308 
False evidence, 308 
Falsifying records, 308 
Interference with officers, 308 
Tampering with witnesses, 308 
Threats against member, 308 
To inquire and punish, 309 
Jurors, when members exempt from serv-
ing as, 306,307 
Labour, Minister of, 300 
Lands and Forests, Minister of, 300 
Libel, assembly may punish, 307, 308 
When member immune from action for, 
310 
Librarian, appointment of, 310 
Library, appointees to by Lieut.-Gov., 310 
Licensee, mining, timber, fishing disquali-
fied from voting when interested, 298 
Member, acceptance of oflice, 304 
Acts valid when member presiding as 
Speaker, 306 
Consequences of resignation, 303 
Death of, 304 
Declaration resigning seat, 302 
1 Declared elected may sit and vote, 304 
Deduction, SIS per day over six days' 
absence, 312 
Disclaimer of seat by, 301 
Election expense, afiidavit of, 301 
Expulsion of, 299 
For part of session allowance, 313 
Freedom from arrest prior, during and 
after session, 306 
Notice of intention to resign, 302 
Not to receive fees for Assembly work, 
307 
For drafting bills, 307 
Of committee SIS daily between sessions, 
313 
Of House of Commons disquaHfied, 296 
Paid $20 daily, balance at close, 312 
Partners of, when not to receive fees, 307 
Petition against dismissed, when dis· 
claimer, 302 
Penalty when disqualified, 300 
When ineligible, 300 
Procedure on resignation, 302 
On resignation where no Speaker, 303 
When member is Speaker, 303 
Publications for, 311 
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Member, cont' d 
Resignation of, 302 
Senator disqualified from becoming, 296 
Sickness within 10 miles cou~ted, 312 
Statement of attendance and mileage, 313 
Time for resignation, 303 
When exempt from jury duty, 307 
$20 per day for less than 30 days, 312 
52,000, if more than 30 days, 312 
What const itutes attendance, 312 
When disqualified, 300 
Who are eligible, 298, 299 
Woman may be, 296 
Members, British subjects, 295 
l\Iale or female, 295 
Speaker elected by, 305 
Speeches of, privileged, 306 
21 years of age, 295 
Who are eligible, 297 
1\Tines, l\Tin isiPr of, :\00 
Money votes, conditions precedent 10 ap· 
propria! ions, 311 
~Iunicipal Affairs, 1\Iin ister of, 300 
Oath, form of, 311 
Of member·elect, 314 
To be administered, 314 
To obtain sessional allowance, 314, 315 
Penalty, determined by Assembly, 309 
Effect of judgment, 301 
For voting or taking seat, 300 
For wrong£ ul receiving of fees. 307 
l low recovered, 300 
Ineligible re voting or taking seat, 300 
When disqualified re voting or taking 
seat, 300 
Petition, dismissal of, ftling disclaimer,302 
President of the Council, 300 
Printing committee, purchase of publica· 
tions recommended by, 311 
Privilege inherent, of member, 310 
Of members speaking before Assembly. 
306 
Procedure in vacancy for three months, 305 
On breach of prhilege or contempt, 309 
On death of member, 304 
On resignation when no Speaker, 303 
Where Speaker. 303 
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY 
On vacancy where Speaker absent, 304 
Where no Speaker, 304 
When member accepts office, 304 
Resigns, 302 
Prorogation, formal proclamation at, for 
meeting of Legislature unnecessary, 
295 
Of Assembly, 295 
Unnecessary to name resumption date, 
295 
Provincial Secretary, 300 
Public moneys, ineligible as member if 
paid, 297 
Public Welfare.l\linister of, 300 
Works, Minister of, 300 
Publica! ions, purchase and payment for 
members, 311 
Publishers protected when publishing by 
order of Assembly, 310 
Stay of proceedings against, 310 
Representation Act, referred to, 295 
Resignation. consequences of, 303 
Declaration by member, 302 
Entry in Assembly journals, 303 
Notice of intention by member, 302 
Of member, 302 
Time for, 303 
Where member is Speaker, 303 
No Speaker, 303 
Salary of Speaker. 305 
Seat, vacating of, 307 
Senator, disqualified. 296 
Session, yearly, 295 
Shareholders of company where work not 
by tender, not eligible, 298 
Sheriff, to assist assembly, 306 
Solicitor, if partner of member, 306 
Spraker, absent 48 hours, Speaker pro tern 
elected, 306 
Acts valid when member presiding a5, 
306 
When pres idin;:!, 306 
Cert ifica te of, rc publications, 310 
Counted in quorum, 311 
Duty to preside, 305 
Election of. from members, 305 




Not to vote unless tie, 311 
Pro tern, if Speaker absent 48 hours, 306 
Procedure in case of absence of, 305 
fn case of illness of, 305 
Report by to Assembly, 30'1 
Salary of, 305 
To certify members' mileage, 313 
To transmit certificate to Clerk of As-
sembly, 304 
Vacancy in office, 305 
Warrant for attendance of witnesses, 306 
or commiltal by, 309 
Warrants of, may command aid, 306 
Stay of proceedings on prntluction of affi-
davit republication, 310 
Of proceedings on receipt of certificate, 
310 
When, 301 
Supreme Court Judges e:t officio commis-
sioners re estate bills, 311 
Sureties, duties of, on election to Assembly 
299 
Eligible for Assembly, 299 
When elected must satisfy liability, 299 
Surveyor, not ineligible as member, 299 
Treasurer, 300 
Vacancy, filling of before A~semhly meets, 
304 
For three months, 305 
or office or Speaker, 303 
Procedure on, 304 
\':~eating of seat, 307 
Voting by certain Crown appointees, 297 
Fishing licensee, when disqualified, 298 
Majority to determine questions, 311 
Mining licensee, when disqualified. 298 
l\loney voles, condition precedent, 311 
Public contractors disqualified from, 297 
Speaker not, unless tie, 311 
Timber licensee when disqualified, 298 
Warrant of committal by Speaker, 309 
Of Spe:~ker for auendance of witnesses, 
306 
Women, British subjects, if certificate ob-
tained, 296 
Brit ish subjects, if married to, 296 
If naturalized, 296 
If so born, and unmarried, 296 
1\lay be members, 295 
When deemed British suhjects, 296 
IT' orkmen's Compensation Act, referred to, 
299 
Writ of election before Assembly meets, 304 
Of election, Clerk to issue on three 
months' vacancy, 305 
Issue of, on disclaimer, 302 
On resignation, 302 
Not to issue during election, 304 
When election void, 303 
Where notice of intention or declaration 
resigning sent, 303 
LEGITIMACY; see AOOPTI0:-1; C!IILOREN 
OF UNMARRIED PARENTS; LECITIMA· 
TION; QUIET INC TITLES 
LEGITL\IA TJON; see cmLDRE!'; oF UN· 
.MARRI&D PARENTS; lLLECITL\IACY; 
LECITI~IACY; \!TAL STATISTICS 
Child out of wedlock, how legitimated, 
2359 
Out of wodlock, limitation on inheriting. 
2359 
Children of bigamous marriage, circum-
stances necessary to inherit, 2359 
or bigamous marriage, extent of inher· 
itance, 2359 
What children inherit, 2359 
Extent of legitimation, re parents, bro-
thers, sisters of child, 2359 
Inheritance by child of bona fide second 
marriage, 2539 
Legitimated child, inheritance on death, 
2359 
Rights of property not afT ccted, 2359 
Subsequent marriage of parents, legitima-
tion generally, 2359 
Marriage before this Act, 2359 
When child legitimated, 2359 
• 
LETTERS OF AD:\U~ISTRA TION; see 
DEVOLUTION OF ESTATES; RECISTRY; 
SURROCATE COURTS; WILLS 
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LETTERS PATENT; see COMPANIES; EVI· Legislative Assembly reports when privi· 
DEt\CE; EXECUTION; INTERPRETATION leged, 1473 
Limitations of actions against newspapers, 
LETTERS PROBATE; see DEVOLUTION OF 1476 
ESTATESj RECISTRYj SunROCATE 
COURTS; WILLS 
LEVEL CROSSI~GS; see mcmVAY TIIAF· 
FJCj RAILWAY 
LIBEL A:\D SLANDER; see also DI\' ISIO:'i 
COURTS j LECISLATIVE ASSEMBLY; 
TRUSTEE 
Actions, consolidation of, 1472 
Limitations of, 1476 
Not apply to publications out of Ontario, 
1476 
Actual damages when plaintiff to recover, 
1473 
Adultery, action for words imputing, 1476 
Proof of special damage not required, 1476 
Apology, evidence in mitigations of dam- ~ 
ages, 1471 
How may be published, 1472 
Article, blasphemous, not to be published, 
1474 
Defined, l472 
Candidates for public offici), retractions of 
charge, 1473 
Costs, apportionment of, 1472 
Court, payment of money into, when made, 
1473 
Jurisdiction of, 1475 
P ublication of proceedings of, 1474 
Criminal charge, when defendant not en· 
titled to security for cost, 1475 
Damages, apportionment of, 1472 
Assessment of, 1472 
Documents, report of, how far privileged, 
1473 
Synopsis of how far privileged, 1473 
Explanation, refusal to publish, 1474 
Improper matter, 1475 
Indecent matter, not to be published, 1474 
Joinder of claims, 1476 
Judge, order of, for security of costs, 1475 
Jury, directions to, 1471 
General verdict, 1471 
Trial by, 1471 
Local courts, jurisdiction of, 1475 
:O.Htigation of damages, evidence of apol· 
ogy, 1471 
What may be pleaded, 1472 
Newspaper, assessment of damages, 1472 
Consolidation of action for same libel, 
1472 
Contents of notice, 1473 
Defined, 1471 
Evidence in mitigation of damages, 1476 
Libels on candidates for public office, 
1473 
:'\oticc of action to, 1473 
Payment into court by way of amends, 
1473 
Payment of money into court, 1473 
Privileged publication, 1474 
Proof of publication, 1476 
Publication of name and address of pub. 
lisher,1476 
Public:ttions of apology, 1472 
Sen ice of notice, 1473 
\\' hat may be pleaded in mitigation of 
damages, 1472 
\\' hen only actual damages awarded 
against, 1473 
:'1/otice~, publications of how far privileged, 
1474 
Parliament, when report of, privileged, 1474 
Parties, examination of, 1477 
When may be examined, 1475 
Personal representative, action not to lie 
against, 1473 
Pleading$, what a vcrments sufficient in 
statement of claim, 1471 
Privileged publication, not available where 
malice proved, 1474 
:'1/ot available "·here refusal to insert 
explanations, 1474. 
Unless explanations refused, 1474 
Unless motive proved, 1474 
\Vhat deemed to be, 1473 
Public bodies, reports of, how far privi· 
leged, 1474 
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Public meeting, defined, 1474 
Reports of how far privileged, 1474 
Security for costs, application for, 1475 
Examinations of parties on applications, 
1475 
In actions for slander of women, 1477 
Material required, 1475 
Order of local Judge, appeal from, 1475 
Supreme Court Judge, final, 1475 
Practice, 1475 
When defendant not entitled to, 1475 
Seditious matter not to he published, 1474 
Trial, change of venue, terms of. 1476 
Directions to jury, 1471 
General verdict, 1471 
Place of, 1475 
To he by jury, 1471 
Verdict, general, may be givrn. 1471 
Special, may be given, 1472 
Wituess fees, 1476 
'\Voman, security for costs in act inns hy, 1477 
Wlten proof of special damage not re· 
quirerl for slander, 1476 
Writ, service of, 1476 
Service of, on newspaper. 14i6 
LIEUTENANT-GOVERNOR'S; see also 
EXECUTIVE COUNCIL; INTERPRETATION 
British. North America Act, 1867, referred 
to,316 
Corporation sole, Lieut.-Gov. to be, 316 
Deputies, appointment of, 316 
Executive council, consent required, 316 
Instruments to be taken in name of office,316 
Lieut.-Gov. corporation sole, 316 
Power to appoint deputies, 316 
Commute and remit sentences, 316 
Powers vested in, 316 
Powers appoin tment of deputies, 316 
To commute and remit sentences, 316 
Vested in Lieut.-Gov., 316 
Sentences, commuting and remitting of, 316 
LIFE INSURANCE; see INSURANCE 
LIGHT; see UMIT.>.TIONS 
LIGHTNING; see INSURANCE; UGHTNING 
ROD 
LIGHTNING ROD 
LIBRARY; see DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION; Act, when provisions do not apply, 4243 
LEG'SLAT!VE ASSEMBLY ; 1110RTMAIN Action by holder of guarantee agreement, 
A:'<D Cl!AIUTABLE USES; M U!'iiCIPAL; 4242 
PUBLIC LIBRARY: PUBLIC SCIIOOJ. S; Agents, fee of, 4241 
UNIVERSITY 
UCE:'\SE OF OCCUPATIOl'i; see PUBLIC 
LAND 
LJEJ'\; see CONO!TIO:-IAL SALES; CONVEY· 
ANCING AND LAW OF PROPERTY; CO· 
OI'ERATIVE CREDIT SOCIETI ES; CORI'OR· 
ATIOJ'\S TAX; CllOWN TI~IBER; DIVISION 
COURTS; HIGJIWAY THAFFIC; LAND 
TITLES; LIMITATIO:-IS; ME~TAL JlOS· 
P!TALS; MECllANICS' LIEN; MINING; 
Licenses to, 4241 
Residents of Ontario, 4242 
Restrictions re sale by, 4141 
To produce character reference, 4241 
Apparatus approved, 4240 
Applicant, good standing of, 4240 
Bond, amount of, 4241 
Filing ·to fulfill guarantee, 4241 
For securing payment of judgment under 
guarantee, 4241 
Certificate given rc proper performance of 
work, 4242 
MINING TAX; I'ARTITION; PROVINCIAL Penalty for refusing to give, 4242 
LA ND TAX; PUBLIC PARKS; PUBLIC Character reference, by whom given, 4241 
UTILITIES; RAILWAY; REGISTRY; SUE Claim, when filed, 4240 
OF GOODS; WAREHO USEM F.N'S LlE~; 1 Corporations, selling lightning rod, li· 
WOOD)IEJ'\'S LIEN FOR WAGES censed, 4240 
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Deputy fire marshal acting for fire mar-
shai,421W 
Fees, application of, 4243 
P ayment of, 4241 
Fire marshal defined, 4240 
To approve apparatus, 4240 
Guarantee agreement, 4240 
Installation, 4240 
To issue license, 4240 
To agents, 2421 
Guarantee agreement filed, 4240 
Holder of guarantee agreement, may bring 
action, 4242 
Installation approved by fire marshal, 4240 
J udgment prorating payment of, 4241 
Recovery of, 4241 
Legal process, service of, 4241 
License, by whom issued, 4240 
Conditions for issue of, 4240 
Date of expiration, 4241 
Duration of, 4242 
Exhibited on request, 4242 
Fee and tax paid before issue, 4241 
Issue of, 4241 
Not transferrable, 4242 
Penalty for selJing without, 4242 
Required for sale, 421W 
Revocation of, 4241 
Manufacturer may employ competent l:elp, 
4242 
Of lightning rods licensed before ~ellin~-
4240 
Purchaser to receive copy of Act and regu-
lations, 4242 
Regulations, by whom made, 4243 
Defined, 4240 
Power to make, 4243 
Residence of agents, 4242 
Summary Convictions Act, referrf'cl to. 4242 
Tax on receipt of sales, 4241 
Payment of, 4241 
Taxes, application of, 4243 
LIMITATIONS; see also co>~VEYANCING AND 
LAW OF PICOPF.IITY; I)ENTJSTRY; DEVO-
LUTION OF ESTATES; DIV"SJON COURTS; 
llOWER; F.LECTIONS; FACTORY. STTOP 
1.31 
Lll\:IITATIONS 
AND OffiCE DUILDll'iC; FATAL ACCt• 
DENT; GAMING; HIGHWAY TRAFFIC; 
INSURANCE; LIBEL AND SLANDER: 
LIQUOR CONTROL; MARRIACE; ~lASTER 
AND SERVANT; MECHANICS' LIEi\: 
MEDICAL; MENTAL HOSPIT.\LS; MUNIC-
IPAL; PRI\"ATE SANITARIA; PROFES-
SIONAL ENGINEERS; PUBLIC AND OTHER 
WOnKS WACES; PUBLIC AUTHORITIES 
PROTECTION; PUBLIC OFF:CERS; PUD-
LIC SCUOOLS; PUBLIC UTILITIES; PUB-
LIC WORKS; RAILWAY; SOLICITOics: 
TELEPHO:'iE; TRAVELLING SHOWS; 
TRUSTEE; WORKMEN'S COMPE1\SATIO"\' 
Account, claims barred in action of, 1514 
Acknowledgment in writing by one of sev: 
era! mortgagees, 1506 
In writing, effect of on personal actions, 
1516 
Endorsements on promissory note, 1517 
Given to mortgagor, 1506 
In claim to renl, 1504 
To real property, 1504 
J oint dehtor not affected by that of an-
other, 1516 
Judgment where plaintiff barred re 
one but not re all, 1517 
Acquiescence, refusing relief because of. 
1499 
Actions, defined, 1499 
Limitation of for distress, 1500 
Forland, 1500 
For rent. 1500 
On alienation, 1500 
On oath, 1500 
Where breach of condition~. 1502 
Where Crown interested. 1499 
Where dispossessed, 1500 
Where land unimproved, 1501 
Where lease in writing, 1501 
Where lease oral, 1501 
Where rent received wrongfully, 1501 
w:here tenancy rear to year, 1501: 
Where tenant at will, 1501 
Upon the case when barred, 1514 
Administrator. interval between death and 
appointment disregarcled, 1503 
LIMITATIONS 
Administrator, cont'd 
Trustee shall include, 1513 
Air, right to nccess nnd use of, 1510 
Alient~tion, when rights deemed to have ac-
crue<:l,1500 
Annuities, rent includes, 1499 
Assurance, 1499 
Bill of exchange, endorsement by payee, 
insufficiency of, 1517 
Breach of conditions, when right deemed 
accrued, 1502 
or trust, action against trustee for, 1514 
Action of cestui que trust against pur-
chaser, 1514 
Cable~, no prescriptive right re, 1511 
Cestui que trust, action against trustee, 1514 
Not deemed tenant at will to trustee, 1502 
Under express trust, when right accrues, 
1514 
Continual claim, not to preserve right, 150~1 
Cc•pareeners possession of one not that of 
others, 1514 
Covenants in mortgages, actions, when 
barred, 1515 
Crown, application of sections to, 1500 
Lands, exception re, 1505 
When may maintain net ion, 1499 
Death, when right deemed accrued, 1500 
Descent cast not to toll or defeat right of 
entry or action, 1504 
Disability, infancy, 1511 
:\!ental deficiency, 1511 
Incompetency, 1511 
Re right of nction re land, 1511 
or action, rc rent, 1511 
Time extended for rccovery,1511 
Unsoundness of mind, 1511 
Utmost allowance for, 1511 
When successive, no further time al-
lowed, 1511 
Discontinuance not to toll or defeat right. 
1501 
Dispossession when right deemed accrued. 
15110 
Distress for rent, ri~hts of Crown. 1500 
For rent, ri~ht~ of subject. 1500 
Dower limitation of action for. 1508 
Maximum arrear;, rec<l\erahle, 1508 
Time within which to sue, 1508 
Where dowress in possession, 1508 
Easements right to water, 1510 
Strict proof required, 1510 
Easements disabilities and exceptions, 1511 
How prescriptive period calculated, 1510 
Indefeasible if enjoyed over 60 years, 
1510 
Interrupt ions, 1510 
Limitation in case of profits, 1509 
No prescriptive right to air, 1510 
Right to carry wires or cables, 1511 
To light or access, 1510 
Profit or benefit out of land, 1509 
Right of way, 1510 
Unsurveyed lands of Crown, 1512 
Entry on land, limitation of right of Crown. 
1499 
On land not deemed possession, 1504 
Right of subjects, 1500 
Equity rule re acquiescence, 1499 
Estates tail, bar of, 1508 
Tail, death of tenant, time not extended, 
1508 
Possession under assurance no bar to 
remainder, 1508 
Evidence strict proof re claims of easement, 
1510 
Execution kept alive by renewal, 1507 
Action for money levied on, 1514 
Executors, trustee shall include, 1513 
Wbere joint, 1517 
Extinguishment of right applies to claims 
by Crown, 1499 
or right on bar of remedy, 1505 
False imprisonment action for, 1515 
Forfeiture re remainderman, 1502 
When right deemed accrued, 1502 
Fraud, protection of bona fide purchaser, 
1509 
~'hen time begins to run, 1509 
Future estates, bar of interest subsequent 
to accrual of right, 1503 
Estates bar of right to estate in possession, 
1503 




Future estates, cont'd 
When per~on cntitlrd out of po;:sc••ion, 
1503 
When right deemed accrued, 1502 
or remainder man under forfeiture I 
accrues, 1502 
Heir, possession of relation no t that of, 
1504 
Infancy, allowance for re easements, 1512 
Extension of time for action, 1511 
Informer. when act ion for penalty barred, 
1515 
Interest arrears of, maximum reco,·erahlc, 
1505 
Joint tenant, possession or, 150~ 
Land, 1499 ' 
Legacy. time within which to sue, 1507 
When charged on land, 1507 . 
Lessee, receipt of rent deemed receipt of 
profits, 1505 
Lien on land, actiun to r(!co,·cr, 1507 
Light. no right to by pre!'Cription, 1510 
Married woman, s tatute to run against, 1513 
Mental deficiencr, allowance for r e e~se· 
ments. 1512 
Incompetency. allowance for re ease-
ments, 1512 
)fortgaga, acknowledgment by one of many 
mortgagees. 1506 
In arrear~. time to run from la•t par· 
ment, 1507 
Interest arrears, maximum rcco,·crable. 
1505 
Limitat ion of action on com·enants in. 1515 
Wl1en mortgagee in possession, 1506 
S3,·ing re action for redemption, 1505 
When prior mortgagee in posscs~ion. 1505 , 
Non-residen t, in cnse of joint debtors, 1516 
Persomtl action ngainst time to run on 
return, 1515 
Part parmcnt, personal action, 1516 
Personal actions. acknowledgment in ''"rit· 
ing, 1516 
Actions. claims barred in account. 1515 
Disability of plaintiff, 151S 
Joint contractors, 1516 
Debtors, 1516 
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Acknowledgment by one re other, 
1516 
Judgment where plaintiff barred re 
one joint debtor, 1517 
Part payment, 1517 
Promise by words only, not sufficient, 
1516 
Pro\'ision re set·off, 1517 
Re special limitation not affected, 
1515 
T ime \\ithin which to sue, 151 ~ 
When non-resident defendant. 1515 
Pcssession, cxtinguishmtnt of right on bar 
of remedy. 1505 
)[ere entry not deemed, 150 ~ 
or mortgagee. time running against mort· 
gager, 1506 
or one coparcener, 150-~ 
or prior mortgagee, 1505 
or relation not for heir, 150~ 
Prescription. disabilities and exceptions, 
1510 
Enjorment of profit or benefit for 30 
ycar5. 1509 
Exceptions not con~idcred ''here righ t 
indcfe:~sible. 1510 
How time calculated. 1510 
Interruptions. 1510 
:\o right to carry wires or cables by, 
1510 
To li;rht by. 1510 
To use of air by. 1510 
Right of way by. 1510 
To water by, 1510 
Strict proof required. 1510 
Unsun·ered land of Crown, 1512 
When indefeasible. 1510 
Iieal propertr, acknowledgment in writing, 
1504 
Property. arrears of rent and interest, 
1505 
Descent cast, discontinuance or war· 
ranty. 1505 
Di;abilitie5 and exception~. 1511 
Do"·er, I 508 
E~tate5 tail, 1508 
Extinguishment of right. 1505 
LIMITATIONS 
Real property, cont'd 
Prescrip tion, no rights against Crown 
except in s un•eyed territory, 1510 
Re easements, 1509 
Rights of Crown, 1500 
Of others, 1500 
Uncultivated, 1501 
Unimproved, 1501 
When rights deemed accrued, 1500 
Receipt of rent, 1505 
Redempt ion, action for, exception re, 1505 
Relation, possession of, not for heir, 1504 
Relief, refusal of, 1499 
Remainderman, right under breach of con· 
clition, 1502 
Right under forfeiture, 1502 
When bar of tenant in tail bars,1502 
When possession under assurance by 
tenant in tail no bar, 1508 
Rent, arrears of, maximum recoverable, 1505 
Defin ed, 1499 
Land charged under express truRt, 1507 
Tenancy at will, 1501 
From year to year, 1.501 
Wrongful receipt, action for. 1501 
Replevin, limitation of action for, 1514 
Right, extinguishment of, 1505 
Rules of equity not interfered with. 1499 
Slander, limitation of action for, 1515 
Set-ofT, applica tion of Act to claim of, 
1517 
Tenant at will, action against, 1501 
At will , receipt of rent hy, 1501 
Who deemed not. 1502 
Tenant in tail, where right of barred, 1508 
Time, express trusts not to enlarge, 1507 
For action by private parties,1500, 1S14 
Of dower, 1508 
To recover land by Crown, 1499 
In case of disability, 1511 
Fraud, 1509 
Land not improved, 1501 
When owner not in possession. 1:>03 
Trust, express, when right first accrues, 1514 
Trustee, application of limitations to, 1513 
Defined, 1513 
Exception, for fraud, 1513 
Re breach of trus t. 1513 
Re recovery of trust property, when 
in possession, 1513 
Generally, action not barred rc breach of 
trust, 1514 
Judgment for one beneficiary not to 
benefit another, 1513 
Right against by cestui que trust under 
express trust, 1514 
Statute to run against married woman en· 
titled to possession, 1513 
Trusts, application of Act to, 1513 
Created by Act of Legislature, 1513 
Unsoundness of mind, allowance for, re 
easement, 1512 
Unsurveyed Crown lands, no prescriptions 
re easements upon, 1512 
Vacant land of Crown, exception re, 1505 
Warranty not to toll or defeat right, 1504 
Waste lands of Crown, exceptions re, 1505 
Water, rights in, by prescription, 1510 
Way, easement to, by prescription, 1510 
Wires, no prescriptive right to carry, 1511 
LL\JITED PARTNERSHIP 
Accounting, general partners liable for, 2125 
Banking, no limited partnership for, 2123 
Brokerage; husiness may be, 2123 
Capital, amount of contribution, stated in 
certifica te, 2123 
Contribution by limited partner not with· 
drawn, 2123 
Rest rictions upon withdrawal of, 2125 
Certificate, alteration in particulars as dis-
solution, 2124 
Contents of, 2123 
Continuance of, 2124 
Execution before notary public, 2124 
Fees for filing, 2124 
For searches, 2124 
Of formation, by whom signed. 2123 
or partnership, not formed until filed, 
2124 
Renewal of, 2124 
Where filed, 2124 
Commencement of partnership, stated in 
certificate, 2124 
Creditors preference to limited partners, 
2125 
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Dissolution notice published, 2125 
What change will effect, 2124 
False s tatement, effect on liabi lity or part-
ners, 2124 
Financial, business may be, 2123 
Form, certificate, 2126 
General partners, bind firm, 2123 
Distinguished in certificate, 2123 
Give account, 2125 
Liability of, 2123 
Names of. used in business, 212 ~ 
Transact business, 2 123 
Who to be, 2123 
Insolvency, limi ted partners- rank brLind 
other claims, 2125 
Insurance, limited partnership not formed 
for, 2123 
Limited partner, distinguished in certifi-
cate. 2123 
Partner, including name, in firm n~me, 
2125 
Liability,2125 
H he intervenes in business, 2125 
To restore reduction of capi tal , 2125 
Name not in partnership name, 2124 
Rank in insolvency, 2125 
Rr~t rirtions on withdrawal of capital, 
2125 
Rights of. 2125 
Share in profits, 2125 
Whrn rleemed general partner, 2125 
Who to be, 2123 
Partnl'rships, businesses that may be. 2123 
Exceptions, 2123 
Formation of, 2123 
or whom to consist, 2123 
.\fanufacturinj!. business may be. 2123 
.\fercantilt', ho~iness may be, 2123 
Name of partnership, change in deemcrl 
dissolution. 2124 
Not to include limited partner~. 212 i 
Set out in certificate. 2123 
Partnership, alteration in particular~< 
deemed dissolution, 2124 
Premature dissolution, condit ions rc. 2125 
Principal place of business, stated in cer· 
tiflc:ue, 2124 
Profits, limited partner to share in. 2125 
LINE FENCES 
Railway, no limited partnership for, 2123 
Renewal or part ncrsh ip, filing cert ificate, 2124 
LINE FENCES; see also SNOW ROADS AND 
FENCES; TilEE PLANTING 
Agreement, effective as award, 4307 
Filing or registering of, 4307 
Form for owners, 4310 
Applying other provisions to, 4308 
Enforcing of, 1307 
Appeal, from an award, 4306 
Judge's disposition of, 4306 
Duties on, 4306 
Notifying Division Court of. 4306 
ProcedUie on, 4307 
Serving notice of, 4306 
Treated as if an award, 4307 
Jurisdict ion for certain, 4307 
Security for costs on, 4306 
Application, of this .\ct. 4303 
Arbitration. not ices for, 4304 
Award, alterin~ on appeal. 4306 
Appe-al from, 4306 
Certified copy of, 4305 
Considerations for, 4305 
Deposi t of. 4305 
Enforcement of, 4305 
Form for, 4310 
Notice of, 430:l 
Particulars of, 4305 
Proct'du re to enforce, 4305 
Registration of. 4306 
Boundary, fentc to mark. 4303 
By-law, applyin~ \ c t. 4303 
Forwarding copy of, 4303 
Char~c. re~istered award crcat in~. 4306 
Clerk, duty of municipal. 4305 
Duty of township, 4303 
~otifications by, 4306 
Compen~ation, for rrmoving 11 ee-, 430B 
Cllsts, rcco•·eq of. 4305 
Counties. land in two,4307 
Damag(',, fallen tree causing. 4308 
Occupant's linbili t y for, 4304 
Disputes. how set tletl. 4304 
Di•i•on Court, action in, 4305 
Crrtificate of clerk of, 4306 
Ent ry, owner's rip;ht of, 4308 
Ev:clcnce, fence-viewers requirinjl. 4305 
LINE FE~CES 
Examination, by fencC·Yiewcn, 4305 
Execution, issue of, 4306 
Process in lieu of, 4306 
Expenses, collecting Judge's, 4307 
Payment of Judge's, 4307 
Fees, collection of fence-viewers', 4307 
Payment of fen ce-viewers', 4307 
Fence, duty to keep up, 4303 
F<·nrc-Yiewers, a rbit ration by,43(H 
Award by.4305 
nasis of awards by, 4305 
Ry-law fixing fees of,4307 
Defined, 4303 
J)i,·i•ling road allowance, 430 l 
Employing su rve>or, -1305 
Examinat ion by, 4305 
Nnmed by J udgc, 4304 
Owner's notice to, 4304 
Payment of fees of, 4307 
Powers re trees, 4308 
Forms. 430?, 4310 
Hearing, notiee of, 4306 
In "hich land is !'ituate, define<!, 1.103 
Lnnd lieF, defined, 4303 
Judge, application to, 4305 
DcC'i~ion on appeal fin al, 4~07 
Dcfi n eel, 4303 
Fixing appeal, 4~06 
Naming fencc·,·iewcr!'. 4301 
Paying expenses of, tJ307 
Powers on appeal, 4306 
T ime extended hy, 4305 
Juclgmcnt. collected like t axc~>, 4306 
Crrrlitnr, procedure of, 4306 
Filing certificate of, 4306 
.luri,.Jiction, if two counties inw•hed, 4307 
Land, j ud:::ment charged on, 4306 
Location. •lete rminat ion of, 4305 
l\Tuni t ipnlity, collecting fees,4307 
R i~:hts in ro:~d allowances, 43M 
Notices, for arbitration, 430 I 
Forms for, 4309 
or award, 4305 
l'artirulars of. 4304 
Schedulrs re. 4309 
Service of, 4304 
Notification, damages for neglect of, 4~ 
Occupant, duty rc notices, 4304 
Occupation, of unoccupied lands, 4303 
Occupied land, defined, 4303 
Removing fence about, 4307 
Owner, liability for fencing costs, 4305 
Notice by, 43()t1 
Notice to, 4304 
Occupant notifying, 11301 
Removing line frn ce, 4307 
ow~ners. agreement bet ween, 4307 
Duty of adjacent , 4303 
Form for agreement between, 4310 
Procedure, re d i!<pute~. 430-~ 
Regi~t ration, how made, 4306 
Regi~try offi ce. deposit in~ award in, 4306 
P.emo,·nl, conditions of, 4308 
Noti<'c of, 4308 
Provisions niT crt in ~, 4308 
noad al!ownnce, fencing orr, 4304 
Uno,)ened, '1301 
Municipal right~ in. 4304 
Title in, 4304 
!'checlules. 4309, 431 0 
Situation. deli ned. 4303 
St:n·eyor, employment of, 4305 
Witness fees for, 4307 
Tree, entry for removing fallen, 430!1 
F:~lling 0n adjo ining land, 4308 
1\'otice to remove fall cn,4308 
Trees, fence-viewers decision as to, 4306 
Liubility for damage done by, 4308 
Remo,•al of, 4308 
Titlr. in road allowances, 430-l 
i\ol a!Tcctcd by location, 4305 
Cnoccupied land, applica tion to, 4303 
Duty of owner of, 4303 
Occup:llion of, 1303 
\Vitne~ll, fees fnr. 4~07 
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LIQL'OR CO:\ TROL 
Accident, fatal, from use of liquor, liabil· 
ity for, 4028 
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Accounts, Board's. audit, 3970 
Board's, making up, 3971 
Regulations re, 3967 
Report of Bonrd, 3969 
Act, construction, 4028 
Division, 3964 
Intent, 4028 
"This Act" defined, 3964 
\'iolnt ions, 4008 
Action, abatement of, by or against Board, 
3972 
By and agninst Board, 3972 
Consent to, against members of Board, 
3971 
Under Falal Accidenls Act, 4028 
Address, furnishing wrong, on application, 
4001. 
Administering by dentist, 3982 
By physician, 3982 
By veterinary, 3982 
In Home for Aged, 3983 
In hospital, 3983 
In sanitarium, 3983 
Advertising, exceptions, 4006 
Forbidden, 4{)06 
Permission for, 4006 
Affidav it on appeal to County Court, 4026 
On appenlto County Court, service of, 4<)23 
When unnecessary, 4026 
Who to make, 4026 
Agent, brewer's, fine for failure to make 
returns, 3979 
Brewer's, penalty for denying examina· 
tion of books, 3980 
Returns., 3979 
Verification of, 3980 
Of corporal ion, service on, 4022 




Agreement to sell beer and liquor;, 3995 
Alcohol, mixing in liquor, 4000 
Rubbin::, sale on prescription, 3982 
Sale of drugs containing, 3983 
Usc by druggist, 3981 
Alcoholic content, regulations re, 3967 
'' lc, use of word, 4007 
.\ nimal, administering liquor to, 3982 
\ ppea Is, deposit on, 4023 
Dismis5al, 4025 
Hearing, 4025 
Notice of, 4{)23 
Powers of Judge on, 4025 
To County Court, 4023 
Affidavit in support of, 4026 
Practice on, 4025 
Rccogniunce pending, 4023 
Time for, 4023 
To Court of Appeal, 4026 
Notice of, 4026 
Practice on, 4026 
RecogniMncc pending, 4025 
When allowed, 4026 
.\rrest without warrant, 4013 
.\ssemhly, vote of persons qualified, 3987, 
3989 
.\ttorney.General, consent to actions by ancl 
against Board, 3972 
Consent to appeal by informant or com. 
plainant, 4025 
Direction of appeal to Court of Appeal, 
4026 
Audit Board 's accounts, 39i0 
Board's accounts, annual, 3971 
Books and records, 39i0 
Monthly receipts, 39il 
Regulations re, 3993 
.\ uthority, admini.tration of oaths by of. 
licial issuing, 3971 
Cancellation, 3972, 3995 
Defined, 3961 
Disqualification re, 3995 
Duties of holder, 3996 
Employee's, 3997 
Evidence taken by official issuing, 3971 
Expiration, 3980 
Fees, remission to municipalities, 3997 
Issue of, 3994 
Restrictions on, 3994, 3995 
Numbers, 3994 
Powers of holder to remove persons, 3996 
Prescription of, to holtlers, 4003 
Prohibition of holder from supplying, 4002 
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Authority, cont'd 
Refusal, 3972 
Regulations re, 3993 
Requirement of sale, 3992 
Restrictions on issue, 3994, 3995 
Sale of beer, 3992 
Of liquor, 3992 
Of wine, 3992 
Specification of liquor in, 3992 
Suspension, 3972, 3995 
To whom issued, 3994 
Transfer,3995 





Bail, approval of, 4025 
Grant,4025 
lhiliff, ro~~P.~~inn of liquor, 3999 
Ballot, form, 3991 
Bar, erection, 3997 
Sign forbidden,4006 
Barroom, sign forbidden, 4006 
Beer, authority for sale, 3992 
Authority for sale, issue of. 3991 
Brewer's license for sale, 3979 
Carriaga, 3974 
Consuming, when lawful, 4004 
Covenant to sell, 3995 
Defined, 3961 
Discontinuance of sale, 3988 
J laving when lawful, 4004 
Lauelling, 3986,4006 
1\linors, purchase or consumption hy. 
3996 
Petition for vote for continuance of 
sale, 3987 
For sale, 3987 
Premises, sale and consumption on, 3996 
Prescript ion of quantities, 4003 
Prohibition of purchase, 4002 
Of vendor supplying, 4003 
Regulations re. 3968 3993 
Remo1•al from premises in packages. 
3997 
Sale on prescription. 3982 
To intoxicated person, 3995 
To minors, 3995 
Where forbidden, 3986 
Samples, 3980 
To whom sold, 3993 
Usc of word, 4007 
Vote for continuance of sale, 3987 
For sale, 3987 
When permit not required, 3976 
Beverages, non-intoxicating, municipal Ji. 
cense to sell, 4027 
Non-intoxicating, sale in standard hotel, 
4027 
Sale of drugs as, 3984 
Of patent medicine as, 3984 
Use of drugs as, 3984 
Bills of lading, inspect ion, 4016 
Board accounts, annual audit, 3971 
Accounts, audit, 3970 
Actions by and against, 3972 
Appointment, 3965 
Of officers, 3969 
Authorization of witnesses of signatures, 
3976 
Balance sheet, certification, 3971 
Rooks,3?67 
Brewers' returns to, 3979 
Brewers to furnish samples to, 3980 
Cancellation of brewers' licenoes, 3981 
Distillers' licenses, 3981 
Light beer permits, 3998 
Permit of interdicted person, 4007 
Permits, 3972, 3978 
Standard hotel license, 4028 
Certificate of hotel as public place, 4005 
Chairman, 3964 
Compellability, 3972 
Consent to actions against members, 3971 
Municipal licenses to sell tobacco, 
4027 
ComroJ over hotels. 3992 
Defined, 3961 
Delivery of forfeited liquor to, 4015 
Individual permits to, by hotel pro-
prietors, 4005 
Liquor to, by interdicted person, 4007 
Suspended permits to, 3978 
438 
Board, cont'd 
Designation of auditors, 3970 
Officer to sign cheques, 3970 
Direction of vendors, 3973 
To destroy liquor, 4016 
Discretion in issue of permits, 3976 
Duties, 3%4, 3965 
Employees' authorities required by,3997 
Emplorees, commissions to, forbidden, 
4001 
Not to engage in liquor business, 4000 
Not to take commissions, 4000 
Establishment, 3964 
Examination of books of, 3970 
Expenses, 3969 
Fiscal year, 3971 
Funds for purchase of liquor, 3970 
General power to make regulations, 3968 
Government stores establishment, 3973 
Importation of liquor, 3983 
Interdiction order filed with, 4007 
Issue of authorities for sale of beer and 
wine,3992 
Brewers· licenses, 3979 
Distillers' licenses, 3980 
Employees' permits to sell light beer, 
3998 
New permits, 3978 
Permits, 3974 
To sell light beer, 3997 
Labelling prescribed by, 3986 
License fees paid to, 3970 
Licensing of standard hotels, 4027 
Liquor purchase orders filed, 3972 
~I embers, commissions to forbidden, 4001 
Not to engage in liquor business, 4000 
Not to take commissions, 4000 
Notice to, of application to revoke inter· 
diction order, 4008 
Notification of cancellation of permit of 
interdicted person, 4007 
Of cancellation of permits, 3978 
Of revocation of interdiction order, 
4008 
Officers, responsibility, 3965 
Payment of expenses, 3970 
Permission to advertise, 4006 
LIQUOR CONTROL 
To possess liquor under proclamation, 
4028 
Possession of liquor, 3999 
Powers, 396~. 3965, 3969, 3993 
Prescription of quantities, 4003 
Price fixing, 3973 
Principal office, 3965 
Proceeds of sale of liquor paid to, 3970 
Profits, application, 3971 
Prohibition of purchase, 4002 
Rc ,·endor, 4002 
Property of Crown in monies received, 
3969 
Purchase of forfeited liquor, 4015 
Of liquor, 3983 
From interdicted person, 4007 
Quorum, 3965 
Receipts, monthly audit, 39il 
Refusal of permits, 3972 
Regulations, 3966, 3980, 3993, 3998,1027 
Authentication, 3965 
Remission of fees to municipalities, 3997 
Report of seizure to, 4016 
Reports, 3969 
Request to produce documents, 4016 
Requirement of security from vendors, 
3972 
Reserve fund, 3971 
Ret urn of permits, 3978 
Review of decisions, 3972 
Salaries, 3965 
Sale of liquor, 3983 
Suspension of brewers' licenses, 3981 
Distillers' licenses. 3981 
Permits, 3972, 3978 
Time for sale and de]i,ery fixed, 3974 
Boat, claim to impounded, 4015 




Books, brewer's, examination of, 3980 
Examination of Board's, 3970 
[nspection, 4016 
Regulations re, 3967, 3993 
.Seizure. -1014 




Dominion license, 3983 
.Fine for failure to make returns, 3979 
Giving of liquor by, 4000 
Labelling of beer, 3986 
License, 3979 
Cancellation or suspcnsicn, 3981 
Mortgaged premises, interest in, 3995 
Penalty for failure to furnish samples, 3980 
Improper labelling, 3986 
Denying examination of books, 3980 
Selling liquor, 4008 
Prescription of quantities, 4003 
Prohibition against supplying, 4002 
Returns, 3979 
Sale of beer, 3979 
Samples furnished hy, 3980 
Brewery, purchase of output, 3969 
Buildings, equipment, powers of Board re, 
3969 
Lensing, powers of Board rc, 3966 
Purchase, power of Board re, 3969 
Search, 4012, 4013 
Seizure in, 4013 
Burden of proof, bona /i1les of prcscrip· 
tion, 4020 
On prima facie evidence of cancellat ion 
of permil, 4020 
Of proof of possession, 4020 
or sale, 4020 
Right to have liquor, 4020 
By-law, appointment of officer to enforce 
Act, 4017 
Exempting standard hotel from taxa-
tion,4028 
Cafe, conduct in standard, 4C27 
lllunicipal license for sale of, 4027 
Canada Temperance Act, application of, 
3986 
Cancellation, autl1ority, 3995 
Brewer's license, 3981 
Certificate of hotel as public place, 4005 
Distiller's license, 3981 
Evidence of, 4020 
Light beer permits, 3998 
On interdiction, 4007 
Permits, 3978 
Standard hotel license, 4028 





Canvassing forbidden, 4005 
Carriage, liquor, 39H 
Packages not unsealed during, 3974 
Carrier, carriage of liquor, 3974 
Drinking of liquor forbidden, 3974 
Inspection of docu~nents of, 4016 
Opening of packages forbidden, 3974 
Production of documents, 4016 
Certificate, convict ion, 4021 
Hotel as public place, 4005 
Cancellation, 4005 




Verifying record, 4024 
Certiorari, Board not subject to, 3972 
Chairman of Election Board, fees, 3990 
Powers, 3990 
Taxation·of fees, 3990 
Cheques, signing of, 3970 
Chief commissioner, assent to regulations 
of Board, 3965 
Commissioner, authorization of purchase 
of liquor, 39i2 
Certificate of hotel as public place, 4005 
Re residence, 3977 
Chairman of Board, 3964 
Cheques signed by, 3970 
Designation, 3961 
Officers responsible to, 3965 
Order of prohibition, 4002 
Election Officer, duties of, 3989 
P owers of, 3990 
Cigarettes, municipal license to sell, 4027 
Sale in s tandard hotel, 4027 
Cigars, municipal license to sell, 4027 
Sale in standard hotel, 4027 
Clerk, consumption not allowed by, 3974 
Notice of filing of petition, 3988 
Of the Crown in Chancery, duties of, 3989 
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Oerk, cont'd 
Powers of, 3990 
Return of, 3989 
To, 3989 
Petition filed with, 3987 
Clerks, regulations re, 3967 
Responsibility, 3965 
Club, disqualification for authority, 3994 
Veterans, 3994 
Clubs, labour, 3994 
Members, who deemed, 399-1 
Commitment, unlawful use of patent 
medicine, 3985 
Committal to gaol, order for, 4011 
Complainant, appeal by, 4025 
Consent to appeal by, 4025 
Complaint, entry by officer, 4016 
l\laking, 4018 
Time for making, 4018 
Consent, Attorney-General's, to action by 
or against Board, 3972 
Minister's, to action against Board, 
3971 
Consolidated Re,·enue Fund, funds pro-
vided from, 3970 
Net profits of Board payable to, 3971 
Constable, arrest without warrant, 4013 
Consumption of liquor, 3966 
Entry of complaint, 4016 
Impounding of vehicles, 4015 
Information for search warrant, 4012 
Inspection of bills of lading, 4016 
Obstruction, 4013 
Report of seizure, 4016 
Search without warrant, 4013 
Seizure of liquor and packages, 4013, 
4014 
or liquor without warrant, 4002 
Of vehicles, 4014 
Construction of Act, 4028 
Consumption, beer and wine without per-
mit,3976 
Beer when lawful, 4004 
Constable, 3996 
In Government store forbidden, 3974 
In hotel, 4005 
Liquor in hotel, 4005 
LIQUOR COi''TROL 
Unlawful, 4004 
When permitted, 4001 
Where forbidden, 4001 
)[inors, 3996 
Native wine, 4007 
Permitting of by person under influ-
ence, 4004 
Place.3977 
Police officer, 3996 
Prohibition of, 4002 
Proof of, 4019 
Right, 4020 
Where allowed, 3977 
Forbidden, 4002 
Wine, when lawful, 4()().1 
Conveyance, claim to impounded, 4015 




Conviction, appeal to County Court from, 
4023 
Description of o!Ience in, 4017 
Enforcement as judgment against cor-
poration, 4011 
E,·idence of pre\'ious, 4021 
] udge's order on, 4025 
)lotion to quash, notice of, 4022 
Pre,·ious, proof of, 4021 
Quashing, 4021 
Second, 4021 
Several offences, 4022 
Subsequent, amendment, 4021 
Corporation, affidavit on appeal to County 
Court, 4026 
Disqualification for authority, 399-1 
Enforcement of com·iction against, as 
judgment, 4011 
Liability of off•cers, 4011 
Penalties, 4009, 4010 
Presumption of incorporation, 4022 
Recovery of penalties from, 4010 
Re,·ocation of license to do business, 4011 
Sen·icc on, 4022 
Corrupt Practices, law relating to, 3989 
Costs, deposi t for, 4023 
Fees of County Court Clerk as, 402-1 
441 
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Council, submission of questions to vote, 
3990,3987,3988 
Counsel, representations by, 3986 
County Court, appeals to, 4023 
Certification of proceedings in, 4027 
Fees of Clerk, 4024 
Court, amendment of orders, 4022 
Motion to quash, when to hear, 4022 
Of Appeal, hearing by, 4027 
Powers, 4027 
Covenant, to sell beer and wine, 3995 
Crown Allorney, approval of bail, 4025 
Approval of deposit in lieu of sureties. 
4024 
Of sure! ies, 4023 
Duty of, 4016 
Fees, 4016 
Death, resulting from use of liquor, liability 
for, 4028 
Declarations, who may take, 3971 
Delivery, beer, by brewer, 3979 
Conditions precedent, 3973 
Forfeited liquor to Board, 4015 
Liquor, by dis tiller, 3980 
On prescription, 3982 
Regulations re, 3993, 3968 
When forbidden , 3974 
Denti~t. administering of liquor, 3982 
Defined, 3961 
Penalty for unlawfully prescribing, 4009 
Sale of liquor, 3982 
Special permit, 39i5 
Unlawful administering of liquor, 3982 
Dentistry Act, referred to, 3961 
Department of Health, analysis of medi· 
cines, 3985 
Certificate of insufficiency of medication. 
3985 
Deposit, dispensing with on appeal from 
dismissal, 4025 
For costs, 4023 
In lieu of sureties, 4023 
Deputy Chief Commissioner, authorization 
of purchase of liquor, 3972 





Order of prohibition, 4002 
Permit, $Uspcnsion, 3978 
Powers, 3964 
Disorderly conduct, penalty for allowing. 
on light beer premises, 3998 
Conduct, prohibition, 3996 
House, disqualification of premises, 3977 
Frequenter disqualified, 3976 
Keeper disqualified, 3976 
Disqualification, authority for, 3994 
Disorderly house, frequenter, 3977 
Keeper, 3977 
Premise~. 3977 
Dominion statutes, 3979 
Of authority, 3995 
Distiller. giving of lirtuor by, 4000 
License, 3980 
Cancellation or suspension, 3981 
Penalty for selling liquor, 4008 
Purchase of output, 3969 
Distres5, for penalties from corporation, 
4011 
Order for, 4011 
Unlawful use of patent medicine, 3985 
Divisions of Act, effect, 3964 
Druggist, alcohol, possession of, 39111 
Alcohol, 'use of, 3981 
Defined, 3961 
Lif!uor not kept or sold by. 3981 
Palent medicine, sale of, 3983 
Penalty for failure to furnish patent 
medicine Mmplcs, 3986 
Sale of drugs containing alcohol, 3983 
Samples of patent medicines furnished, 
3986 
Special permit. 3975 
Drugs, analysis of, 3985 
Containing alcohol , sale of, 3984 
Insufficiently medicated, sale of, 3985 
Medication, 3984 
Mixing in liquor, 4000 
Use as beverage, 3984 
Drunken person, penalty for sale of light 
beer to, 3998 
Drunkenness in puhlic place, 4002 
P enalty for allowing on lighl beer prem· 
ises, 3998 





Election Act, referred to, 3989, 3990 
Election day, sale and delivery on, forbid· 
den,3974 
Employee, authorit)·, 3997 
Board, commis,:ons to, forbidden, -!001 
Not to engage in liquor business, 4000 
Not to take commi~sions, 4000 
Government, commissions to forbidden, 
4001 
Not to take commissions, 4000 
Permit to sell light beer, 3998 
Who may be, 3997 
Regulations re, 3993 
Equipment, powers o f Board to acquire, 
3966 
Evidence, bona fides of prescription, 4020 
Cancellation or su~pension of permit, 1020 
Certificate of analy~i5, 4019 
For the prosecution, -1018 
Inference of fact, 4019, 4020 
Re intoxicating liquor, 4019 
ln~ullici<'ncy of medication, 3985 
Onus, 4019 
On proof of possession, 4020 
Presumption of incorporation, 4022 
Previous conviction, 4021 
Prima facie, 4020, 4021 
Proof of consumption, 4019 
Exemptions, 4018 
Purchase, 4019 
Ri~tht to have liquor, 4020 
Sale. 4019, 4020 
Of liquor contrary to Act, 3997 
Who m3y take, 3971 
Execution, seizure of liquor under, 3999 
Experts, powers of Board to engage. 3966 
Expiration, authority, 3980 
Licen~e,3980 
Permit. 3976 
Special permit, 3976 
Express Company, in~prction of document<~ 
of, 4016 
Producticn of documents, 4016 
Fatal Accidents Act, referred to, 4028 
Fatal accidents, caused by use of li11Uor, 
4028 
Limitation of aC'tion, 4028 
Fees, chairman of Election Board, 3990 
Clerk of County Court, 4024 
Crown Attorney, 4016 
License, application, 39i0 
Light beer permit, 3998 
l'ermit, 3975 
Application, 3970 
Regulations fixin g, 3968 
Remission to municipalities, 3997 
Returning officer, 3990 
Standard hotel license, 402i 
Fine, ad\'ertising, 4009 
.\llowing consumption in Government 
store, 4009 
Application for permit in false name, 
4009 
Canvassing ·for orders, 4009 
Consuming liquor in hotel, 4009 
Consumption in Government store, 4009 
In unla\\ful place, 4009 
Deer or wine unlawfully acquired, 4009 
Liquor unlawfully acquired,4009 
Dentist unlawfull)• prescribing, 4009 
Exhibiting signs, 4009 
Failure by brewer to make returns, 3979 
Furnishing false address on application 
for permit, 4009 
Having beer or wine unlawfully acquired. 
4009 
False permit, 4009 
In a lawful place, 4009 
Liquor unlawfully acquired, 4009 
Without per mit. 1009 
Keeping liquor in hotel, .t(J09 
Open Go\·ernment store on holiday, 
4009 
On polling day, 4009 
Obstructing inspector or constable, 4009 
Physician unlawfully prescribing, 4009 
Purchasing under su~pended or can· 
celled permit, 4009 
Sale or delivery on holiday, 4009 
On polling day, 4009 
Supplying to per~on whose permit is 
suspended, 4009 





Unlawful administering in hospital, 4009 
In sanitarium, 4009 
Veterinary unlawfully prescribing, 4009 
Forfeiture, automobile, 4014, 4015 
Boat, 4014, 4015 
Canne,4014,4015 
Conveyance, 4014, 4015 
Liquor, 4002, 4007, 4014, 4015 
:.\fotor car, 4014, 4015 
Package>, 4007. 4014, 4015 
Vehicle, 4014, 4015 
Vessel, 4014,4015 
Forms, ballot, 3991 
Defects of, 4022 
Modification. 3990 
Regulations re, 3998 
Vote, 3990 
Gambling, penalty for allo"ing on light 
beer premises, 3999 
Prohibition, 3996 
Government, employee, commil'l'ion to for· 
hidden, 4001 
Employees not to take commissions, 4000 
Store. carriage to, 3974 
Closing of, 3988 
Consumption in, 3974 
Control, 3964 
Defined, 3961 
l nterdicted person not to enter, 4003 
Packages not to be unsealed in, 3971 
Regulations r e, 3966, 3967 
When sale forhidden , 39U 
Stores establishment, 3973 
F:stabli>hment, where forbidden. 3986 
Petit ion for vote for esta!Jiishment, 
3987 
Prices, 3973 
Vote for establishment, 3987 
Ha,•ing beer, when lawful, 400-1 
Liquor, in hotel , 4005 
Lawful. 4004 
Unlawful, 4004 
Without permit, 4004 
P rohibition against, 4002 
Proof of right, 4020 
Unlawfully obtained liquor, 3999 
Where allowed, 3977 
Wine, when lawful, 4004 
Highway a public place, 3963 
Holiday, exerut ion of search warrant on, 
4013 
Sale and delivery on, forbidden, 3974 
Home for Aged, administering of liquor in, 
3983 
Penalty for unlawful administering in, 
4009 
Hospital, aclministering of liquor in, 3983 
Penalty for unlawful administering in, 
4009 
Hotel, certificate of, as public place, 4005 
Consumption in, 4005 
Control of Board over, 3992 
Disqualification of, 3995 
Gues t. having of liquor, 4005 
Having liquor in, 4005 
:.\I ortgage of, 3995 
Proprietor to del iver individual permits, 
4005 
Public place, 4005 
Regulations re, 3993 
Sale of beer and wine in, authority for, 
3992 
Standard, 4027 
Unlicensed, sale of tobacco in, 4027 
House of public en terta inment, sale of to-
baccoin,4027 
Tee cream, municipal license to sell, 4027 
Sale in standard hotel, 4027 
Impounding. liquor, 4015 
Vehicles, 4015 
Tmprisonmf'nt , adulteration of liquor, 4009 
Advertis ing, 4009 
Allowing_ consumption in Government 
store. 4009 
Application for permit in false name, 
4009 
Canvassing for orders, 4009 
Consuming liquor in hotel, 4009 
Tn unlawful place, 4009 
Consumption in Government store, 4009 
Tn unlawful place, 4009 
Beer or wine unlawful ly acqui red, 4009 
Liquor unlawfully acquired, 4009 
Dentist unlawf111ly prescribing, 4009 
Drunkr.nncss, 4009 
Imprisonment. cont'd 
Employee of Go,·ernment receiving com· 
mission, 4009 
Exhibiting signs, 4009 
Furnishing fa lse address on application 
for permit, 4009 
General, 4010 
Having beer or wine unlawfully acquired, 
4009 
False permit. 4009 
In a lawful place, 4009 
Liquor unlawfully acquired. 4009 
Without permit. 4009 
Increased sentence, 4010 
Issue of more than one permit to indi-
vidual, 4009 
Permit on false application. 4009 
To disqualified person, 4000 
Keeping lif)uor in hotel. 4009 
Open Government store on holiday. 
4009 
On polling day, 4{)09 
~{ember or employee of Board engaging 
in business, 4009 
Receiving commission, 4009 
Obstructing inspector or constable, 4009 
Offering commission to member of Board, 
4009 
Owner of premises. 4012 
Physician unlawfully prescribing. 4C09 
Purchasing under suspended or can· 
celled permit. 4009 
Sale or delivery on holiday, 4009 
Or delivery on polling day, 4009 
To holder of illegal permit, 4009 
Supplying liquor to interdicted person, 
4009 
Liquor to minors, 4009 
To person whose permit is suspended, 
4009 
( nauthorized sale of liquor, 4009 
Unlawful administering in home for aged, 
4009 
Administering in hospital, 4009 
Tn sanitarium, 4009 
Sale by authorized person, 4008 
Veterinary unlawfully prescribing, 4009 
I ndian, no permit to, 3979 
LIQUOR CONTROL 
Individual permit, delivery of to Board by 
hotel pr(lprietor, 4005 
Liquor which may be had under, 400-t 
Who entitled, 3975 
Informant, appeal by, 4025 
Consent to appeal by, 4025 
Information, amendment. 4017 
Charging of sever:~! offences in. 4021 
Description of offence in, 4017 
Laying. 4018 
Time for laying, 4018 
Unlaw·ful use of patent medicine. 3985 
In junction. Board's actions not subject, 
3972 
Inspection. premises, 3993, 3998 
Inspectors. appointment. 3969 
Dutie•, 3969 
Inspection of bills of lading, 4016 
Of premises. 3998 
Powers. 3969 
Regulations re, 3%7 
Responsibility. 3965 
S:tlaries, 3969 
Interdicted person, cancellati(ln of permit, 
4007 
Defined. 3962 
Del ivery of liquor to Board, 4007 
Di•rrgard of in terdiction order. 4007 
Entry of Government ~tort". 4003 
Issue of permit to, 4003 
Removal from premises, 3997 
Sale to, 4003 
Interdiction order. 4007 
Order, diHeg-ard of. 4007 
\\hen ordered, 4007 
Ir.toxicated person, sale to, 3996 
Judge. amendment of order. 4022 
Appeal to by inrormant or complainant, 
4025 
Appl ication to for summons. 4025 
Bail granted by, 4025 
County Court, appenl>' to, 4023 
Defin ed. 4023 
Direct ions for sen ·ice. 3992 
or applicntion to revoke inte rdict ion 
order. 4008 
Inte rdiction order, 4007 




Powers on appeal, 4025 
By informant or complainJnt, 4025 
Revocation of interdict it'n order, 4008 
Summons to attend on nppcnl, 4025 
Judgment, enforcement of conviction 
against corporation as, 4011 
Unlawful use of patent medicine, 3985 
Justicr, amendment of information, 4017 
Approval of deposit in lieu of sureties, 
4023 
Certificate of conviction, 4C21 I I 
Verifying record, 4024 I 
Dr fined. 3962 
Disl]ualification of residence, 3977 I 
Duties on hearing, 4019 1 
Where previous conviction charged, 
4021 
Forfeiture, 4007 
LiCJuor and packages, 4014 
Vehicles, 401-1 
Inference of fact, 4019. 4020 
Re intoxication, 4019 
Liheration of person on reco~niunce, 
4024 
Notice of appeal served on, 4023 
'otification of suspension of permits, 
3978 
Of the Peace, prosecution before, 4018 
Search warrant, 4012 
Order for diMress, 4011 
Search warrant, 4012 
Substitution of offence~. 4017 
Suspension of permits, 3978 
Transmission of papers on appeal, 4024 
Labellinf!, heer, 4006 
Labels, official, 3967 
Labour clubs, authori7ation of, 399<1-
0ubs, members, 3994 
Land, leasing, powers of noard re, 3966 
Purchase, power of Board re, 3969 
Lane, a public place, 3963 
Last revised list of the municipality delined. 
3962 
Legislature, Board's report laid before, 
3970 
Liability, fatal accidents caused by liquor, 
4028 
License, brewer's, 3979 
Brewer's, cancellation, 3981 
Suspension, 3981 
Cancellation, 3972 






Fees, application of, 3970 
:Municipal, re sale of tobacco, 4027 
Refusal, 3972 
Regulations re, 3967 
Security given by holder, 3972 
Standard hotel, 4027 
Cancellation,4028 
Suspension, 3972 
Lieut.-Gov., appointment of auditor for 
Board's accounts, 3971 
Appointment of members of Board, 3965 
Approval of acts of Board, 3969 
or regulations, 3966, 3988, 3993 
Authorization of audit of Board's books. 
3970 
Board's reports to, 3969 
Cancellai ion of corporation license to do 
business, 4011 
Designat ion of nnditor of Board's month· 
ly receipts, 3971 
Chief Commissioner. 3964 
Deputy Chief Commissioner, 3964 
Officer to assent to regulat ions, 3965 
Determination of time for submission of 
Board's accounts, 3971 
Fees fixed by, 3990 
:.\Jembc~hip of noard determined by, 3964 
Payment of nonrd's profits directed by, 
3971 
Proclamation forbidding possession of 
lil]uor, 4028 
Quorum of Board fixed by, 3965 
Remission of fe<'s to municipalities by 
order of, 3997 
Reserve fund of board fixed by, 3971 
neturn of vote to, 3989 
Salaries of Board fixed by, 3965 
Light beer defined, 3961 
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Light beer, cont'd 
Employees' permit, 3998 
Labelling, 3986 
Penalty for sale to drunken person, 3998 
Permit for sale of, 3997 
Regulations re, 3998 
Sale, 3998 
Limitlllion, action under Fatal Accidents 
Act, 4028 
Information or complaint, 4018 
Liquor, administerin;; by veterinary, 3982 




Alcoholic content, regulations re. 3967 
Authority for sale, 3992 
Business, not to engage in, 4000 
Carriage. 3974 
Certificate of analysis, 4019 
Claim to impounded, 4015 
Consuming, when lawful, 4004 
Consumption by constable or police of· 
fieer, 3996 
Ry minors, 3996 
1 n hotel, 4005 
Place of, 3977 
When permitted, 4001 
Where forbidden, 4001, 4002 
Dr.fined, 3962 
Delivery. conditions for, 3973 
Of forfeit ed, to Board, 4015 
To Board by interdicted person. 4007 
Dentist. administering by, 3982 
Druggist not to keep or sell, 3981 
Forfeited, destruction of, 4016 
Purchase by Board, 4015 
Forfeiture, 3978, 4002, 4007, 4014. 4015 
Ch·ing, 4000 
To person under the influence. 4004 
Having in hotel, 4005 
'When lawful, 4004 
Without permit, 4004 
Impounded, claim to, 4015 
Forfeiture, 4015 
Impounding, 4015 




Permitting consumption by person under 
tlTe influence, 4004 
Physician, use by, 3981 
Possession, 3999 
Powers of Board re, 3965 
Prescription of quantities, 4003 
Prices, 3973 
Regulations re, 3967 
Proclamation forbidding possession. 4028 
Prohibition of purchase, 4002 
Of ,·endor supplying, 4003 
Purchase, authorization of, by Board, 
3972 
Ry Board from inte rdicted per>on, 4007 
From individual, 4001 
Funds for, 3970 
Regulations re, 3967 
Under suspended permit, 4003 
Quantities. regulations re, 3967 
Sale. applica tion of proceeds. 3970 
By distiller, 3980 
Of compounds for, 398~1 
On prescription. 3982 
On transfer of property forbidden. 
3999 
Regulations rl'. 3967 
To Board, 3983 
To holder of illegal permit. 4000 
To int;rdicted person. 4003 
Where forbidden, 3986 
::ealing, 4001 
Seizure, 4013, 4014 
Without warrant, 4002 
Signs forbidden. 4006 
Specification in authority, 3992 
Supplying perron whose permit i< sus· 
pencled. 4002 
To minor>, 4002 
To person under influence, 4002 
Unlawful aclministering by dentist, 3982 
Value, 4010 
Varieties. rejlu!ations re, 3967 
Vote for continuance of sale, 3987 
Liquor License Act, referred to, 3986 
:\lagisl rate, prosecutions before, 4018 




Vote for e~whlishmcnt of Government 
Horc~. etc., 3987 
1\tnnnger. appoint men\ of, 3988 
Duties of, 3988 
Notice of appoin tment, 3988 
Powers of, 3988 
l\Inndamus, lloard not subject, 3972 
Manufacturer. authority not i•sued to, 39% 
Givin~; of liquor by, t!OOO 
~fortgn~:cd pr.-mise-;, interest in, 3995 
Patent medicine sale of, 3983 
P,•nalty for selling liquor, 4008 
Prescription of quantities, 4003 
Prohihition from supplying, 4002 
Purcha~e of output, 3969 
S:~le by, 4007 
or drugs containing alco to!, 3983 
l\fns ter, rlirections for service, 3992 
MNlical Act, referred to, 3963 
1\Jt>die::ttion, drugs, 3984 
Fvidcnce of in~ufficiency, 3)85 
Jlfedicine,3984 
Patent medicine, 3983 
;l!e(licinc, analysis, 3985 
Ch:trj!ing unlawful u~e. 3985 
Insufficiently medicated, sale of, 3985 
?11edication, 3984 
Patent or proprietary, 3983 
tlse as heverage, 3984 
or alcohol for, 3981 
Merchant, ~ale of drugs containing alcohol. 
3984 
;\linister. npproval of brewers' licenses, 
3Q79 
CPrtificate of conviction, 4021 
Consent to actions against members of 
lloard. 3971 
Defined, 3962 
Special permit, 3975 
l\linors. consumption of beer or wine, 3996 
Consumption of liquor, 3966 
Purchase of beer and wine, 3996 
Sale to, 3996 
Supplyinr; liquor io, 4002 
Jlfortgagc, effect of, 3995 
Motion to quash, notice of, 4022 
Motor-car, claim to impounded, 4015 




Municipal Act, referred to, 3988, 3992 
:\funicipality, appointment of officer to en-
force Act, 1)017 
Clerk, rluties, 3990 
Exemption of s tandard hotels from taxa-
tion ,IJ028 
Issue of li<'enses to sell tobacco, 4027 
4027 
P<"nalties pa)·ahle to, 4017 
Remission of fees to, 3997 
Treasurer to pay fee!<, 3990 
Vote for continuance for sale of beer and 
wine, 3987 
Continuance for sale of l iquor, 39R7 
Establishment of Government stores, 
3987 
Sale of beer and wine, 3987 
1'\ati,•e wine, consumption, 4007 
Defined, 3962 
Prescript ion of quantities, 4003 
Prohibition of ·\'endor, supplying, 4003 
Sale of, 4007 
l'\otict>, appeal to county court, 4023 
App~al to Court of Appeal, 4026 
Application for revocation of interdic-
tion order, 4008 
t\ ppointment of manager, 3988 
Cancellation of permit of interdicted 
person, 4007 
or permits, 3978 
Claim to imrounded liquor, 4015 
Filing of petition. 3988 
:\lotion to qua~h. 4022 
Rrturn nf vntc. 3989 
Re,·ocatinn of interdiction order, 4008 
SuFpen~ion of permit~. 3978 
Notices, rf'gulations re, 3968 
Oath~. administration, 3989 
Who may take. 3971 
Obstruction, constable or inspf'ctor, 4013 
Occupant, evidenc<" against. 4019 
Liability of, 4012 




Failure by brewer to furnish samples, 
3980 
Offences, allowing drunken p~rson to con-
sume light beer, 3999 
Allowing drunkenness on light beer 
premises, 3998 
Gambling on light beer premises, 3999 
Charging of several, 4021 
Conviction for several, 4022 
Description, 4016, 4017, 4018 
First, when violation charged as, 4008 
Giving prescription in evasion of Act, 
3981 
Improper labelling by brewer, 3986 
Interdicted person entering Government 
store, 4003 
Having liquor, 4007 
Liability of occupant for, <W12 
Ref usa! by brewer or agent to allou ex-
amination of books, 3980 
Sale of drugs as beverage, 3984 
Insufficiently medicated dr ugs, 3985 
Tobacco in unlicensed hotel, 4027 
Second, 4021 
Selling light beer to drunken person, 
3998 
Liquor under light beer permit, 3998 
Substitution, 4017 
Supplying when prohibited, 4003 
Unlawful sale on prescription, 3982 
Use of drugs as beverages, 3984 
Violation Q{ Act or regulations, 4008 
Officers, appointment, 3969 
Consumption not allowed by, 397'l 
Duties, 3969 
Entry of complaint, 4016 
Impounding of Yehicles, 4015 
Information for search warrant, 4012 
Inspection of bills of Jading, 4016 
or premises, 3998 
:Municipal, powers, 4017 
To enforce Act, <W17 
Obstruction, 4013 
Of corporation, service on, <Wll 
Powers, 3969 
Regulations re, 3967 




Search without warrant , 4013 
Seizure of liquor and packages,4013, 4014 
or liquor without warrant, 4002 
Of Yehiclcs, 4014 
Ontario Gazette, notice of return of vote, 
3989 
Publication of insufficiency of medica-
tion, 3985 
Of regulations in, 3966 
Ontario Temperance Act, referred to, 3986, 
3989-
0rder, amendment, 4022 
Board's, finality, 3971 
Committal to gaol, 4011 





~Iolion to quash, notice of, 4022 
On appeal, <W25 
Prescribing q uantities, 4003 
Prohibiting purchase, 4002, 4003 
Sale, 4003 
Purchase, contents, 3973 
Of liquor hr Doard authorization, 3972 
Filing, 3972 
Service, 4003 
On corporation, 4022 
Orders, cancellations of, for purchase of 
liquor by Board, filing, 3972 
Canvassing for, 4005 
Owner, penalty on, 4012 
Package defined_ 3962 
Opening in Government store forbidden, 
3974 
Sealing, 3973 
Packages, claims to impounded, <Wl5 
Forfeiture, <W07, 4014, <W15 
Powers of Board re, 3966 
Removal of beer from premises in, 3997 
Seizure, 4013, 4014 
Parent supplying liquor to minor for medic-
inal purposes, 4002 
Park, a public place, 3963 
Patent medicine, analysis, 3985 
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Patent medicine, cont'd 
Charging unlawful use, 3985 
Contents, 3983 
Insufficiently medicated, sale of, 3985 
Medication, 39113 
Sale as beverage, 3984 
By druggist, 3983 
By manufacturers. 3983 
Samples. 3986 
Pat ient, dentist administering to, 3982 
Home for aged, administering to, 3983 
Hospital, administering to, 3983 
Physician, administering to, '3981 
Sanitarium, administering to. 3983 
Payment, before delivery, 3973 
Penalties, allowing drunken person to con-
sume light beer, 3999 
Allowing drunkenness on light beer 
premises, 3998 
GamLiiug ou lighL hcer plctubc~, 3999 
nrewcr selling liquor, 4008 
Consuming liquor in unl11wful place. 
4009 
Corporation, 4009, 4010 
Disposition, 4017 
Distiller ~elling liquor, 4008 
Drunkenness, 4009 
failure by brewer or agent to make re-
turns, 3979 
By brewer to furnish samples, 3980 
To furnish samples of patent medi-
cines, 3986 
General, 4010 
Improper labelling by brewer, 3986 
J n~reased, when incurred, 4022 
Manufacturer sdling liquor, 4008 
Owner of premises, 4012 
Payment, 4017 
n erO\Wy, 4018 
From corporation, 4010 
ncfusal by brewer to allow examination 
of books, 3980 
ale of insufficiently medicated dregs, 
3986 
Selling light beer to drunken person, 
3998 
Liquor under light beer permit, 3998 
u~c of drugs as be,·erage, 3984 
450 
Perfume, sale of, 3984 
Use as beverage, 3984 
Permit, atlministration of oaths by olli-
cinl issuing, 3971 
Application, 3975 
For, 4004 
During s uspension, 4003 
Appointment of officials to issue, 3966 
Attestation, 3977 
Cancellation, 3972, 3978 
On interdiction, 4007 
Defined, 3962 
Delivery of, when suspended, 3978 
Detention by vcnclor, 3978 
Discret ion of Board, 3976 




Regulut iun& 1 c, 3967 
Employees'. to sell light beer. 3998 
Endorsement, 3973 
Entries on, as evidence, 4020 
Evidenct>of cancellat ion orsuspension,4020 
Taken by official issuing, 3971 
Expiration, 3976 
Fees, application, 3970 
Having false, 400~ 
How issued, 3976 
Individual, 3974, 3975 
Issue of, 3974, 3975 
:'-1ew,39i8 
On false application, 4000 
Restrict ion on, 3977 
To disqualified persons, 4000 
To interdicted person, 4003 
Light beer, cnncellntion, 3998 
Fee, 3998 
Sale of, 3997 
Lost or dc~t royt'd, 3977 
Not ification of canrcllat ion. 3978 
Number, 4000 
P ayment of fcc, 3975 
Penalty for selling liquor under light 
beer, 3998 
Powers of lloarcl n·. 3965 
Production, 3973 




Regulations re, 3967, 3968 
Sale on illegal, 4000 
Signature, 3976 
Special, 3974, 3975 
Suspension, 3972 
Notification of, 3978 
Transferabili ty, 3976 
Who entitled, 3975 
Witness of signature, 3976 
Petition, filing of, 3987 
Notice of filing, 3988 
Signature of, 3987 
Vote for continuance of sale of beet and 
wine, 3987 
Continuance of sale of liq.uor, 3937 
Establishment of Government stores, 
3987 
Sale of beer and wine, ·3987 
Who may sign, 3989 
Pharmacy Act, referred to, 3961 
Physician, administering liquor, 3981 
Defined, 3963 
Offence by, 3981 
Penalty for unlawfully prescribing, 4009 
Prescription of liquor, 39!11 
Sale of liquor, 3981 
Special permit, 3975 
Plant, powers of Board to acquire, 3966 
Police officer, arrest without warrant, 4013 
Consumption of liquor, 3966 
Poll, conduct of, 3989 
Polling lists, 3990 
Polling, date of, 3988 
Porter, use of \fOrd, 4007 




Without permit, 4004 
Prima facie proof of, 4020 
Proclamation forbidding, 4028 
Wine, when lawful , 4004 
Practice, appeals to county court, 4025 
Appeals to Court of Appeal, 4026 





Consumption by constable or police of· 
ficer on, 3996 
By minors on, 3996 
Of beer and wine on, 3996 
Control of Board over, 3992 
Drunkenness on, 3996 
Gambling devices on, 3996 
Upon, 3996 
r nspection, 3993, 3998 
Interdicted persons not permitter! on, 
3<J97 
Liability of occupant. 4012 
:'II ortgage of, 3995 
Penalties on owner, 4012 
Penalty for allowing drunken person to 
consume on, 3999 
Drunkenness on, 3998 
Permit for sale of light beer on, 3998 
Regulations rc, 3968, 3993 
Removal of beer in packages, 3997 
Persons from, 3996, 3999 
Sale of beer and wine on, 39?6 
Search, 4012, 4013 
Seizure in, 4013 
srot machines on, 3996 
l'1escription, certificate, 3982 
Defined, 3963 
Physician's, 3981 
Proof of bona fides, 4020 
Quantities, 4003 
Sale and delivery on. 3982 
To whom given, 3981 
Unlawful, 3981 
\'ilhat may be sold on, 39ll2 
Price lis t, publication, 4006 
Prices, equali ty, 3973 
Fixing, 3973 
Regulations fixing, 3967 
Priest, special permit, 3975 
Proclamation, forbidding possession of 
liquor, 4028 
Prohibition, Board's actions not subject. 
3972 
Interdiction order, 4007 
Sale, 4002. 4003 
Prosecutions, applic:ltion of Summary Con· 
victions Act 10, 4018 
Ref ore juHices of the peace, 4018 
LIQUOil. CONTUOL 
Prosecutions, cont'd 




Pro\·ineial :tuditor, annual audit of Board's 
accounts, 3971 
Auditor, audit of Board'::. accounts, 3970 
Certification of Board's balance sheet, 
3971 
Examination of Board's records, 3970 
:\lonthly audit of Board's receipts, 3971 
Police inspector, entry of complaints, 4016 
Impounding of vehicles, 4015 
Jnforrnution for search warrant, 4012 
Inspect ion of bills of lading, 4016 
Obstruction, 4013 
Report of seizure, 4016 
Senrch without warrant, 4013 
Seizure of liquor and packages, 4013, 
4014 
Liquor withou·t warran:, 4002 
Police officer seizure of \'chicles, 4014 
Public place defined, 3963 
Drunkenness in forbi dden, 4002 
Purchase, authorization by Bonrd, 3972 
By Board, from interdicted person, 4007 
Forfeited liquor by Board, 4015 
From incli,idual, 4001 
Funds for, 3970 
Prohibition of, 4002 
Proof of, 4019 
Right, 4020 
Regulations re, 3993, 3967, 3968 
Under suspended permit, 4003 
Purchaser, written order, 3973 
Quantity, endorsement on permi t, 3973 
Native wine, 4007 
Prescription of, 4003 
Railway company, inspection of document6 
of, 4016 
Production of documents, 4016 
P.eeeipt, inspection, 4016 
Recognizance, liberation of person on, 4021 
Pending appeal to county court, 4023 
Court of Appeal, 4025 
Sureties with, 4023 
Records, examination of Board's, 3970 
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General power of Board to make, 3968 
Issue of, 3980, 3993, 3998, 3996, 4027 
Of Board, authentication, 3965 
Publication 3966 
Repeal, 3966 
Subject maller, 3966, 3967, 3980, 3993, 
3998, 4027 
When included in the Act, 3964 
Reports, Board's, 3969 
Presentment to Legislature, 3970 
Residence, certificate, 3977 
Consumption in, 3977 
Defined, 3963 
Disqualification, 3977 
Disqualified, change of ownership, 3977 
Restaurant. conduct in standard hotel, 4027 
:\Iunicipal license for, 4027 
Returning officer, fees, 3990 
Notice to, of appointment of manager, 3988 
Powers and duties, 3989 
Who to act, return of, 3989 
Returns, brewer's, 3979 
Brewer's verification, 3980 
Distiller's, 3980 
Fine on brewer for failure to make, 3979 
RettLrning officer, 3989 
Sacramental wine, special permit for, 3975 
Sale, application of proceeds, 3Q70 
Authority, requirement of, 3992 
Beer and wine, authorities for, 3991 
And wine, vote for, 3987 
Vote for continuance, 3987 
By brewer, 3979 
By Hoard, 3983 
By dentist, 3982 
By physician, 3982 
By \'eterinary, 3982 
Consideration of transfer of property for· 
bidden, 3999 
Defined, 3963 
Druggist not to keep for, 3981 
Sale, cont' d 
Evidence, 4020 
Light beer, 3998 
Limits of authority, 4000 
Liquor, by distiller, 3980 
Vote for,3987 
Continuance, 3987 
Native wine, 4007 
On prescription, 3982 
Particulars of, endorsed on permit, 3973 
Powers of Board re, 3965 
Prescription of quantities, 4003 
Price lists, 3967 
Prices, 3973 
Proof of, 4019 
Right,4020 
Regulations re, 3993, 3998 
Security of licensee for, 3972 
To Board, 3983 
To holder of illegal permit, 4000 
To interdicted person, 4003 
To intoxicated person, 3996 
To minors, 3996 
To person under influence, 4002 
Vendors, 3973 
When allowed, 3973 
Forbidden, 3974 
Wl1ere forbidden, 3986 
Saloon, sign forbidden, 4006 
Sanitarium, administering liquor in, 3983 
Penalty for unlawfully administering in, 
4009 
Seal, official, 3967 
Requirement, 3973 
Sealing, requirement, 4001 









Without warrant, 4013 
Security, deposit, 4023 











Liquor, 4013, 4014 
Motor car, 4014 
Packages, 4014 
Proclamation authorizing, 4028 




Servants, appointment, 3969 
Consumption not allowed by, 3974 
Duties, 3969 
Powers, 3969 
Regulations, re, 3967 
Responsibility, 3965 
Salaries, 3969 
Service, affidavit with notice of appeal to 
county court, 4023 
Appeal to Court of Appeal,4026 
Corporation, 4022 
Directions for, 3992 
Motion to quash, 4022 
Notice of appeal to county court, 4023 
Of application for revocation of inter-
diction order, 4008 
Prohibition orders, 4003 
Sheriff, possession of liquor, 3999 
Signs, exhibition of, 4006 
Slot machine, prohibition, 3996 
Solicitor, representations by, 3986 
Special permit, expiration, 3976 
Purposes, 3975 
Who entitled, 3975 
Spirit, medicated, sale of, 3984 
Medicated, use as beverage, 3984 
Spirits, sign forbidden, 4006 
Standard hotel , defined, 4027 
Exemption from taxes, 4028 
License, cancellation of, 4028 
Fee, 4027 
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Standard hotel, cont'd 
Licensing of, 4027 
Privileges, 4027 
Stout, use of word, 4007 
Street, a public place, 3963 
Summary Convictions Act, referred to, 4018 
4025 
Summons, attend on appeal, 4025 
Charging of several offences in, 4021 
Description of offence in, 4017 
Service on corporation, 4022 
Unlawful use of patent medicine, 3985 
Sunday, execution of search warrant on, 
4013 
Supplying, minors, 4002 
Offence when prohibited, 4003 
Person whose permit is suspended, 4002 
Prohibition of vendor, 4003 
Sureties, deposit in lieu of, 4023 
On recognizance, 4023 
Suspension, authority, 399:; 
Brewer's license, 3981 
Di~tiller's license, 3981 
Evidence of, 4020 
Permits, 3978 
Tavern, sign forbidden, 4006 
Taxes, exemption of standard hotel from, 
4028 
Time, action under Fatal Accidents Act, 
4028 
Appeal to county court, 4023 
To Court of Appeal, 4026 
Application for sun:unons, 4025 
Oeli,·ery, 3974 
Information or complaint, 4018 
Order of judge taking cffcct, 4025 
S:~lc, 3974 
Tobacco, sale in standard hotel, 4{)27 
Transfer, of permit, forbidden, 3976 
Treasurer, funds provided by, 3970 
Payment to, for forfeited liquor, 4015 
Permit fees paid to, 39i0 
Under the influence, giving liquor to per-
son,4004 
Permitting consumption by person, 4004 
Sale to person, 4002 
Varieties, prescription of, 4003 
4.54 
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Variety. endorsement on permit, 3973 
Vehicle, claim to impounded, 4015 




Vendor, consent to action against, 3971 
Detention of permit by, 3978 
Duties, 3969, 3973 
Notification of cancellation to, 3918 
Powers, 3969 
Prescription of quantities, 4003 
ProhiiJition against .supplying, 4003 
Salaries, 3969 
Sale, 3973 
On prescriptiou, 3982 
Unlawful sale on prescription, 3982 
Vendors, administration of oaths, 3971 
Appointment, 3969 
Evidence taken by, 3971 
Of s:tcramental wines, powers of Board re, 
3966 





\ "eterans clubs, authorization of, 3994 
Clubs, member;;, 3994 
Yeterinary, administering liquor, 3982 
Defined, 3963 
Penalty for unla"fttll)' prescribing, 4009 
Sale of liquor, 3982 
Special permit, 3975 
Unlawful use of liquor, 3982 
Veterinary Science Practice Act, referred 
to, 3963 
Vote for establishment of government stores, 
3987 
For continuance of s:tlc of beer and wine, 
3987 
Petit ion for, 3987 
Of liquor, 3987 
Petition for, 3987 
For establishment of government stores, 
pet ilion for, 3987 
Vote, cont'd 
For sale of beer and wine, 3987 
Petit ion for, 3987 
Forms, 3990 
Majority required, 3987, 3988 
Manner of holding, 3989 
Poll ing date, 3988 
Procedure for questioning validity. 3992 
Questions submitted on , 3987 
Return of, 3989 
Voters' lists, 3990 
Who entitled, 3988, 3989 
Voters' Lists Act, referred to, 3989, 3990 
Voters' lists, YOte of persons entered on. 
LIVE STOCK BRANDING 
Prohibition of purchase, 4002 
Of ,·endor supplring. 4003 
Regulations re, 3993. 3968 
Sacramental, Yendors of, 3966 
Sale on prescription, 3982 
To minors, 3995 
Where forbidden. 3986 
Service with meals, 3992 
To whom sold, 3993 
\'ote for continuance o f sale, 3987 
For sale, 3987 
When permit not required, 3976 
Writ, sen•ice on corporation, 4022 
3987 LIQl'OR EXPORT CD:\IPA~IES; see 
Warehouses, carriage to and from, 3974 
Powers of Board re, 3965 
Regulations re, 3966 
Warrant, amendment, 4022 
Arrest without , 4013 
Charging of several ofTeuces in, 4021 
Defects of form, 4022 
Description of offence in, 4017 
Execution on Sundays, 4013 
Notice to quash, 4022 
Search,4012 
Amendment, 4022 
Defects of form, 4022 
Without,4013 
Seizure without. 4002 
Service on corporation, 4022 
Unlawful use of patent medicine, 3985 
Way·bills, inspection, 4016 
Wine, agreement to sell, 3995 
Authority for sale, 3992 
Issue of, 3991 
Consuming, when lawful, 400-l 
Defined, 3963 
Discontinuance of sale, 3988 
Having, when lawful, 4004 
Minors, purchase or consumption by. 
3996 
Petition for vote for continuance of sale, 
3987 
For sale, 3987 
Premises, sale and consumption on, 3996 
Prescription of quantities, 4003 
CORPOIUTIO:-"S TAX 
LIQCOR LICE:\SE ACT; see LIQUOR CON· 
TROL 
LIS PE:\DE:\S; see JVDICATt:IIE; LA:-"D 
TITLES; MIXIXG 
LI\'E STOCK: see AGRICULTURAL ASSO· 
CIATIO'iS j .\Cil!Ct.:LTL.'R.\L SOCIETIES; 
BEES; COIIO:"ERS j DOG TAX A '\D LI\"E 
STOCK PICOTECTIO:"; £X£Cl>T10)1; 
f'AR)I rnODt 'CTS CO:"TROL; I :"Jl'REO 
.~:-"DIALS; ISSI.:RA)IC£ j LA:"DLOIIO A:"D 
TE:'\A:"T j LII'E STOCK I>IUXDI:"G; 
rOUXDS: PRO'f~CT!O)I OF CATTL£; 
STALLIO)I 
LJ\'E STOCK BRAl\011.'\G 
Allotment. of forfeited brand, 42i8 
Brand, allotment records, 42i8 
Alllllled by ~linister, 4278 
A llolting forfeiter!. 4278 
Certificate of, 4278 
Defacing. 4279 
Defined, ·~278 
Recording of, 4278 
Renewal of, 4278 
Requirements on Iran~fer, 42i8 
Three years· u~e, 42i8 
Transfer hy owner of. 4~78 
Branding. unlawful described. 42i9 
With unrecorded brand. 4279 
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Brands, publishing lists of, 4279 
Publishing recorded, 4279 
Restriction of usc of, 4278 
Fees, payable, 4278 
Schedule of, 4279 
Forms, 1\linistcr to prescribe, 4279 
Improper branding, described, 4279 
Live stock, defined, 4278 
l\Tinister, defined, 4271.l 
Oflenccs, description of, 4279 
Ownership, evidence of, 4278 
Penalty, for wrong£ ul branding, 4279 
Recovery of, 4279 
Recorder, director to be, 4279 
Hegnlations, ~linistcr to issue, 4279 
Schedule of fees, 4279 
Summary Convictions Act, referred to, 4279 
LIVERY STABLES; see ;\IU!'IICIPAL 
LOAN; sec ACRICllLTURAL DEVELOP~IENT; 
FAll~! LOANS; LO.'•N AND TRUST COR· 
PORATIONS; MONEY LEl!DEHS; PAWN· 
DROKER$ 
LOAN AND TRUST CORPORATIONS; 
sec also CO~IPANIES; CORPORATIO;-iS 
TAX; EXTilA PROVIl"CIAL COili'ORA· 
TIONS; MOJiiEY LENIJERS 
Accountant, 2927 
1\ccou nt~. annual audit of, 2978 
Action against AssiHant Registrar by con· 
sent, 2985 
Against Registrar by consent, 2985 
Onus of proof re non-user in,2933 
When creditor may bring, 29U 
Administrator, appointment of trust com-
pany as, 2939 
Lial)ility of trust comp::my as, 2938 
Not personaly liable as shareholder, 2963 
When personally liable for shares, 2963 
Affidavit, auditor's, re annual statement, 
2982 
Re subscribed capital, 2931 
Agent, authority conferred by power of at-
torney, 2987 
Authority to affix seal, 2964 
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Certificate by, reseal, 2961 
Changes in chief, 2987 
Duration of authority, 2964 
Penalty, acting for unregistered corpora· 
t ion, 2992, 2994 
Trust company may act as, 2935, 2936 
Agreement, proceedings to ratify, 2957 
Re amalgamation, effect of assent, 2958 
Terms of, 2956, 2957 
Agreements, rc sale, effect of assent, 2958 
Rc sale, terms of, 2956 
Amalgamation, agreements for, by directors, 
2956 
Agreement, proceedings to ratify, 2957 
Terms of, 2957 
Assent to, 2958 
Assets vest in purchasing corporation, 2960 
Assumption of liabilit ies on, 2956 
Consideration on, 2957 
Contracts re, 2956 
Creditors' lien unimpaired on, 2961 
Right unimpaired on, 2961 
Dispensing with ratification re, 2958 
Dissolution of selling corporation, 2960 
Effect on references in codicil, 2962 
On references in will, 2962 
Indemnity bonds on, 2956 
Notice of meeting re, 2957 
To register rc, 2957 
or loan companies, 2956 
Corporation, 2956 
or loaning land corporation, 2956 
P ersonal property registration re, 2959 
Provisions re trust company, 2961 
Puhlication by Registrar rc, 2959 
Purchasing corporation liable for debts, 
2960 
Hatified agreement filed with Registrar, 
2958 
Subject matter of trusts vesting, 2962 
Sabmission of agreement to sharehold-
ers,2957 
Substitution of new corporation, 2962 
Terms of agreement re, 2956 
Trust company, provisions applicable, 
2961 
Trusts to pass to new corporation, 2961 
LOAN AND TRUST CORPORATIONS 
Amalgamation, cont'd 
Uniting with or purchasing assets of 
other corporations, 2956 
Vesting in new corporation, 2960 
Amendment provisions for in by-laws, 2931 
Annual audit of accounts, 2978 
General meeting business transacted at. 
2967 
Election of audiiors at, 2967 
Of directors at, 2967 
Financial statement considered at. 
2967 
Notice for, 2967 
Offences re, 2968 
Inspection of registered corporal ions, 
2998 
Report, registrar's, to Minister, 2983 
Statement, attesting and ,·erifying of, 2980 
Certificate of auditors, 2982 
Correcting by Registrar, 2983 
Form of, 2980 
Penalty, failure to file, 2982 
Provisions re, in by-laws, 2931 
Sent to shareholders, 2967 
Time for filing, 2982 
To department, when made, 2982 
Who to make, 2982 
To Registrar, 2982 
To shareholders, 2980 
Appeal from Registrar's decision, 2991 
Notice of, with reasons, 2991 
Security on, from conviction, 2994 
Application for incorporation, accom· 
panied by declaration, 2929 
For incorporation, affidavit re subscribed 
capital, 2931 
Applicants to furnish further informa· 
tion,2929 
By petition, 2929 
Declaration accompanying, contents, 
2929 
Delivered to Registrar, 2929 
Minister may amend proposed by· 
laws,2931 
Notice of contents, 2929 
How given, 2929 
Prerequisities to, 2931 
Proposed by-laws to accompany, 2929 
Capital stated, 2929 
Head office stated, 2929 
Name stated, 2929 
Reference and report re, 2929 
Stock subscription filed on, 2931 
Of money, corporation not bound to see 
to, 2963 
Assignee, appointment of trust company 
as,2939 
Liability of trust company as, 2938 
Assistant Registrar, appointment of, 2985 
Registrar, duties of, 2985 
l\o action against without Attorney 
General's consent, 2935 
Attorney, appointment to act for corpora· 
tion,2963 
Trust company as, 2935 
Attorney General, appointment of examiner 
by,2996 
Consent re action against Assistant Reg. 
istrar, 2985 
Rc action against Registrar, 2985 
Examiner's report to, 2997 
Audit, annual, of accounts, 2978 
Pro,·isions re, in by-laws. 2930 
Auditors, access to books of account, 2979 
Access to books of record, 2979 
To documents, 2979 
Annual audit of accounts. 2978 
Appointment by registrar, 2978 
By shareholders, 2978 
Casual vacancies filled by directors, 2979 
Certificate on annual statement, 2980 
Certifying report re statutory meeting, 
2966 
Checking blance sheet, 2978 
Election at annual general meeting, 2967 
First, appointment by directors, 2978 
Liability for false sta tements, 2994 
l\Iay be shareholders, 2978 
Penalty for false entries, 2977 
For representing solvency guaranteed, 
2984 
Withholding books, 2981 
Prohibition re lending to, 2950 
Remunerat ion, rights and duties, 2979 
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Auditors, com'd 
Report, contents of, 2979 
To shareholders, 2979 
Special, appointment of, 2995 
Credentials of, 2995 
Report of, 2996 
Suspension by directors, 2979 
Verification of securities, 29~9 
Bailee, trust company as, 2935 
Balance sheet, auditors to ascertain correct· 
ness of. 2978 
Bankruptcy, proof on transmi~ion, 2973 
Beneficiary, liable for share,. 2963 
Benefit fund, power of corporation re, 2939 
Dills of exchange, prohiiJition rc loaning 
on,2943 
Bills of Sale ami C!.auel Mortgage Act, 
ref erred I o, 2959 
Bonds, investment in, by loan corpora-
tions,2943 
Imestment in IJ)· trust company, 2944 
or indemnity, on amalgamation, 2956 
On sale, 2956 
Secured by trust deed, in\'estmcnt in, 
2944 
Books as evidence, 2998 
or account, 2981 
Penalty for refusal to make entries in, 
2997 
Production of, for inspection, 2999 
Property of corporation, 2981 
Of record, access of auditors to, 29i9 
At head office, 2976 
Ry-la\\S in, 2976 
Contents of, 2976 
Copy of constating instrument in, 2976 
Forfeiture of registry, 29i7 
Inspection of, 2977 
Particulars re debenture stock, 29ii 
Re directors in, 2977 
Payments re shares in, 2977 
Penalty for false entries. 29i7 
For refusal to make entries in. 2997 
Production of, for inspection, 2999 
Property of corporation, 2981 
Register of securities in, 2978 
Shareholders lis ted in, 2977 
Taking extracts from, 2977 
Transfer of shares in, 2977 
Order of court for delivery, 2981 
Penalty for non-compliance with order, 
2981 
For ref using access to, 2995 
For withholding possession, 2981 
Production of for inspection, 2999 
Property of corporation, 2981 
Registrar's right to access, 2995 
Terminating shares book, 2978 
Borrower, applicahility of by-laws to, 2941 
Applicahility of rules to, 2941 . 
Computation of loan, 29·~2 
Non-liability re capital impairment, 2942 
Not affected hy subsequent by-laws, 2942 
Borrowing powers. alteration of, 2951 
Powers, estimating paid-in capital, 2954 
Limit of, 2954 
Loan corporations, 2954 
Of other corporations, 2952 
Proposed, in by-laws, 2930 
Buildings for extra pro"incial purposes, 
2940 
Limit of expenditure on, 2948 
Power to construct larger for business, 
2918 
Business, commutation of fees on discon· 
tinuance, 3000 
Construction of larger building$ for.2948 
Corporation's, in letters patent, 2932 
Extension outside pro,•ince, 29-to 
Extra pro\'ineial, 2940 
Holding real estate for, 2948 
Limit of expenditure on buildings for, 
2948 
Prohibition on 8Uspension or cancellation 
of registry, 2990 
Re unregist('red corporation, 2992 
Vesting of in ne" corporat ion, 2960 
By-laws, :.Iteration at general meeting, 2969 
As evidence, 2968 
Confirmation of, 2969 
Decrease of capital stock, 29i5 
Delegation of powers re, 2969 
Director's powers re, 2972 
Extra provincial business rc, 2940 
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lly-laws, cont'd 
Filing with Regist rar, 2969 
First, 2934 
Furnishing Registrar with evidence of, 
2969 
General power to make, 2968 
In books of record, 2976 
Increase of capital s tock, 2975 
Limiting loans upon shares, 2949 
Not to restrict transfer of paid-up shares, 
2974 
Prohibiting loans upon shares. 2949 
Proposed, amendment in, 2931 
Annual statement, provisions in, 2931 
Audit pro,•isions in, 2930 
Borrowing powers in, 2930 
Capital stock, provisions in, 2930 
Contents of, 2930 
Corporate name in, 2930 
Director's provisions in, 2930 
Head office. location in, 2930 
Securities provisions in, 2930 
Share transfer provisions in, 2931 
To accompany application, 2929 
Provisions for amendment in, 2931 
Renew shares in, 2975 
Recorded in by-law book, 2968 
Shareholders may make. 2968 
Variation of, 2969 
When applicable, 2941 
Calls, demand for, 2940 
Enforcing, by directors, 2971 
Forfeiture of shares for non-payment. 
2971 
Liability of transferee for unpaid. 2975 
~faking, by directors, 2971 
Xo advance payment unless directors 
consent, 2972 
Power of directors re. 2940 
Unpaid, interest on, 2940 
Capital, amount in leiters patent. 2932 
Amount subscribed before borrowing, 
2952 
Borrower not liable for impairment, 2942 
Estimating paid in, 2954 
Pnid-up before trus t company registered, 
2986 
Proposed in application. 2929 
In by-laws, 2930 
Stock, acquiring assets of existing cor-
poration, 2932 
Changing by-laws for, 2975 
Certificate of ~Iinister, 2976 
Notices re, 2975 
Order-in-council for, 2976 
Shareholders' confirmation, 2976 
Conversion of partly paid-up shares, 
2975 
Decrease of, 2975 
Increase of, 2975 
Proof on transmission, 2973 
Subscription before application, 2931 
Subscription of prerequ:site, 2931 
Cancellation of registry, eiTect of, 2990 
Of registry, entering of, 2988 
Failure to file annual statement. 2983 
For fraud or mistake, 2990 
Illegal purpose, 2990 
Insolvency, 2990 
Obstructing special audit, 2996 
On corporation's request, 2991 
Ref usa! of access, 2995 
Representing solvency guaranteed, 2984 
Certificate of auditors, re annual statement, 
2982 
0£ ~linister as e\·idence. 2959 
Contents of, 2958 
Re change of capital stock, 2976 
Registration of, 2959 
0£ registr)' as e\idence, 2998 
J3y Registrar, 2988 
Duration of, 2988 
Interim, 2988 
Renewing of. 2988 
Specifying term in, 2988 
Certificates of debenture stock, 2956 
On amal~amatinn. 2959 
On sale, 2959 
Charitable purpose~, power to mo.ke grant 
to, 2939 
Charter, forfeiture for non-user, 2933 
Renewal of terminating, 2933 
Suspt>nsion and revocation, 29-tO 
Chief agency, 2927 
Claim. order of Supreme Court rt'. 29U 
Supreme Court application re. 29H 
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Codicil, effect of amalgamation on refer-
ences in, 2%2 
Eff cct of sale on references in, 2962 
Committee, appointment of trust company 
as,2939 
Liability of trust company as, 2938 
Not personally liable as shareholder, 2963 
When personally liable for shares, 2963 
Common stock, investment in by trust com-
pany, 2945 
Companies Act, referred to, 3000 
Companies application of certain provisions 
3000 
Incorporation not under, 2645 
Consideration on amalgamation. 2957 
On sale, 2957 
Contract defined, 2992, 2993 
Penalty, re certain, 2993 
Prohibition re certain, 2993 
Contracts by directors, 2972 
Re amalgamation, 2956 
Re sale, 2956 
Conversion of shares, by-law for, 2975 
Co-partners may hold shares, 2962 
Corporate bodies may hold shares, 2962 
Corporation defined, 2927 
Official seal of, 2963 
Power of attorney for, 2963 
Corporations tax, loan company defined, 498 
County Court order re possession of books, 
2981 
Court, order re possession of securities, 
2981 
Creditor, when director relieved from lia-
bility re transfer, 2974 
Creditors, directors' liability retransfeT, 2974 
Lien unimpaired by amalg~mation, 2961 
Preservation of rights on alteration of 
borrowing powers, 2951 
Privity of contract with new corporation, 
2960 
Right of on amalgamation, 2960 
On sale, 2960 
On transfer to new corporation, 2960 
Preserved, 2975 
To rank redeposits, 2953 
Unimpaired by amalgamation, 2961 
Damages, liability for false entries, 2977 
Death, proof on transmission, 2973 
Debenture stock, annual statement to holder, 
2980 
Stock, certificates of, 2956 
Debentures exchanged for, 2956 
~Entry in register of, 2955 
Issue of, 2954 
Limitations reissue of, 2954 
Particulars in books of record, 2977 
Prohibition re trust company issuing, 
2934 
Proof on transmission, 2973 
Purchase of in open market, 2956 
Ranking of, 2955 
II older when liquidation, 2955 
Redemption of, 2956 
Register, inspection of, 2955 
Rights of holders, 2955 
Shall be transferable. 2955 
Sufficient discharge for, 2963 
Transfer books ont of Ontario re, 2955 
Registered, 2955 
Debentures, annual statement to holder, 
2980 
Denominations and terms, 2954. 
Exchange for debenture stock, 2956 
Guarantee receipts not, 2934 
Investment in, by Joan corporations, 2943 
By trust company, 2944 
Limit of borrowing on, 2954 
Prohibition re trust company issuing, 
2934 
Proof on transmission, 2973 
Ranking of holders when liquidation, 
2955 
Ri;rht of holders, 2954, 2955 
Sufficient discharge for, 2963 
Debts, assumption by new corporation, 2961 
Assumption by new corporation on amal-
gamation, 2960 
By new corporation on sale, 2960 
Declaration, application accompanied by. 
2929 
Contents of, 2929 
Decrease of capital stock, by-law for, 2975 
Depositor, annual statement to, 2980 
Deposits by minors, 2962 
Creditors' right to rank re, 2953 
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Deposits, cont'd 
Depositor may nominate s uccessor, 2964 
Disposition on intestacy, 2965 
Extension of exemption from seizure, 296-J. 
Guaranteed by trust company, 2937 
Limit of, 2953 
Borrowing re , 2954 
Loan corporation receiving. 2952 
Payment over by mistake, 2965 
Power to receive, 2937 
QuJrterly returns re, 2937, 2953 
Special register for, 2937 
Substitution of nomin~e, 2965 
Sufficient rlischarge for, 2963 
Trust company may accept, 2935 
Not to borrow by receiving, 2935 
Der:olutio11 of Estates Act, rcfcrrerl to, 2965 
Director~, agreements by, for amalgamation, 
2956 
Agreements by, for sale. 2956 
Appointment of first auditors, 2978 
Officers by, 2980 
By-laws re dividends by, 2972 
Re officers by, 2972 
Re shares by. 2972 
Calling i~ instalments by, 2940 
Special general meeting, 2967 
Ca~ual vacancies re audi tors. 2979 
Con~cnt to tran~fcr of shares, 2974 
Delegation of powers to, re by.laws, 2969 
Discharge of officers hy, 2980 
Discretion re sta tutory declaration. 29i3 
Election at annual geneml meeting, 2967 
Ry ballot, 2970 
or president from, 2971 
Of vice-president from, 2971 
Entry of meetings in minute book, 2968 
Executive committee of delegation of 
powers to, 2971 
Failure of election of, 2970 
General powers of, 2971 
To pass by-laws, 2971 
Interim vacancies. 2970 
Issuing debenture stock, 2954 
Liability for false statements. 2994 
Re unauthorized investments, 2984 
To creditors re transfer, 2974 
.:\Iajority resident and British subjects. 
2970 
Miscellaneous by-laws by, 2972 
Number of, 2970 
Particulars re, in books of records, 2977 
Penalty for false entries, 2977 
For misapplication funds, 2981 
For not giving notices, 2968 
Holding meetings, 2968 
For representing solvency guaranteed, 
298-1 
Power recalls, 2971 
R e contracts. 2972 
Re payments, 2972 
Re property. 2972 
Reseal, 2971 
Re share forfeiture, 2971 
To make by-laws, 2972 
Powers ~encrally, 2972 
Prohibition re lending to. 2950 
Protest re transfer by. 2974 
Provi~ions rein hy-laws, 2930 
QuJl ificat ions of. 2970 
Remuneration o£, 2970 
Report prior to sta tutory meeting, 2966 
Retirement by lot. 2970 
Supreme Court application by, 29i4 
Suspension of auditors by, 29i9 
T erm of office. 2970 
Voting by, 2971 
l\l1en new election. 2970 
Relieved from liability. rc transfer, 
2974 
Who m3y he managing, 2980 
P rovisional, 2933 
Discontinuance of buainess, commutation 
of fees re, 3000 
Discount rate of nn loans. 2950 
Disposal of assets by purchasing corpora· 
tion, 2960 
Dividends, directors' hy-la ws re payment of, 
2972 
Not paid if affect borrowing powers, 2953 
Right of shareholder when ad,·ance pay· 
ments, 2972 
When not paid from rcscrl'c fund. 2953 
Documents, access of auditors to, 2979 
Copies of official, as evidence, 2998 
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Documents, co,t'd 
Discontinuance of misleading, 2993 
Order of Court for delivery, 2981 
Penalty for non-compliance of order rc. 
2981 
For refusing access to, 2995 
Powers of trust company re, 2936 
Regist rar's right to access, 2995 
Dominion Agricultural Credit Company, 
Limited, companies which may pur-
chase shares in, 3000 
Due application, 2927 
Duties, assumption of by new corporation, 
2961 
Employees benefit fund and pension fund 
for, 2939 
Estate funds liable for shares, 2963 
Liable for shares. 2963 
Evirlencc, books of corporal ion as, 2998 
By-laws as, 2968 
Certificate of J\1inister as, 2959 
Of registry as, 2998 
Certificcl copies of certificate as, 2959 
Copies of official documents, 2998 
Of official publica tions. 2998 
Copy of power of attorney a~. 2987 
~otices in Ontari(> Gazette as. 2997 
Power~ of examiner rc. 2997 
Of Registrar to obta in. 2936 
Examiner, appointment by Attorney-Gen-
eral, 2996 
Audit and examination by. 2996 
Powers of, 2997 
Report to Attorney-General. 2997 
Security of costs of. 2997 
Who may request. 2997 
Execution c redi tors, rights of re surplus on 
sale, 2964 
Extension of exemption, 2964 
Of trusts, corporation not bound to see to. 
2962 
F.xeeuth•e committee of direc tors, 2971 
Committee, powers of, 2971 
Executor, appointment of trust company as, 
2939 
Liahility of trust company as, 2938 
~ot personally liable as shareholder, 2963 
Whcu personally liable for share>. 2%3 
Exhibitions, subscriptions for, 2939 
Existing corpr•ration, acquiring assets of, 
2932 
Corporation, application for letters pa-
tent by, 2932 
Extension of powers by letters patent, 
2933 
Rights of credi tors preserved, 2933 
Extra provincial business, by-law required, 
2940 
Provincial corporation, annual statement 
to Registrar, 2982 
Corporation cl_1anges in chief agency, 
2987 
Changes in chief agent, 2987 
Defined. 2987 
Power of auorney, filing of, 2987 
Special provisions re, 2983 
False entries, penalty for, 2977 
Report, liability for, 2994 
Return, penalty for, 2994 
Statement, liability for, 2994 
P enalty for, 2994 
Fees, commutation on discontinuance of 
business, 3000 
Rc[!istration of.:\fin ister's eertificatP. 2959 
Payablclo Registrar. 2999 
Schedules of. 3001. 3002 
Time for payment, 3000 
Fiduciary defined, 2961 
Holder, liability where beneficiary no. 
named. 296:\ 
~ot personally liable as shareholder, 
2963 
WhC'n beneficiary liable, 2963 
Filinl! of annual statement, extension of 
time for, 2882 
Of annual statement, penalty for failur~, 
2982 
Time for. 2982 
Financial statement at annual general 
meet ing. 2967 
F'nrfeiturc of corporate powers for non-
user, 2933 
or real estate. 2948 
Of shares for non-payment of calls, 2940 
or trust company's charter, 2934 
Fr11ud. effect on revistry, 2990 
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General register, registrations in , 2959 
Government bonds, inves tment in by trust 
company, 2944 
Guarantee receipts of trust company, 2934 
Guaranteed fund s, quarterly · returns re, 
2938 
Investments, allocation o f securities re, 
2935 
By trust company, 2935 
Guardian, appointment of trust company as, 
2939 
Liabili ty of trus t cnmpany as, 2938 
Not personalJy liable as shareholder, 2963 
When personally l iable for shares, 2963 
Head office, change of, 2989 
Office, defined, 2927 
Location in leiters patent. 2932 
l\lust be in Ontario. 2929 
Not ice re change, 2989 
Proposed in by-laws, 2930 
Location in application, 2929 
In Ontario, 2929 
lllegal purposl', effect on registry. 2990 
Incorporation, applicat ion by petition for. 
2929 
By le tters patent, 2932 
Date o f in letters patent. 2932 
Fees for, 2999 
Limi ted in time, 2933 
Of trust company. 2934 
Prerequisites to. 2931 
Increase of capital stock. by law for. 2975 
Initial re:ris try, material on application for. 
2986 
Insolvency, effect on registry. 2990 
Proof on transmission, 2973 
Inspection, annual, 2998 
Expenses of, 2999 
or by-law bonk. 2969 
Periodical, 2999 
Instrument, 2961 
Instruments, power of corporation re. 29.JB 
ln.surance Act, referred to, 2949, 2992. 2993. 
3000 
Insura nce agent, prohibition against act ing 
as,2949 
Broker, prohibition against acting as, 
2949 
4-63 
Interes t, contract for interest on arrears o[, 
2951 
Not recoverable unless rate s tated, 2950 
On unpaid calls, 2940 
Ranking of debenture holder re, 2955 
Rate s ta!ement only recove rable, 2950 
On loans, 2950 
Recovery of overcharge, 2951 
When borrower entitled to redemption, 2951 
No fines or penalty re, 2950 
lnvest.nenls, appraisement of 0\'er·\·alucd. 
2983 
Authorized by Lieut.-Gov., 2947 
In Registrar's annual report, 2983 
By trust company, 2944 
Disposal of unauthorized, 2984 
Guaranteed by trus t company, 2935 
Limitations of trust company re, 2949 
Of funds other than trust funds. 2936 
or loan corpora tion, 2942 
Of loaning land corporatiou, 2942 
Of trust fun ds, 2936 
Restr ict ions re amount, 29-16 
Re amount, when non-applicabl t>, 29-16 
Stock of reorgan izcd companies, 294 i 
Land, apprai~ement of over-valued, 2983 
Forfeiture when not disposed of, 2948 
Notice of forfei tu re, 2948 
Power to dispose, acquired under mort· 
f!,al!l'.2947 
To hold, acquir.ed under mortgage, 29.J7 
For business, 2948 
Tru~l company limited re, 2948 
\Yhen to dispose of, 2948 
Land Titles Act, referred to. 2959 
Land 1 itles, registration of ;\(in i~t er's certi· 
li cate, 2959 
Law of Ontario defined, 2927 
Lease, part of building not required for 
business, 2948 
Leaseholds, loans by t ru<t company in, 29·15 
Letters patent , application by exis ting cor· 
pora tion, 2932 
Patent, business of corpora tion in. 2932 
Conferring borrowing powers by. 2951 
Contents of, 2932 
Date of incorpora tion in. 2932 
Extension of charter by. 2933 
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Letters patent, cont'd 
Extension of powers by, 2933 
Incorporation by, 2932 
Limited term specified in,2933 
Location of head office in, 2932 
or trust company when is;ued, 2934 
Prerequisites re trust company, 2934 
Renewal of charter by, 2933 
Revocation of trust company's, 2934 
Rights of creditors preser\'ed in incor-
poration, 2933 
Stock authorized in, 2932 
Testamentary. issued out of Ontario, 
transmission under, 2913 
Liabilities, assumption by new corporation, 
2961 
Assumption on amalgamation, 2956 
On sale, 2956 
Lieut.-Gov., appeal to from Regist rar, 2991 
Appointment of Regist rar and assistant, 
2?85 
Change of corporate name hy, 2989 
Confirmation by, 2976 
Decision on appeal finn!, 29')1 
Evidence of assent of, 2960 
l\lay authorize investments,2947 
Dispense with ratification of amalga-
mation, 2958 
With ratification of sale, 2958 
su~pension and revocaticn of charter, 
29-W 
Re\·ocation of powers, 2910 
When confirmation re capital stock 
granted, 2976 
Life in~urance policies, po"er to loan on. 
2943 
Limitation of period of incorporation, 2933 
He prosecutions, 2994 
Liquidution, provisions of Com ponies Act 
to apply, 3000 
nanking of debenture stockholders, 2955 
Liquidator. appointment of trust <:.ompany 
as,2939 
Liability of tru~t company as, 2938 
Loan oorporation, defined, 2927 
Investments of, 29l2 
Limit of borrowing powers, 2954 
Of loans, 2943 
Powers to realize security, 2943 
To receive deposits, 2952 
To unite with other corporations, 2956 
Register for, 2985 
Loaning land companies, amalgamation of, 
2956 
Land oompanies, power to unite with 
other corporations, 2956 
Register, Registrar to keep, 2985 
Corporation defined, 2928 
Limit of loans, 2943 
Powers to realize security, 2943 
Register for, 2985 
Loans, applicability of by-laws to, 2941 
Applicability c£ Mortgages Act, 2942 
or rules to, 2911 
Of Short Forms of Mortgages Act, 2942 
Borrower not liable for capital impair-
ment, 2942 
By trust company, 2945 
Computation of, 2942 
Re borrowing powers, 295-' 
ContTact, bow evidenced, 29-'1 
Limit to shareholders upon shares, 2949 
Limita:ion re, 29.19 
:\[argin on, 2919 
~ot affected by subsequent by-laws, 2942 
P:lrticulars in instrument re, 2942 
Personal security for, 2943 
Prohibited to auditors, 2950 
To directors, 2950 
Securities upon which made, 2942 
To shareholders, upon shares, 2949 
When consent of shareholder's required, 
2943 
l\!anager, annual statement to Registrar by, 
2982 
Liability for false statements, 2994 
When officer, 2980 
Secretary, 2980 
Loan companie~· rrgi•ter, registrar to keep. Treasurer, 2980 
2985 :\!anaging director, annual statement to 
L oan Corporations Act, referred to, 2959 Director, when officer. 2980 
Loan corporatinn, amalgamation <>f, 2956 Registrar by, 2982 
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~Ianaging director, cont'd 
When secretary, 2980 
Treasurer, 2980 
Meetings, adjournment of s tatutory, 2966 
Annual general, 2967 
Appl ica tion to wind up on default, 2966 
Appointment of auditors, 2978 
Directors' by-laws re procedure, 2972 
Discussion of business at, 2966 
Entry of transactions in minute book. 
2968 
Extra proYincial business re, 2940 
Is$uing debenture stock. 295-l 
List of shareholders at. 2966 
Penalty for not gi,·ing notice, 2968 
For not hold ing, 2968 
Pro•·isions for in by-laws. 2930 
Re amalgamation, notice for, 2957 
Resale, notice for, 2957 
Report to shareholders prior to, 2965 
Shareholders may make by-laws at. 2968 
Special grneral. by directors. 2967 
General on requisition. 2967 
Statutory. when called, 2965 
Voting power of shareholders at, 2968 
~IiniHer, certificate of assent by, 2958 
Certificate of confirmation re capital 
stock. 2976 
Defined, 2928 
May amend proposed by-laws, 2931 
Registrar's annual report to, 2983 
Report tore annual inspection, 2998 
:\f inor~. deposits by, 2962 
:\linute book, delega ted powers recorded in. 
29il . 
Entry re directors meetings in. 2968 
Re general meetings in, 2968 
Notice re special general meeting in, 2968 
Statutory declaration in, 2968 
Mi~application of funds, penalty for, 2981 
:\fistake, effect on registry, 2990 
~[oney. penalty for misappl ication, 2981 
:\Iortgage, applicability of by-laws to, 29'H 
Applicahility of rules to, 29~1 
Application of Mortgages Act, 2951 
Computation of debt, 29,~2 
I nterc~l must be stated in, 2950 
l'articulars, effect of non-compliance, 29-l2 1 
Stated in, 29-!2 
Powers of trust company re, 2936, 2944 
Redemption after five years, 2951 
Rights of execution creditors re, 296..J. 
Surplus on sale of personal estate, 296-1 
Where payments of principal and inter-
est blended, 2950 
I! orr gages Act, refer red to, 2942,2951 
.\a me, change of, 2989 
Change of where objectionable, 2989 
:\otice re change, 2989 
Prohibition against misleading, 2989 
Proof for new, 2989 
Proposed in application, 2929 
In by-laws, 2930 
Xotice, contents of re applicat ion for in-
corpora 1 ion, 2929 
or annual general meeting. 296i 
or appeal with reasons, 2991 
or application, contents of, 2929 
For incorporation, 2929 
Publishing of, 2929 
or special general meeting, 296i 
Of su•pension of cancellation of registry, 
2990 
Penalty for not giving, 2968 
Proof of re special general meeting, 2967 
Rc change of head office, 2989 
or name, 2989 
Requiring additional returns, 2997 
:\ ot ices, oYer name of registrar as e,;dence, 
2997 
Service on corporation, 2991 
Offence, withholding possession of books, 
Oath of s tenographer, 2986 
2981 
Officers, appointment of, 2980 
Directors' by-laws, re, 2972 
Discharge of, 2980 
Liability for false statements, 2994 
Penalty for false entries, 29ii 
For misapplication of funds, 2981 
For not gh·ing not ices, 2968 
For not holding meet ings, 2968 
For representing solvency guaranteed, 
298-J. 
For wi thholding books, 2981 
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Officers, cont' cl 
Security hy, 2980 
When manager, 2980 
Managing director, 2980 
Official documents, copies as evidence, 2998 
Publications, copies as evidence, 2998 
Seal, authority of agent to affix, 2961 
Duration of agent's authority, 2961 
Effect of affixing, 2964 
For use abroad, 2963 
Onus of proof, rc non-user, on corporation, 
2933 
Order-in-Council, confirming change in capi-
tal stock, 2976 
Paidin,defined,2928 
Up, defined, 2928 
Payment of fees. lime for, 3000 
Penalty, agent for unregistered corporation, 
2992 
Application of, 2995 
Failure to file annual statement, 2982 
False s tatements or returns, 2994 
Misapplication of funds, 2981 
Misleading words in names,2992 
Non-compliance with Court order, 2981 
Obstructing special audit. 2996 
Onus of proof of registry, 2995 
Prosecutions for, 2994 
Rc books of account, 2997 
Of record, 2997 
He certain contracts, 2993 
Refusing access to !took~. 2995 
To documents, 2995 
Representing solvency guaranteed, 2\184 
Security on appeals from convictions, 2994 
Transmission of securities without treas-
ury consent, 2974 
Where no special, 2994 
Withholding possession of !Jooks, 2981 
Pensions granting of to employees, 2939 
Periodical inspection, material furnished on 
2999 
Inspection, l\linister may require, 2999 
Permanent shares, 2928 
Stock. 2928 
Personal representative, liability of tru~t 
company as, 2938 
Representative not personally liable as 
shareholders, 2963 
Trust company as, 2936 
When personally liable for shares, 2963 
Sccurit y for loans, 2943 
Petition, applica tion for incorporation by, 
2929 
Power of attorney, application for registry 
with, 2987 
Of attorney, extra pro1•incial corporation, 
2987 
To act for corporation, 2963 
Powers of corporation, suspensio~and revo-
cation, 2940 
Preferred stock, investment in, by trust 
company, 2944 
President, affidavit re annual statement, 2982 
Election from directors, 2971 
Liability for false statements, 2994 
Privity of contract, creditor and new corpor-
ation, 2960 
Profit , trust company entitled, re deposits, 
2937 
Promissory notes, prohibition re loaning on 
2943 
Promoter, j)Cnalty, acting for unregistered 
corporation, 2992 
Property, directors dealing with, 29i2 
Powers of trust company rc, 2936 
Proposed by-laws, accompany application, 
2929 
By-laws, contents of, 2930 
Minister may amend, 2931 
Prosecutions, for penalty, 2994 
Limitations re, 2994 
Protest, director's, re unauthorized invest· 
ment, 2984 
Of trans£ cr hy director, 2974 
Provincial corporation, defined, 2928 
Secretary, transfer of papers to registrar, 
2986 
Provisional di rectors, named in declaration, 
2933 
Proxy, voting of shareholders hy, 2968 
Public Inquiries Act, referred to, 2997 
Purposes of corporal ion proposed, in by-
laws. 2930 
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Real estate, appraisement of overvaiued, 
2983 
Defined, 2928 
Forfeiture when not disposed of, 2948 
Investments by trust company, 2944 
Notice of forfeiture, 2948 
Power to dispose, acquired under mort· 
gagc,2947 
To bold, acquir~d under mortgage, 2947 
For business, 2948 
To loan on, 2942 
Trust company limited re, 2949 
When to dispose of, 2948 
Receiver, appointment of trust company as, 
2939 
Liability of trust company as, 2938 
Red~mption. of mortgages, after five years, 
2951 
Register, includes all securities, 2977 
Loan companies, 2985 
Loaning land companies, 2985 
No corporation entered on more than 
one,2986 
Of debenture stock, 2955 
Inspection of, 2955 
Of securities, 2977 
Particulars entered in, 2988 
Special, of deposits, 2937 
Trust companies, 2985 
When entries made, 2978 
Where head office in Ontario, 29i7 
Out of Ontario, 2977 
Registered corporation, 2928 
Registrar, annual inspection, 2998 
Annual report by, 2983 
Statement to, 2982 
Appointment of, 2985 
Appraisement of overvalued real estate. 
2983 
Assistant, 2985 · 
Cancellation of registry for non-acces& \o 
books, 2995 
c;ert ificate of, 2959 
Re assent prima facie evidence, 2960 
Re registry, 2988 
Copy of by-laws re capital s tock to, 2975 
Corrections in annual s tatement by, 2983 
Decision on special audit, 2996 
Defined. 2928 
Disposal of unauthorized investments, 
2984 
Duties of, 2985, 2986 
Examination of witnesses, 2986 
Fees payable to, 2999 
Filing of affida,•its and depositions. 2991 
Of by-laws with, 2969 
Of ratified agreement with, 2958 
Power of attorney with, 2987 
Furnishing evidence re by-laws, 2969 
~lay appoint auditors, 2978 
No action against, wi thout Attorney-Gen· 
eral's consent, 2985 
Notice re amalgamation to, 2957 
Resale to, 2957 
Power to appoint stenographer, 2986 
To examine 11nder oath, 2999 
To require evidence, 2986 
Publication re amalgamat ion, 2959 
Re sale, 2959 
Quarterly returns to, 2937, 2938 
Recording registry by, 2988 
Reference to re application, 2929 
Report of stallltory meeting filet! with, 
2966 
Requiring additional returns by, 2997 
Right of access to books, 2995 
Seal of office of, 2985 
Special audit directed by, 2995 
Report by, 2999 
Submission of agreement to Lieut.-Co,•., 
2958 
To keep loan companies' register, 2985 
Loaning Land Companies' register, 2985 
Trust Companies' register, 2985 
Transfer of papers to, 2986 
Registry, appeal from regist rar's decision, 
2991 
Application for initial, 2986 
Cancellation, eiTect of, 2990 
For failure of annual statement, 2983 
For fraud, 2990 
For illegal purposes, 2990 
For insolvency, 2990 
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Registry, cancellation, cont'd 
For mistake, 2990 
For obstructing special audit, 2996 
For refusal of access, 2995 
For representing solvency guaranteed, 
298-l 
On request of corporation, 2991 
Certificate, as evidence, 2998 
or registrar re, 2988 
Certified copy of decision, 2991 
Forfeiture re hooks of record, 2977 
or tran~ft•rs, 2955 
Office, registration of ;\Tinister's certi· 
ficate,2959 
Onus of proof of, 2995 
Particu lars of, 2988 
Power of auorney rc extra pro\'incial 
corporal ion, 2987 
Prohibition rc terminating shares, 2932 
nccordinjl or, by rogistrnr, 2988 
Registrar's decision in writing, 2990 
SusJ>Cnsion. effect of, 2990 
ror failur<' nf annual statement, 2983 
F't>r fraud, 2990 
For illegal purpose, 2990 
For in~olvcney, 2990 
For mistake, 2990 
For ohstrueting special audit, 2996 
For refusal of e' idcnce re by-laws, 
2969 
For representing sohency ~uaranteed, 
2984 
Or cancellation <>f, 2990 
Term of, 2988 
Validation of certain, 2990 
What corporation admissible to, 2989 
Remuneration, powers of trust company re, 
2936 
Renewal of terminating charter, 2933 
Report of auditors, contents of, 2979 
or statutory meeting, certified by audi· 
tors, 2966 
i\ lect ing. contents of, 2965,2966 
Filing, Y<ith registrar, 2966 
Penalty for making false, 299-l 
Registrar's, reapplication, 2929 
Resene r und, maintenance of, 294-9 
When dividend not paid from, 2953 
Restrictions, reinvestments, 29 16 
Reinvestments, when non·applicable,2946 
Returns, quarterly, redeposits, 2937, 2953 
Quarterly, re guaranteed funds, 2938 
Re securities allocated,2938 
Re,•h·or of registry, entry of, 2988 
Revocation of registry, entry of, 2988 
Rules, when applicable, 29~ 1 
Sale, agreements for by directors, 2956 
Agreements proceedings to rati fy,2957 
.\ ssent to, 2958 
Assets vest in purchasing corporat ion, 
2960 
Assumption of liabilit ies on, 29S6 
Considerat ion on, 2957 
Contracts re, 2956 
Dispensing with rat ificat ion re,2958 
Dissolution of selling corporation, 2960 
Effect on, references in codicil, 2962 
On references in will, 2962 
Indemnity bonds on, 2956 
Notice of meeting re, 2957 
To registrar re, 2957 
or loan companies, 2956 
Corporation to trust company, 2961 
or personal property, registration re, 2959 
Provisions applicable to trust company, 
2961 
Publication by Registrar re. 2959 
Purchasing corporation liable for debts, 
2960 
Ratified agreement, filed wi th Registrar, 
2958 
Subject matter of trusts \ CSting, 2962 
Submission of agreement to shareholders, 
2957 
Substitu tion of new corporation, 2962 
Terms of agreement re, 2956 
Tr ust company, provisions applicable, 2961 
Trusts to pass to new corpora tion, 2961 
Under powt'r, surplus, when personal cs· 
tate. 296-\ 
Schedules of fees. 2999, 3001, 3002 
or fees for incorporation, 2999 
Seal, affixing of, b)· agent, 296-l 
Affixing of, by directors, 2971 
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Seal, cont'd 
Affixingto by-law, 2968 
Of Registrar, 2985 
Official for use abroad, 2963 
Secretary, annual statement to Registrar by 
2982 
When manager, 2980 
Managing director, 2980 
Sections, application of certain, 3000 
Securities allocated, quarterly returns re, 
2938 
Allocation rc guaranteed investments, 
2935 
Auditing of, 2979 
Investment in, by loan corporations, 2943 
By trust company, 2944 
Limit of borrowing on, 29.>4 
Order of Court for deliverr, 2981 
Penalty for non-compliance with order 
re, 2981 
Provisions re, in by-laws, 2930 
Register of, 2977 
Verifring by auditors, 2979 
When entries in register made, 2978 
Security, appeal from convict ion, on, 299~ 
By officers, 2980 
When not required, 2939 
Servants, penalty for false entries, 2977 
Service of process, after filing power of 
Attorney, 2987 
Set-off, shareho:ders' right to, 2941 
Shareholders, agreement for amalgamation, 
2957 
Agreement for sale, 29.)7 
Alteration of by-laws by, 2969 
Annual statement to, 2980 
Approval of, redeposits, 2952 
Authorizing executive committee, 29?1 
C!'nfirmation of change in capital stock, 
2976 
Co-partners may be, 2962 
Corporate bodies may be, 2962 
Delegat ion of power re by-laws, 2969 
Discussion of business by, 2966 
Dividend right when advance parments, 
2972 
Fixing remuneration of directors, 2970 
In arrears six months not to vote, 2968 
Indebted, refusal to register transfer, 2975 
Liability of, on forfeiture of shares, 2941 
Re unpaid shares, 2941 
List of at statutory meeting, 2966 
Listed in books of record, 2977 
Loans to, upon shares, 2949 
May be auditors, 2978 
Notice of hy-laws re capital stock to, 2975 
l\Ieeting re amalgamation, 2957 
Resale, 2957 
i'iumber must be 25 or more, 2931 
Power to make by-laws, 2968 
Report by :lUditors to, 2979 
Prior to statutory meeting, 2965 
Right to set-ofT, 2941 
i'oting by proxy, 2968 
Power at meetings, 2968 
When consent required, 2943 
Who may ' 'ole on amalgamation, 2958 
i\Iay vote on sale, 2958 
Shares, beneficiary liable for, 2963 
Calls by directors on, 2940 
Conversion of partly paid up. 2975 
Co-partners may hold, 2962 
Corporate bodies may hold, 2962 
Demand and calls re, 2940 
Directors' by-laws reissue of, 2972 
Entry of forfeiture in terminating share$ 
book,29i8 
Estate liable for, 2963 
Fixed, permanent, non-withdrawable, 2932 
Forfeiture on non-payment of calls, 2940, 
2971 
No advance payments unless directors 
consent, 2972 
;:'1/ot to be issued at discount, 2930 
Par ,·alue of, 2932 
Payments re, in books of record, 2977 
Prohibition re issuing terminating, 2932 
Proof on transmission, 29i3 
Representatives not liable for, 2963 
Personally liable for, 2963 
Sufficient deposit for, 2963 
Transfer of, by consent of not paid up, 
2974 
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hares, cont'd I' 
Transfer by letters t e~t a Dlentary i~sued 
out of Ontario, 2973 
In books o£ record, 2977 
In by-laws, 2931 
No restriction, if paid up, 2974 
Sheriff, order to, for seizure of hooks, 2981 
For seizure of securities, 2981 
Short Forms of Mortgages A ct, referred 
to. 2912 
Sinking fund, trust company management 
of, 2936 
Solvency. penalty for represeuting. guaran· 
teed, 2984 
Special audit, deposit for, 2995 
Audit directed by Attorney.Gen~rnl. 2996 
Evidence for, 2996 
Expenses from deposit when. 2996 
or. 2996 
Obstruction. 2996 
Rl'gistrar's decision on, 2996 
Report of auditors on, 2996 
Ret urn of balance of deposit, 2996 
When directe•l by regist rar, 2995 
General meeting. business considered at. 
2967 
~feeling called by directors, 2967 
Notice required for. 2967 
Offences re, 2968 
On requisit ion of l-ha·eholtlcrs, 2967 
Proof of notice re. 296" 
Statutory declaration re notice. 2967 
Register of deposits. 2937 
Report by regi~trar, 2999 
Statement annual. provisions rc in by-laws. 
2931 
Annual to registrar. 2982 
On initial registry, 2986 
Penalty for failure to fil e, 2982 
~faking fal se, 2994 
Statutory declaration, discretion of direc-
tors rc. 2913 
Declaration re notice of special general 
meeting, 2967 
Transmission of, 2973 
:'I feet ing adjournment of, 2966 
Default in holding, winding up, 2966 I 
List of shareholders produced, 2966 
Report to shareholders prior to, 2965 
Shareholders may discuss business at, 
2966 
When held, 2965 
Stenographer, appointment by registrar, 
2986 
Oath of, 2986 
Stock of re-organized companies, invest· 
ment in, 2917 
Subscr iption, sworn copy filed on appli· 
cation, 2931 
Subject maller of trusts, vest in new cor· 
poration, 2962 
Succession Duty Act, referred to, 2974 
Summar)' Couvictions Act, referred to.-2994 
Supreme Court application, when made, 
29/l 
Appointment of trust company, 2939 
Of tru~t \:umpany as joint trustee, 2939 
Company as sole trustee, 2939 
Order, indemnity to company, 2974 
Reposseasion of hooks, 2981 
or securities, 2981 
When appointment as trustee made, 2939 
Suspension of registry, effect of, 2990 
or registry, entering of, 2988 
For failure to file annual statement, 
2983 
Fraud or mistake, 2990 
Illegal purpose, 2990 
I n~oh·ency, 2990 
Obstructing special audit, 2996 
Representing solvency guaranteed, 
2984 
Terminating charter, renewal of, 2933 
Shares book, 2978 
Book. contents of, 2978 
Entry of foreftinre o( shares, 2978 
Provisions applicable, 2978 
Prohibition reissue, 2932 
Re regi .. try, 2932 
Saving re certain, 3000 
Transfer, books out of Ontario, 2955 
or debenture stock, 2955 
or securities, refusal to register, if 
shareholder indebted, 2975 
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Transfer, cont'd 
Of shares, provisions in by-laws, 2931 
Transmission of securities by leiters testa-
mentary issued out of Ontario, 2973 
Of securities. consent of solicitor in On-
tario treasury, 297-J. 
On death. bankruptcy and insolvency. 
2973 
Penalty when without consent, 29i4 
Treasurer, when manager, 2980 
When managing director. 2980 
Trust companies' register, registrar to keep 
2985 
Company amalgamation provisions ap-
plicable to, 2961 
Appointments as joint trustee. 2939 
As sole trustee. 2939 
Appro,·a) of. for acceptance hy Court, 
2939 
As attorney or agent, powers. 2935 
Consent of, for appointment by Court. 
2939 
Defined, 2928 
Deposits, power to receive. 2937 
Documents, powers re. 2936 
General powers enumerated. 293.5 
Guarantee investments of. 2936 
Receipts of, 293-J. 
In fiduciary capacity, 2936 
Incorporation of, 293-• 
Investment of tr ust funds, 2935 
Liability to beneficiaries. 2938 
Limit of amount of investment, 2949 
Loans by, 2945, 29-l-6 
Not to borrow by recei,·ing tleposits, 
2935 
Borrow on debentures, 29.14 
Paid up capital required for registra-
t rat ion. 2986 
Powers and liabilities of, 2934 
Pre requisites to letters patent. 293.J. 
Procedure re incorporation, 293.J. 
Prope rty for safe keeping to. 293.~ 
On trust, to. 293.) 
Powers re. 2936 
Purchase or investment by, 29-H 
References in codicil where amalgama-
tion, 2962 
In codicil where sale, 2962 
In will , where amalgamation. 2962 
Where sale, 2962 
Register for, 2985 
Remuneration, powers re, 2936 
Returns quarterly by, 2937,2938 
Sale provisions applicable to, 2961 
inking fund management, 2936 
Statutory powers not affected. 2986 
Subject matter of trusts ,·esting in, 
2962 
Substitution of new corporation for, 
2962 
Trust fund im·estment powers, 2936 
Trusts to pass to ne,,· corporation, 2961 
Funds investment of. 2936 
Trustee Act, ref erred to. 2935, 2936. 2939 
Trustee. appointment of trust company as, 
2939 
.-\ppointment of trust company as joint, 
2939 
or trust company as sole, 2939 
Liability of trust company, 2938 
~ot personally liable as shareholder, 2963 
When apptJintmeut made. 2939 
Personally liable for shares, 2963 
Trusts. execution of. corporation not bound 
2962 
Subject matter of. ,·est in new corpora. 
tion. 2962 
Sufficient discharge of, 2963 
\'est in new corporation. 2961 
Gnauthorized im·estments, director's liabil· 
ity, re. 2984 
hwestmenl:::, disposal o f. 298-l 
Protest of director re, 2984 
Unregistered corpora tion, cliscontinuance of 
misleading documents, 2993 
Corporation, discontinuance of mislead· 
ing signs. 2993 
1'\ot to carry OQ business, 2992 
Order for restitution recontracts, 2993 
Penalty for mi:::leading words . 2992 
Re certain contracts, 2993 
Reorder for restitution. 2993 
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Unregistered corporation, cont'd I 
Prohii.Jition rc acting as agent for, 2992 
Re certain contracts, 2993 
What demed carrying on business, 2992 
Vice-president, election from directors, 2971 
Yoting power shareholders', at meetings, 
2968 
Will effect of amalgamation on references 
in, 2962 
Effect of sale on references in, 2962 
Winding-up, application of Companies Act, 
3000 
On default in holding statutory meeting, 
. 2966 
Witnesses, examination by registrar, 2986 
LOAN CO:'IIPANIES; see ASSESSMENT; 
LOAN AND TRUST CORPORATIONS; 
~IO:'<EY LE:-IDERS; REC!SmY 
LOA:'\ OF PROVI;'\CE; see PROVINCIAL 
LOANS 
LOCAL llOARD OF HEALTH; see FAC· 
TORY, SHOP A:-ID OFI"ICE BUILDli:\C; 
PUBLIC HEALTH 
LOCAL L\1PROVE:'IIENT; see also ASSESS· 
ME!\T; LANDLORD A Nil TENANT; ~!UN I· 
CIPAL; SUBURO .~N AKEA DEVELOPMENT 
Amending by-law, by council, 3568 
Re highway, 3569 
Application, by owners to Ontario Muni· 
cipal Board, 3565 
To 1Iunicipal Board, 3564 
l•pproach from pavement, assessment of. 
3561 
Construction of, 3561 
Area, defined, in township or village, 3587 
Assessment Act, referred to, 3579, 3582, 
3584 
Assessment, abutting lots, procedure, 3575 
Non-abutting lots, procedure, 3576 
Reduction in as compensation, 3570 
Relief from as compensation, 3574 
Special, after decision by Board, 3563 
Annual installment!>, 3581 
At intersections, 2572 
Commutation of, 3581 
Correct ing roll of, 3579 
Court of Revision before, 3577 
Imposing, 3578 
Finality of roll, 3579 
For connecting bridge, 3587 
Outlet sewer, 3574 
Sewer, 3570 
Watermain, 3570 
Work on boundary, 3586 
Fund for, 3580 
How borne, 3569 
Inspection of roll, 3577 
In township, 3587 
Village, 3587 
Of church land, 3584 
Collegeland,3584 
Exempted land, 3584 
On corner lots, 3572 
Irregular lot, 3572 
Non-abutting lot, 3575 
One side of street, 3573 
Triangular lot, 3572 
Pavement resurfacing, 3571 
Payment of, 3581 
Power of Court of Revision, 3578 
Reduction in, 3572 
Regas sen-ice, 3561, 3562 
Lane, 3572, 3573 
Private drain, 3561, 3562 
Sewer outlet, 3574 
Water sen~ce, 3561,3562 
Roll for, 3576 
Time of levy of, 3582 
Unfitness for building, 3572 
Use of rates, 3580 
When not incumbrance, 3588 
Where contribution, 3569, 3570 
Benefit, equaJ, assessment where, 3575 
Unequal, assessment where, 3575 
BouJevard, as local improvement, 3560 
Boundary, agreement of municipali ties, 3585 
Cost of repairing, 3586 
Local improvement on, 3585 
Special rates respecting, 3585 
Breakwater, as local improvement, 3560 
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Bridge, apportionment of cost of, 35;3 
As local impro,·ement, 3559 
By-law for, 3564 
Connecting, assessment for, 3587 
Debentures for, 3587 · 
1\Iunicipalities, 3586 
Defined, 3557 
Objection by owner, 3563 
By-law, adopting local impro,·ement sys· 
tern, 3588 
Amending, appro,·al of Board to, 3563 
Eff eel of, 3568 
Re highway, 3569 
Restricting work, 3568 
Substitnting work, 3568 
Apportioning cost in certain cases, 3573 
Appro\'al of form by Board, 3588 
Assess ing part of co~t, 3571, 35i2 
Borrowing, art~r roll confirmed, 3582 
Council amending, 3582 
Council passing new, 3582 
Court order re, 3582 
Effect of amended, 3582 
New,3582 
For several work, 3581 
Order for new, 3582 
To amend, 3582 
Proceedings to quash, 3582 
Requirements, 3579,3580 
Commutation of assessment, 3581 
Consolidating, contents, 3581 
For debentures, 3581 
Rate in, 3581 
For asses~ment procedure, 3577 
Several works, 3564 
Sidewalk on one side, 3573 
Snow cleaning, 358~ 




Tree trimming, 3584 
Weed cutt ing, 338-1 
Increasing cost assumed, 3572 
On petition, 3563 
On sanitary grounds, 3-1-6-1, 3565 
Time for, 3565 
LOCAL l:\IPROVEi\IENT 
Payment of special assessment, 3581 
Procedure after, 356~ 
Re lane. 3572 
Municipal boundary, 3585 
Sewage outlet, 3574 
Street cleauing. etc., duration. 3585 
When approval of Board needed, 356 ~ 
Without petition, 3564 
Church lands. special assessment of, 3584 
Clerk,defined,3557 
Inquiry by, repetition, 3568 
Witnesses at, 3568 
College land, special assessment of, 35!l~ 
Commutation, of special assessment. 3581 
Compensat ion for expropriation for st reet, 
3574 
Constructed wNk, purchase of, 3562 
Constructing, defined, 3557 
Construct ion, defined, 3557 
Contribution to cost. by annuity, 3570 
In cash. 3569 
Corporation, defiued, 3557 
Share of cost, 35i0 
Corporation's portion of the cost, defined, 
3557 
Jnclu:;ion~. 35i0 
In yearly estimates, 3580 
Cost, apportionment by ~lunicipal Board. 
3563 
Apportionment, re sewer, 3570 
Watermain, 3510 
Assumption by corporation of part of, 
3571,3572 
Contribution to by annuity. 33i0 
In cash, 3569 
Corporation's portion of, 3570 
Frontage assessment for, 3569 
How borne, 3569 
Inclusion in yearly estimates, 3580 
Increasing share assumed, 3572 
1n townships and '·illages, 3587 
Of impro,·ement on boundary, 3585. 3586 
Pavement widening, 3571 
Repairing boundary. 3586 
Street cleaning. 3584 
Lighting. 3584 




Re sewer outlet. 3574 
Unfinished work, 3577,3578 
Unsettled claims. 3577, 3S78 
Special assessment re, 3569 
Statement to Court of Revision. 3577 
Undertaken by corporation, 3563 
What included in, 3569 
Where pavement resurfaced, 3571 
Work by day labour, 3570 
Guaranteed, 3570 
Council , amending borrowing by-law, 3582 
Appeal to County Judge, 3579 
Court of Revision from, 3575 
Apportionment of cost by, 3570 
Borrowing by-law for seve1al works, 3581 
By-law assuming part of cost, 3571. 3572 
For assessment procedure, 3577 
Increasing assumed cost,3572 
or udoptiug system, 3587 
On sanitary grounds, 3565 
Re payment of assessment, 3581 
Compensation agreement of, 3574 
Consolidating by-law of. 3581 
Defined, 3557 
I nit iat ing. powers of, 358:> 
Init iative plan of, 3564 
Local improvements by, 3559 
Obtaining approval of Board, 3564 
Passing new borrowing by-law. 3582 
Power re boundary street. 3585 
Cas service pipes. 3561, 3562 
Preliminary work. 3561 
Private drains, 3561. 3562 
To is~ue debentures, 3519 
Temporary loan, 3579 
Water service pipes, 3561, 3562 
Proceeding at cost of corporation. 3563 
On init iative plan, 3566 
Purchase of constructed ' •ork by, 3562 
Report on special assessment. 3375. 3576 
Resolution of, 3564 
Special assessment roll, 3576 
Succeeding, powers of, 3588 
Township, waterworks powers, 3587 
Village, waterworks powers, 3587 
County defined, 3557 
J udge, appeal to, 3579 
Powers of, 3579 
Court of Revision, appeal from, 3579 
Appeal to, 3575 
Bef•>re special assessment, 3577 
Imposing ~pecial assessment, 3578 
Powers of, 3578 
Statement to chairman, 3577 
Crib, as local improvement, 3560 
Curbing. as local improvement, 3560 
Assumption of cost of, 3571 
By-law for, 3564 
Defined, 3557 
One side, assessment for, 3573 
Power of township council, 3587 
Village council, 3587 
Day labour, effect of on cost, 3570 
Debentures, consolidating by-law for, 3581 
Covering several works, 3581 
Effect of new by-law on, 3582 
On of time of levy. 3582 
For completed work, 3579 
Holder requiring valid by-law, 3582 
Pannent by general rate, 3580 
Special rates, 3580 
Power Qf Council to issue, 3519 
Reconnecting bridge. 3587 
Relation to debenture debt, 3580 
Requirements of, 3580 
Defined area, in township or village, 3587 
Drains, construction of without petilion, 
3565 
Dyke, as local impro,·ement. 356!) 
Electrical power line, assessment of, 3574 
Engiaecr. defined, 3557 
Estimates, yearly inclusion of cost in, 3580 
Expropriation for s treet, compensation, 3574 
Form, approval of by Board, 3588 
Of iutention to apply to Municipal Board 
3589 
To proceed, sanitary grounds, 3589 
Of not ice of intention, initiative plan, 
3590 
To owner assessed, 3590 
Frontage, defined, 3557 
Cas, service pipes, assessment of, 3561,3562 
Service pipes, a t owner's request. 3562 
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Gas, cont'd 
Service pipes, construction of, 3561. 3562 
Preliminary, 3561 
Works, as local improvement. 3560 
General rate, time of levy o f, 3582 
To pay debentures, 3580 
Groynes, as local improve.ment, 3560 
Guarantee, effect on cost, 3510 
Heal works, as local impro\·ement, 3560 
Highway, amending by-law as to, 3569 
Boundary, agreement as to. 3585 
Improvement on, 3585 
Repair of, 3583 
Hydrants, cost of included in corporation·,. 
sllare,3570 
Initiating council, powers of, 3585 
Initiative plan. notice of intention. 3566 
or impro\·ement, 3564 
Petition agains t, 3566 
Effect, 3567 
Inquiry by clerk a- to petition, 3568 
Witnesses at, 3568 
Intersection, special assessment At, 3572 
Joint owners, execution of petition by, 3568 
J udge of the County Court, defined, 3558 
Land, church. special assessment of, 3584 
College, special assessment of, 3584 
Cost of unsettled claim re, 3577, 3578 
Equally henefilling, ass~ssment, 3575 
Exempted, special assessment of, 3584 
Unequally benefitting, assessment, 3575 
Lane, approval of Board to by-law, 3573 
By-law re, 3572 
Exemption from asses~;ment for. 3572 
R eduction in a$sessment for. 3572 
Liabilities, effect of defective by-law, 3582 
Lifetime, defined. 3558 
Light works. as local improvement, 3560 
Loan, temporary. power of council re, 3579 
Local improvement, amending by-la" re. 
3568,3569 
Borrowing for, 3579 
By-law adopting system, 3588 
For, 3564 
Constructed work as, 3562 
One side, assessment, 3573 
On sanitary grounds, 3565 
LOCAL ll\IPROVEi\'IENT 
Petition for, 3565 
Procedure for, 3563 
Repair of, 3583 
Resolution for, 3564 
What may be, 3559, 3561 
With approval of Board, 356-l 
Lot, abulting lane, assessment on, 3572,3573 
Abutting. procedure for assessment, 3575 
Ascertaining value of, 3567 
Benefitted, special assesoment on. 3573 
Corner, special assessment on, 3372 
Defined, 3558 
Expropriated, compensation for, 3574 
Irregular. special assessment on, 3572 
~on-abulling, asses>ment of, 3575 
Procedure for assessment, 3576 
Special assessment on, 3561, 3562 
Triangular, special assessment on. 3372 
Unfit for building, assessment on, 3572 
.\laintenance, exception as to, 3561 
Proceedings to enforce, 3583 
:\linister of Health, recommendation of, 
3565 
.U unicipal Act, referred to, 3562, 3580, 3583, 
3588 
Municipal Board, apportionment of cost L~-, 
3563 
Approval of. 3563.3564 
Amending by-laws, 3569 
Forms by, 3588 
Re lane, 3573 
Directions as to notices. 356 ~ 
Hearing of objection by, 3563 
:\otice of application, contents, 3564 
To, 356--1 
Owner filing objection, 356-l 
Petit ion of owners to, 3565 
.\lunicipality, defined, 35~8 
~otice, approval of form by Board. 3588 
Initiative plan, form. 3566 
Publication of, 3566 
Service of, 3566 
Of application to Board. 35~ 
T o Board, contents, 3564 
Of intention, initiative plan, 3566 
Initiative plan, form of, 3590 




Of intention to apply to Board, form, 3589 
Where sanitary gmundc;, 3565 
or objection by owner, 3563, 3561 
To owner to be assessed, form, 3590 
Objection by owner, 3563, 3564 
Of owner's, filing with Board, 3564 
Where sani tary grounds, 356:> 
Occupant, right to enforce repair, 3583 
Owner, abutting, procedure for assessment, 
3575 
Agreement with for compen~ntion, 3574 
Appeal to County Judge, 3579 
Commutation of special assessment, 3581 
Delined,3558 
Filing object ion with Board, 35M 
Non-abuuing, procedure for assessment, 
3516 
Ohjel'tion by. 3563,356-1 
Of where sanitary grounds, 3365 
Payment of special :bSessmcnt, 3581 
Right to enforce repair, 3593 
True, determination of, 3567 
Owners, defined, 3558 
Joint, control by majority of, 3568 
Execution of petition by, 3568 
P etition of against initiative plan, 3566 
For improvement, 3565 
To Board, time for, 3565 
Portion of the cost, defined, 3558 
PTocedure,3575,3576 
Sufficiency of petition to Board, 3565 
!'ark, appOrtionment of cost oi, 3573 
.\ s local improvement, 3560 
Pavement, approach from, assessment, 3561 
Approach from construction, 3561 
Assumption of cost of, 3571 
fly-law for, 3564 
Defined, 3558 
Powers of township council, 3581 
Village council, 3587 
Preliminary work for, 3561 
Resurfacing, cost of, 3571 
Special asse;;sments re, 3561 
Widening, approval of Board to, 3571 
Cost of. 3571 
476 
Paving, as local impro,·ement, 3559, 3560, 
3561 
Defined, 3558 
Permissillle preliminary work, construction 
of, 3561 
Works, 3559, 3561 
Petition, add it ion . of name to, 3568 
Against initiative plan, 3566 
Jnjtiative plan effect, 3567 
By owners. to Board, 3565 
Sufficiency, 3565 
Time for, 3565 
Complaint as to execut ion, 3568 
Execution by durcs•. 3568 
By true owner, 3567 
J oint owners, 3568 
:'l lisrepresentat ion. 3568 
or by fraud, 3568 
For local impro\'(•ment. 3565 
For sidewalk on one ~ide, 3573 
Form of, 3567 
Inquiry by clerk re, 3563 
Witnesses, 3568 
Investigation hy Jndge, 3568 
Local improvements hy, 3560, 3561 
Without , 3562 
Lodging Of, 3568 
Sufficiency of, 3567 
When not necessary, 35M 
N'ot permissible, 3561 
Withdrawal of name from, 3568 
Planting. as local impro,ement , 3560 
Power works, as local improvement, 3560 
Procedure for local impro\'ement, 3563 
Special a;sessment, 3575, 3576 
Proceedings, approval of form by Board, 
3588 
Private drain, aS5Cssmcnt of, 3561, 3562 
At owner's request, 3562 
By-law for, 3564 
Connections. preliminary, 3561 
Construct ion of, 3561,3562 
On sanitary grounds, 3565 
Public drive, as local improvement, 3560 
Publication, defined, 3558 
Of notice of application to Board, 3564 
Purchase of constructed work, 3562 
Railway line, assessment of, 3574 
Ravine, between municipalities, bridge over 
3586 
Repair, appeal from order re, 3584 
By applicant under order, 3583 
Court motion to enforce, 3583 
Exception re, 3561 
Notice to, 3583 
Of work, compulsory, 3583 
Order re supervisor of, 3583 
Power of Court to order, 3583 
Remuneration of supervisor of, 3583 
Resolution of council , re works to be con· 
structcd, 3564 
P rocedure after, 3564 
Roll, special assessment, contents, 3576 
Special assessment, correcting, 3579 
Finality of, 3579 
Inspect ion of, 3577 
Sanitary grounds, local improvement on, 
3565 
Notice of intention, 3565 
Objection hy 01mcrs, 3565 
Time for by-law on, 3565 
Seminary land, ~pecia l asse~sment of, 3584 
Sewer, apportionment of costs of, 3570, SSi3 
As local improvement, 3559 
As outlet, assessment of, 3574 
Cost of, 3574 
By-law for, 3564 
Defined, 3559 
One side, assessment for, 3573 
On sanitary grounds, 3565 
Outlet of, assessment re, 3574 
Cost of, 3574 
Powers of township council, 3587 
Village council, 3587 
Preliminary work for, 3561 
Special assessments re, 3561 
System, when completed, 3579 
Shore protection, apportionment of cost of, 
3573 
As local improvement, 3560 
Sidewalk, as local improvement, 3560 
As<>umption of cost of, 3571 
By-law for, 3564 
Defined, 3559 
LOCAL IMPROVEMENT 
One side, assessment for, 3573 
Powers of township council, 3587 
\'illage council , 3587 
Snow cleaning, by-law for, 3584 
Sodding, as local improvement, 3560 
Special asses~ment, how horne, 3569 
Rate, for houndary improvement, 3585 
Time of levy of, 3582 
Use of, 3580 
When not incumbrance, 3588 
Special! y assessed, defined, 3559 
S(Juar<'. npportioument of cost of, 3573 
As local improvement, 3560 
Stop cocks, as preliminary work, 3561 
Street, apportioument of cost of, 3573 
As local improvement, 3559, 3560 
By-law respecting, 356.1 
Cleaning, by-law for, 3584 
Defined, 3559 
Expropriation for, compensation, 3574 
Extension, objection by owner, 3563 
Lighting, a~sumpt ion of cost of, 3571 
By-law for, 3584 
Ct'st of, 3584 
Oiling, by-law for, 358-~ 
Opening, objection by owner, 3563 
Watering, by-law for, 3584 
Widening, objection by owner, 3563 
Subway, as local improvement, 3560 
Surface drainage, as preliminary work, 3561 
Taxation, assessment of land exempt from, 
3584 
Township council , powers of, 3587 
Tree, trimming, by-law for, 3584 
Trees, as local improvement, 3560 
University land, special assessment of, 3584 
Unorganized territory, purchase by council 
of,3562 
Value, defined, 3559 
Vendors and purchasers, adjustment of spe-
cial assessments, 3588 
Village council, powers of, 3587 
Wall, as local improvement, 3560 
Watering streets, provision for by by-law, 
3584 





As local impro' ement, 3559 
Dy.Jaw for, 3564 
Defined, 3559 
On sanitary grounds, 3565 
One side, assessment for, 3573 
Power of townsliip council, 3587 
Village council, 3587 
Preliminary work for, 3:561 
Special assessments re, 3561 
Water service pipes, assesl>ment of , 3561, 
3562 
At owner's request, 3562 
By-law for, 3564 
Construction of, 3561, 3562 
On sanita ry grounds, 3565 
Preliminary, 3561 
Waterworks, as local irnJ>rovement, 3560 
By-law for, 3564 
Powers of township council, 3587 
\'illage council, 3587 
Weeds, cutting, b} -la" for, 358 l 
Work, amending by-laws a. to, 3569, 3569 
Con~tructed, purchase of, 3:i62 
Defined,3559 
On sanitary grounc.ls, 3565 
Pe rmissible pre liminary, 3561 
Permitted as local improvement, 3559, 
3561 
Procedure for, 3563 
Repair of, 3583 
Restricting by amending lwlaw, 3568 
Substitut ing by amending Ly-law, 3568 
Undertaken, defined, 3559 
Unfinished, cost of, 3577, 3578 
Yearly est imates, inc lusion of cost in, 3580 
LOCAL JUDGES; see JUOICA'rUnE 
LOCAL REGISTRARS; see AOMINISTRA· 
TI0:'-1 Of' J trSTIC£ EXI'f.'ISt.<,·, JUOICA· 1 
TURE; PUBLIC OI'I'IC'f.I1S' ··F:ES 
LOCK S HOES; see IIICII\\'AY TnA•TIC 
LOCK-U PS; see CAOLS; JUROns; MUNICI· 
PAL 
LODGING HOUSE; see INNKEEPERs; PUR· 
L 'C II EALTII 
LOCO~lOTIVES; see FOREST FIRES PRE· 
\'ENTION; MININC; RAILWAYS; TE~IIS· 
KA~IINC ANO NORTHERN ONTAillO 
ltAILWAY 
LODGER; see LANDLORD AND TEN A :-IT 
LO~G POINT I' ARK; see a lso TERRITOR· 
IAL 01\'ISI0:'-1 
Action, against commissioners, 1186 
Annual report by commission, 1186 
Contents of, 1186 
Lieut.-Gov., 1186 
Assessment Act, referred to, 1185 
Assessment and taxation, 1185 
Audit A~;t, application of, 1186 
Referred to, 1186 
Board, election of chairman, 1181 
Tenure of office, 1181 
Books of account, of commission, 1185 
Open for inspection, 1185 
Who may inspect, 1186 
Borrowing powers of commission, 1184 
Purposes, 1184 
Buildings, power to e rect , 1182 
To lease, 1182 
T o pull down, 1182 
T o sell, 1182 
By·laws, approval of, 1185 
Authentication of, 1184 
Copy of aut henl icatcd, 1184 
Effect of , 1183 
For borrowins, 1185 
For debenture issues, 1185 
Jleat,1184 
Improvements, 1183 
Ligh t,l l84 
Water, ll84 
General by commission, 1184 
Penal ties in, 1184 
Refire protection, 1183 
Re license fees, 1183 
Chairman, election of, 1181 
Commission, annual report, 1186 
4·78 
Commission, coru'd 
Appointment of, 1181 
Constables, 1183 
Borrowing by, 1184 
By-laws for borrowing, 1185 
For debenture issues, 1185 
For improvements, 1183 
For water, heat and light, 1184 
Re license fees, 1183 
Duties re highway repair, 1184 
Re voters' list, 1186 
Employment of officers, 1185 
Workmen, 1185 
Entitled to license fee~, 1184 
Penalties, 1184 
Cen'cral by-laws by, 1184 
Regulations by, 1184 
i\lay provide penalties, 1184 
Power re transportation, 1182 
To borrow, 1184 
To collect monies, 1183 
To collect rent, 1182 
To erect buildings, 1182 
To expend monies, 1183 and 1185 
To improve park, 1182 
To lease buildings, 1182 
To pull down buildings, 1182 
To sell materials, 1182 
Powers of, 1182 and ll83 
Provision for assessment, 1185 
Taxation, ll85 
Regula tions for improvements, ll83 
Re game, 1187 
Re license fees, 1183 
Hemuncration of officers, 1185 
Of workmen. 1185 
To keep books of account , 11!!5 
Remit surplus to treasurer, ll83 
Commissioners, appointment of secretary, 
1181 
Compensation of, 1181 
Consent to bring action, 1186 
[nquirics into contracts hy, 1182 
No action against unless consent, ll86 
Powers re police, 1183 
To form board, ll81 
Vesting of property in, ll82 
LONG POINT PARK 
Constables, appointment of, 1183 
Powers of, 1183 
Contracts, inquiry of commissioners r e, 1182 
Debentures, preferential lien, 1185 
Priority to other debts, 1185 
Repayment , 1185 
Security for, 1185 
Terms of, 1185 
Debt. repayment. ll85 
Term, 1185 
Electoral purposes, part of South Walsing· 
ham, 1186 
Fire protection, by-laws rc, ll83 
Regulations re, 1183 
Came. regulations re. 1187 
Heat, by-laws for, 1184 
Highways, duty of commi!<sion, 1184 
Liability for misfeasance, 1186 
Non-feasance, 1186 
'on-repair. 1186 
;\Jon-repair, Norfolk relieved, 1186 
South Walsingham relie,·ed, 1186 
Improvements. by-laws' and regulations re, 
1183 • 
Power of commission, 1182 
Judicial purpose~. part of Norfolk, 1187 
Lea~e, power of commiss ion to. 1182 
Lease~, inquiry of commissioners re, 1172 
License fees, applicati•)n of, 1184 
By-laws re, 1183 
Payable to commission, 1184 
Regulations rc, 1183 
Lieut.-Gov., appointment of commission, 
1181 
Approval of, 1185 
Consent to bring action, 1186 
J.lay add property, 1187 
To fix compensation, 1181 
Light, by-laws for, 118.:J. 
Long Point Co., rights of reserved, 1187 
~lonies, collection, 1183 
Expenditure, 1183 
Municipal Act, referred to, 1183 mHill84· 
J\lunici)Jal and school purposes, 1186 
O'licers, employment of. 1185 
Remuneration of, 11!!5 
I' ark. dcGned. 1181 
4·79 
LONG POI1~T PARK 
Park, cont'd 
Jmpro,ement of, 1182 
Open to public, 11M 
Power to improve, 1182 
User of, 1182 
Vesting of, 1182 
Penalties, application of, 1184 
Enforcement of, 1184 
Payable to commis~ion, 1181 
Provision for in by-law~, 1184 
Power«, of borrowing, 118-t 
or commissioners, 1182 
or constables, 1183 
Preferential lien, 1185 
Prot'illcial Parks Act, referred to, 1187 
Public Utilities Act, application of, 1184 
Referred to, 1184 
Hcgulations, approval of, 1185 
For impro,·ements, 1183 
General, 1184 
Re fire protection, 1183 
Re game, 1187 
Re license fees, 1183 
1\ent, collection of, 1182 
St'cretary, appointment of, 1181 
Duties of, 1181 
To have duties of clerk, 1181 
Of reeve, 1181 
Of treasurer, 1181 
SpecialJe,y. unnecessary, 1183 
Special rate, unnecessary, 1185 
T oronto Big Creek Shooting Club, Ltd .. 
1187 
Transportation, power of commi~sion re. 
1182 
Voters' list, preparation of, 1186 
Voters' Lists Act, referred to, 1185, 1186 
Water, by-laws for, 1184 
Workmen, employment of, 1185 
Remuneration of, 1185 
LORD'S DAY; see J~TERPRETATJON; JUDI· 
CATURE 
LOWER C.\:'\AD.\; sec 1'\TI.HI'ItETATJO'I 
LUl\IBF.R C. \:'liP; see CA~IE A "D FISH· 
J:.RIES: PUBLIC IlEAL Til 
LU::'IIBERl\JA ·; sec CULLE!IS; II' OODM£.'i'S 
E~IPI.OYME:>T i WOODMEN'S LIEN FOR 
W.\CCS 
LUNACY; sec MENTAL I NCOMPETENCY 
LUNDY'S LANE BATTLEFIELD; see 
!';JACARA PArtKS 
.\IAGJSTRATES; see also CHI LDREN OF UN-
MARRiED PARENTS; CO:> STABLES; £VI· 
DENCE; INTERPRETATI0:-1; JUSTICES OF 
THE PEACE; 1\JACISTRATES' JURISDIC· 
TION; PUBliC AUTHORITIES PROTEC· 
TION; SUMMARY CONVICTIONS 
Accommodations for in county, 1620 
In provisional judicial dist ricts, 1620 
Accounts, audit of, 1620 
Additional magistrates, appointment of, 
1620 
Salary of, 1620 
Administration of Justice Expenses Act, re-
ferred to, 1620 
Appointments, hy whom made, 1617 
Attorney-General, recommendation re ap-
pointment of Magist rate, 1617 
Direction to Magistrate to act, 1618 
Audit of accounts. 1620 
Business not to engage in without license, 
1618 
City power hold Court in, 1619 
When to supply forms, 1620 
Clerk of the peace, returns to, 1618 
Commissioners of Police Board to he ex 
officio magi~trate~. 1619 
Appointment of interpreters, 1619 
County, defined, 161i 
Court room, use of, 1619 
Deputy magistrates, appointment of, 1617 
Direction by Attorney General to act in 
district, 1618 
Forms, h>· whom supplied, 1620 
Inspector dcfin('d,l61i 
Returns to be made to. 1618 
To prescribe forms and stationery, 1620 
Interpreters, appointment of, 1619 
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